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### Presidents of the Association

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Year</th>
<th>President</th>
<th>Year</th>
<th>President</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1902-04</td>
<td>W J McGee</td>
<td>1951</td>
<td>William W Howells</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1905-06</td>
<td>F W Putnam</td>
<td>1952</td>
<td>Wendell C Bennett</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1907-08</td>
<td>Franz Boas</td>
<td>1953</td>
<td>Fred R Eggan</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1909-10</td>
<td>W H Holmes</td>
<td>1954</td>
<td>John Otis Brew</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1911-12</td>
<td>J Walter Fewkes</td>
<td>1955</td>
<td>George P Murdock</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1913-14</td>
<td>Roland B Dixon</td>
<td>1956</td>
<td>Emil W Haury</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1915-16</td>
<td>F W Hodge</td>
<td>1957</td>
<td>E Adamson Hoebel</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1917-18</td>
<td>Alfred L Kroebel</td>
<td>1958</td>
<td>Harry Hoijer</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1919-20</td>
<td>Clark Wissler</td>
<td>1959</td>
<td>Sol Tax</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1921-22</td>
<td>W C Farabee</td>
<td>1960</td>
<td>Margaret Mead</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1923-24</td>
<td>Walter Hough</td>
<td>1961</td>
<td>Gordon R Willey</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1925-26</td>
<td>Ales Hrdlicka</td>
<td>1962</td>
<td>Sherwood L Washburn</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1927-28</td>
<td>Marshall H Saville</td>
<td>1963</td>
<td>Morris E Opler</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1929-30</td>
<td>Alfred M Tozzer</td>
<td>1964</td>
<td>Leslie A White</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1931</td>
<td>George G MacCurdy</td>
<td>1965</td>
<td>Alexander Spoehr</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1932</td>
<td>John R Swanton</td>
<td>1966</td>
<td>John P Gillin</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1933-34</td>
<td>Fay-Cooper Cole</td>
<td>1967</td>
<td>Frederica de Laguna</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1935</td>
<td>Robert H Lowie</td>
<td>1968</td>
<td>Irving Rouse</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1936</td>
<td>Herbert J Spinden</td>
<td>1969</td>
<td>Cora DuBois</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1937</td>
<td>Nels C Nelson</td>
<td>1970</td>
<td>George M Foster</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1938</td>
<td>Edward Sapir</td>
<td>1971</td>
<td>Charles Wagley</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1939</td>
<td>Diamond Jenness</td>
<td>1972</td>
<td>Anthony F C Wallace</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1940</td>
<td>John M Cooper</td>
<td>1973</td>
<td>Joseph B Casagrande</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1941</td>
<td>Elsie Clews Parsons</td>
<td>1974</td>
<td>Edward H Spicer</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1942</td>
<td>A V Kidder</td>
<td>1975</td>
<td>Ernestine Friedl</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1943</td>
<td>Leslie Spier</td>
<td>1976</td>
<td>Walter Goldschmidt</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1944</td>
<td>Robert Redfield</td>
<td>1977</td>
<td>Richard N Adams</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1945</td>
<td>Neil M Judd</td>
<td>1978</td>
<td>Francis L K Hsu</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1946</td>
<td>Ralph Linton</td>
<td>1979</td>
<td>Paul J Bohannan</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1947 (Jan-May)</td>
<td>Ruth F Benedict</td>
<td>1980</td>
<td>Conrad M Arensberg</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1947 (May-Dec)</td>
<td>Clyde Kluckhohn</td>
<td>1981</td>
<td>William C Sturtevant</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1948</td>
<td>Harry L Shapiro</td>
<td>1982</td>
<td>M Margaret Clark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1949</td>
<td>A Irving Hallowall</td>
<td>1983</td>
<td>Dell H Hyman</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1950</td>
<td>Ralph L Beals</td>
<td>1984</td>
<td>Nancy O Lurie</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Distinguished Lecturers

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Year</th>
<th>Lecturer</th>
<th>Year</th>
<th>Lecturer</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1970</td>
<td>Joseph Greenberg</td>
<td>1977</td>
<td>F Clark Howell</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1972</td>
<td>George Condominas</td>
<td>1979</td>
<td>Eliot D Chapple</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1973</td>
<td>John W M Whiting</td>
<td>1980</td>
<td>Raymond Firth</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1974</td>
<td>Miquel Leon-Portilla</td>
<td>1981</td>
<td>Kent Flannery</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1975</td>
<td>Elizabeth Colson</td>
<td>1982</td>
<td>Marshall Sahlins</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1976</td>
<td>Robert McC Adams</td>
<td>1983</td>
<td>Clifford Geertz</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1977</td>
<td>Margaret Mead</td>
<td>1980</td>
<td>Edward H Spicer</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1978</td>
<td>Lita Osmundsen</td>
<td>1981</td>
<td>George M Foster</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1979</td>
<td>Beila Maday</td>
<td>1982</td>
<td>Raymond H Thompson</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1980</td>
<td>Sol Tax</td>
<td>1982</td>
<td>Sherwood L Washburn</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1981</td>
<td>William W Howells</td>
<td>1982</td>
<td>John W M Whiting and</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1982</td>
<td>Nathalie F S Woodbury</td>
<td>1982</td>
<td>Beatrice Blyth Whiting</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1984</td>
<td>Frederick Johnson</td>
<td>1983</td>
<td>Charles F Voegelin and</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1985</td>
<td>Philip Sapir</td>
<td>1983</td>
<td>Florence M Voegelin</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### The Distinguished Service Award

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Year</th>
<th>Recipients</th>
<th>Year</th>
<th>Recipients</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1976</td>
<td>Edward H Spicer</td>
<td>1980</td>
<td>George M Foster</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1977</td>
<td>Margaret Mead</td>
<td>1980</td>
<td>Raymond H Thompson</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1978</td>
<td>Lita Osmundsen</td>
<td>1980</td>
<td>Sherwood L Washburn</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1979</td>
<td>Beila Maday</td>
<td>1980</td>
<td>John W M Whiting and</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1982</td>
<td>John O Brew</td>
<td>1980</td>
<td>Charles F Voegelin and</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1983</td>
<td>Frederick Johnson</td>
<td>1980</td>
<td>Florence M Voegelin</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1984</td>
<td>Philip Sapir</td>
<td>1980</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
GENERAL INFORMATION

REGISTRATION
Grand Ballroom Foyer
   Wednesday, November 16, 4 pm-8 pm
   Thursday, Friday, Saturday, November 17-19, 8 am-4 pm
   Sunday, November 20, 8 am-noon
Registration includes a copy of the Program, a copy of the meeting edition of Anthropology Newsletter, which contains Program changes and the Agenda for the Annual Business Meeting, and a badge that is required for admission to all sessions. Students who register at reduced rates must confirm student status with appropriate identification.

ADVANCE REGISTRATION will operate the same hours as registration.

ABSTRACTS of papers presented at the meeting may be purchased at the registration or membership desks.

ALL PROGRAM CHANGES including additions, revisions, and cancellations received after September 12 are printed in the meeting edition of Anthropology Newsletter.

ANNUAL BUSINESS MEETING
Dell H Hymes will chair the Association’s annual business meeting on Friday, November 18 at 8 pm in the Regency Ballroom A and B. All members in good standing are urged to attend. Registration badges will be required for admission.

EXHIBITS
Columbus Hall A-F
   Thursday, Friday, Saturday, November 17-19, 9 am-6 pm

INFORMATION AND MESSAGE CENTER
Grand Ballroom Foyer
   Wednesday, November 16, 4 pm-8 pm; Thursday-Sunday, November 17-20, 8 am-6 pm

MEMBERSHIP SERVICES AND PUBLICATIONS
Columbus Hall A-F, Booth #1
   Thursday, Friday, Saturday, November 17-19, 9 am-6 pm

MOTIONS AND RESOLUTIONS
The Resolutions Committee will be available for consultation in the Sandburg Room on Thursday, November 17, 2 pm-4 pm, and on Friday, November 18, 10 am-noon.

NATIONAL SCIENCE FOUNDATION
Horner
   Thursday and Friday, November 17-18, 10 am-5 pm
Information about NSF programs supporting research and education, on both predoctoral and postdoctoral levels, as well as publications, facilities, conferences, and aid to systematic collections, in cultural anthropology, physical anthropology, linguistics, and archeology may be obtained from NSF representatives.

OPEN RECEPTION
Regency Ballroom D
   Thursday, November 17, 9 pm
Cashiered bar and dance
PLACEMENT SERVICE
Stetson Suites
Wednesday, November 16, 4 pm-8 pm; Thursday-Saturday, November 17-19, 9 am-5 pm; Sunday, November 20, 9 am-noon
Position-open boards will be open to all individual AAA members without registration. Employers who are members of the Departmental Services Program may use the service without charge. Other employers will be charged for listing position vacancies.

PRESS ROOM
Skyway Suite 269
Wednesday, November 16, 4 pm-8 pm; Thursday-Sunday, November 17-20, 9 am-6 pm
Copies of papers delivered to the press room or to registration staff should carry the following statement: "Quotation of isolated portions (not exceeding four lines) for purposes of reviews or news articles is permitted. All other rights are reserved by the author and other quotations may not be made without written consent of the author."

RECORDING SESSIONS
To record scholarly sessions, follow scholarly convention and obtain permission of the person to be recorded and of the organizer of the session to be recorded. There should be no publication of such recorded material without following scholarly procedure regarding permission and citation.

SESSION SMOKING BAN
By action of the Council, smoking during sessions will not be permitted in smaller meeting rooms, with smoking and nonsmoking sections in larger rooms. Smoking will be permitted in the Grand Ballroom A, B, D North, D South, Columbus I, Columbus K, Toronto, Acapulco, Regency A, B, C, D. The smoking sections are located to the left as you enter.
DIRECTORY OF MEETING ROOMS

WEST TOWER
Exhibition Level: Stetson Suites
Ballroom Level: Regency Ballroom A-D, Acapulco, Atlanta, Hong Kong, New Orleans, Toronto, San Francisco
Concourse Level: Belmont, Buckingham, Columbian, Gold Coast, Haymarket, Picasso, Water Tower
Third Level: Addams, Burnham, Du Sable, Field, Horner, McCormick, Ogden, Sandburg, Wright

EAST TOWER
Ballroom Level: Grand Ballroom A-D, Grand Foyer, Columbus Hall A-F, G-L
Skyway Level: Suites 261, 265, 269, 273

Note: The Concourse is the main crossover between the Grand Ballroom and the Regency Ballroom.
The Skyway (spanning Stetson Street) connects the East and West Towers at the guest room registration and cashier's area.
TUESDAY MORNING, NOVEMBER 15

1  EXECUTIVE BOARD OF THE ASSOCIATION  Skyway Suite 273
9:00  Meeting of the Administrative Advisory Committee

2  AAA PLACEMENT SERVICE JOB CLINIC: GO HIRE YOURSELF AN EMPLOYER,
    PART I  Skyway Suite 261
10:00-10:00
Leader: RICHARD K IRISH (TransCentury Corp)
An intensive two-day workshop (with the concluding session held on Wednesday, November 16), focusing on skills identification, interviewing techniques, resume-writing, and planning and implementing a rational, thorough, and effective job search. Part I focuses on a general discussion of the problems and opportunities facing those seeking careers outside academia (10am-noon); functional self-analysis and the "translation" of skills and accomplishments into functional terms appropriate for a resume (2pm-4pm); and resume development and the job campaign (8pm-10pm). Attendance is by advance registration only.

TUESDAY AFTERNOON, NOVEMBER 15

3  EXECUTIVE BOARD OF THE ASSOCIATION  Skyway Suite 273
1:00  Meeting of the Committee on External Relations

4  EXECUTIVE BOARD OF THE ASSOCIATION  Skyway Suite 273
5:00  Meeting of the Committee on Scientific Communication

WEDNESDAY MORNING, NOVEMBER 16

5  EXECUTIVE BOARD OF THE ASSOCIATION  Skyway Suite 273
9:00-9:00
Executive Session

6  THE GRANT REVIEW PROCESS: IMPROVING YOUR CHANCES (Part I)  Water Tower
9:00-11:00
Chairs: CHRISTINE L FRY (Loyola) and CORINNE NYDEGGER (UC-San Francisco)
Participants: BARRY LEIBOWITZ (NIMH), SAM RAWLINGS (NIH), MARY GREEN (NSF),
CHRISTINE L FRY, JENNIE KEITH (Swarthmore College), CORINNE NYDEGGER

7  ETHNOGRAPHIC FUTURES RESEARCH PRACTICUM  Buckingham
9:00-5:00
Trainer: ROBERT B TEXTOR (Stanford)

8  OPPORTUNITIES IN INTERCULTURAL TRAINING  Columbian
9:00-5:00
Trainer: CONNIE OJILE (Intercultural Communications Trainer)

9  SOCIAL IMPACT ASSESSMENT: JOBS AND SKILLS  Haymarket
9:00-5:00
Chair: WILLIAM MILLSAP
10 HOW TO BECOME A PROFESSIONAL ANTHROPOLOGICAL CONSULTANT (Washington Association of Professional Anthropologists) Gold Coast
9:00-5:00 Trainers: KIRK GRAY and GRETCHEK SCHAFFT (Gretchen Schafft Associates)

11 AAA PLACEMENT SERVICE JOB CLINIC: GO HIRE YOURSELF AN EMPLOYER, PART II Skwvay Suite 261
10:00-10:00 Leader: RICHARD K IRISH (TransCentury Corp)
The second part of an intensive, two-day workshop focusing on planning and implementing a rational, thorough, and effective job search. Part II focuses on interviewing (10am-noon); individual resume development (2pm-4pm); and salary negotiations (8pm-10pm). Attendance is by advance registration only.

WEDNESDAY AFTERNOON, NOVEMBER 16

12 THE GRANT REVIEW PROCESS: IMPROVING YOUR CHANCES (Part II) (Association for Anthropology and Gerontology) Water Tower
1:00-3:00 Chairs: CHRISTINE L FRY (Loyola) and CORINNE NYDEGGER (UC-San Francisco)
Participants: BARRY LEIBOWITZ (NIMH), SAM RAWLINGS (NIH), MARY GREEN (NSF), CHRISTINE L FRY, JENNIE KEITH (Swarthmore College), CORINNE NYDEGGER

13 AMERICAN ETHNOLOGICAL SOCIETY Picasso
4:00 Meeting of the Board of Directors

WEDNESDAY EVENING, NOVEMBER 16

14 COUNCIL ON ANTHROPOLOGY AND EDUCATION Buckingham
6:00 Meeting of the Board of Directors

15 SOCIETY FOR MEDICAL ANTHROPOLOGY Columbian
7:00 Meeting of the Executive Committee

THURSDAY MORNING, NOVEMBER 17

101 FERTILITY, GROWTH, AND AGING San Francisco
Chair: PAUL GARBER (Illinois-Urbana-Champaign)
8:00 ALICE J HAUSMAN and EDWIN M WILMSEN (Boston) Economic and Secular Trends in Growth, Body Composition, and Fertility
8:15 JAMES R BINDON (Alabama) A Longitudinal Study of Growth from Birth to Six Years of Samoan Children
8:30 BRADFORD TOWNE (Utah) Effects of Inbreeding and Demographic Transition on the Opportunity for Selection in an Isolate Population
8:45 Discussion

102 ETHNOGRAPHIC METHODS IN EDUCATIONAL EVALUATION: RECENT STUDIES, NEW DIRECTIONS (Council on Anthropology and Education) Gold Coast
Organizer/Chair: JEANNE M FULGINITI (West Hartford Public Schools)
8:00 KAREN CURTIS and ELAINE SIMON (Temple) A Reconstructive Interview Method for Ethnographic Evaluation
8:15 MARIETTA SARAVIA-SHORE (Columbia) Complementing Ethnographic Evaluation with Statistical Analyses
8:30 JUDITH STEIN TORRES (Board of Education, New York) The Role of Ethnographic Methodologies in the Evaluation of Large City High School Bilingual Programs
8:45 DAVID M FETTERMAN (Stanford) Margaret Mead, Gifted Children, and Ethnographic Educational Evaluation: A Case Study of Consistency
9:00-9:15 Discussion
103  ALCOHOL AND DRUG USE  New Orleans
Chair: LAMBROS COMITAS (Columbia)
8:30  ELAINE J SCHECHTER (Columbia) Alcohol Control Systems in Greenland
8:45  DOUGLAS S GOLDSMITH (Narcotic and Drug Research, Inc and Connecticut),
      DOUGLAS S LIPTON, DANA E HUNT, and BARRY J SPUNT (Narcotic and Drug
      Research, Inc) In Trouble in Treatment: Multiple Drug and Alcohol Use
9:00  ELIZABETH A HALL (UC-Los Angeles) Female Drinking in Crosscultural Perspective:
      An Examination of Medical- and Childcare-Related Variables
9:15  WILLIAM R TRUE (Veterans Administration-St Louis) Using the New Diagnostic
      Interview Schedule (DIS): An Ongoing Study of Heroin Substitutes
9:30  DAVID L STRUG (Narcotic and Drug Research, Inc) Cocaine Use by Methadone Clients
9:45  Discussion
10:00

104  NUTRITION AND ANTHROPOLOGY  Regency Ballroom D
Chair: PENNY B VAN ESTERIK (Cornell)
8:00  MARY E ODELL (Virginia Commonwealth) Conception and Nutritional Stress: Hungry
      Mothers Do Have Babies
8:15  PENNY B VAN ESTERIK Pablum, Purée, or Common Pot: The Relation Between Adult
      and Infant Feeding Styles in Developing Countries
8:30  JANICE L EICKMEIER (Michigan State) Hot, Hard, and Heavy: A Guide to Food Classi-
      fication in Urban Pakistan
8:45  PEGGY S RATCHESON (Washington-St Louis) Food and Fashion in US Society
9:00  PETER J BROWN (Emory) Cultural Predispositions to Obesity: Implications for
      Chronic Disease Control
9:15  LILLIAN EMMONS (Case Western Reserve) Ethnographic Study of the Development
      and Manipulative Power of Anorexia Nervosa in a Male College Student
9:30  Discussion

105  LANGUAGE IN EDUCATION AND MEDICINE  Columbian
Chair: OSWALD WERNER (Northwestern)
8:00  CAROLYN T ADGER (Georgetown) Arguments as Ritual
8:15  CARMEN SIMICH-DUDGEON (Georgetown) On Becoming a Speech Community: Variation
      in Teacher/Student(s)’ Communicative Strategies During the School Year
8:30  JACQUELYN MITCHELL (UC-Davis) Teacher Talk and Teacher Rap: Pedagogical Dis-
      course in a Black Community Daycare Center
8:45  ROBERT A SUNDSTROM (Washington) The Emotions, Death, and Gender in Hospice
      Care
9:00  SARAH FREEMAN (UC-Berkeley) The Medical History as a Joint Conversational Task:
      An Examination of Questioning Strategies and Response Patterns in Doctor/Patient
      Communication
9:15  RICHARD M RACHIELOSON (Memphis State) The Folk Vocabulary of Nurses as a
      Coping Device in the Emergency Room
9:30  Discussion

106  OLD WORLD ARCHEOLOGY  Haymarket
Chair: M D RUSSELL (Case Western Reserve)
8:00  ALAN MCPHERRON (Pittsburgh) Isernia in the Context of the Earliest Human Occu-
      pation of Europe
8:15  M D RUSSELL, F LE MORT (Paris) and J M CORDY (Lige) Cut Marks on the Englis II
      Calvaria: Evidence of Neanderthal Burial Rites?
8:30  DARCY L EVON (Michigan) Middle and Upper Paleolithic Mortuary Treatment Recon-
      sidered
8:45  JOHN M LINDLY (Arizona State) Paleolithic Cave Site Taphonomy in Eastern and Cen-
      tral Spain
9:00  DENNIS L HESKEL (Utah) Metallurgy and the Development of Complex Societies in
      the Ancient Middle East
9:15  JURIS ZARINS (Southwest Missouri State) Early Pastoralism in Southwest Asia
9:30  ELIZABETH F HENRICKSON (Toronto) Prehistoric Pastoralism in the Zagros High-
      lands, Western Iran: An Evaluation of the Archeological Evidence
9:45  Discussion
10:00
### Thursday Morning, November 17

#### PRAGMATICS AND COMMUNICATION  
**Water Tower**  
Chair: MURIEL SAVILLE-TROIKE (Illinois-Urbana-Champaign)  

- **8:00**  
- **8:15**  
- **8:30**  
  **CLARE WOLFOWITZ** (Johns Hopkins) Stylistic Rules: Intelligibility and Appropriateness in Javanese  
- **9:00**  
  **RITA DENNY** (Loyola) Application of Prague Structuralism to Conversational Patterns  
- **9:15**  
  **DEIRDRE BODEN** (UC-Santa Barbara) Talking Good: Crosscultural Exploration of the Role of “Repair” in the Social Grammar of Everyday Conversation  
- **9:30**  
  **NIRA REISS** (Haifa) Communicative Intentions as Continuities in the Evolution of Language

#### ETHNOPSYCHIATRY AND ETIOLOGY  
**Acapulco**  
Chair: M MARGARET CLARK (UC-San Francisco)  

- **8:00**  
  **THOMAS J CSORDAS** (Hillsborough, NC) Health and the Holy in the Afro-Brazilian Candomble  
- **8:15**  
  **BARBARA HERR** (UC-Los Angeles) Depression and Mania Among Rural Fijians: Labeling and Diagnosis  
- **8:30**  
  **MARLENE S ARNOLD** (Millersville State) The Greek Concept of Health: Integrity of Self  
- **8:45**  
  **MARY S KNUDSON-COOPER** (Texas Center for Family Studies) Anthropology and the Development of Theory in Strategic Family Therapy  
- **9:00**  
  **BARBARA Y BUTLER** (Michigan State) The Households as a Unit of Analysis for the Study of Social Stress and Illness: A Case from Highland Ecuador  
- **9:15**  
  **JO C SCHEDER** (Hawaii) Stress, Life Events, and Health Among Samoans and Mexican-Americans

#### PERCEPTIONS OF GENDER  
**Columbus K**  
Chair: DEBORAH PELLOW (Syracuse)  

- **8:00**  
  **MICHELE D DOMINY** (Bard) New Zealand Lesbian-Feminist Gender Conceptions: Female Sexuality, Natural Purity, and Separation  
- **8:15**  
  **EVELYN BLACKWOOD** (San Francisco State) Sexuality and Gender in Some Native American Tribes: The Case of the Female Berdache  
- **8:30**  
  **MICHAEL D MURPHY** (Alabama) Masculinity and Selective Homophobia: A Case from Spain  
- **8:45**  
  **THOMAS GREGOR** (Vanderbilt) What to Do When “It Dies”: Meninaku Cures for Impotence  
- **9:00**  
  **ELAINE M WALDOW** (UC-Riverside) A Man Works from Sun to Sun, But Woman’s Work Is Never Done  
- **9:15**  
  **SUSAN MIDDLETON-KEIRN** (Cai State) Magnolias and Microchips: Regional Subcultural Constructions of Femininity  
- **9:30**  
  **SIMON OTTEN BERG** (Washington) Aggression, Sexuality, and Identity in Northern Sierra Leone  
- **9:45**  
  Discussion

#### ETHNICITY IN THE US AND MIDDLE EAST  
**Grand Ballroom A**  
Chair: JACOB CLIMO (Michigan State)  

- **8:00**  
  **JOHN M COGGSHELL** (Southern Illinois) Ethnic Identity in a German-American Community: A Scorecard to Tell the Players  
- **8:15**  
  **SEAMUS METRESS** (Toledo) Irish-American Care of the Aged from Colonial Times to Social Security  
- **8:30**  
  **LOIS T KECK** (SUNY-Binghamton) Ethnic Identity and Boundary Maintenance: The Egyptian-American Experience  
- **8:45**  
  **GUY H HASKELL** (Indiana) The Resurgence of Culture in Israel  
- **9:00**  
  Question Period/9:05 Break  
- **9:15**  
  **JAMES D ARMSTRONG** (SUNY-Plattsburgh) Crossethnic Friendships and Political Upheaval in Israel
9:30 MOSHE SHOKEID (Tel-Aviv) Cultural Ethnicity in Israel: The Case of Middle Eastern Jews’ Religiosity
9:45-10:00 KAREN L PLISKIN (Harvard) On Speaking the Language of Human Beings: A Play on the Identity of Iranians in Israel

111 FAMILY DEVELOPMENT AND FERTILITY  Columbus I
Chair: CAROL SHEPHERD-MCCLAIN (UC-San Francisco)
8:00 ALLISON R TOM (Stanford) A Reinterpretation of Fertility in Tikopia
8:15 JAMES L ROSS, MELVYN C GOLDSTEIN, and SIDNEY SCHULER (Case Western Reserve) Anthropological Approaches to Population Studies: An Example from Nepal
8:30 DONALD L HOCHSTRASSER, G GAIROLA, K GARKOVICH, R ROSENTIEL, and P MARSHALL (Kentucky) Contemporary Patterns of Fertility Management Among Married Couples in a Rural Appalachian Community
8:45 LYNN M MORGAN (UC-Berkeley) When Does Life Begin? A Crosscultural Survey
9:00 Question Period/9:05 Break
9:15 CAROL LADERMAN (Fordham and Yale) The Mapping of a Difficult Terrain: Childbirth as a Rite of Passage in Malaysia
9:30 MARGARET A GRAHAM and ANN V MILLARD (Michigan State) Breastfeeding and Family Economics in Rural Mexico
9:45 CAROL L JENKINS (PNG Institute of Medical Research) Ethnopediatrics and Fertility in Lowland Papua New Guinea
10:00 LUCINDA SANGREE and WALTER SANGREE (Rochester) The “Long” and “Short” of Family Planning in Tiriki, Kenya

112 PERU IN TRANSITION: POLITICAL ECONOMIC PERSPECTIVES IN A PERIOD OF CRISIS (Society for Latin American Anthropology) Toronto
Organizer: FLORENCE E BABB (Iowa)
Chairs: FLORENCE E BABB and WILLIAM W STEIN (SUNY-Buffalo)
8:30 DIANE E HOPKINS (Tucson, AZ) Agrarian Reform and Agrarian Revolt in Southern Peru
8:45 THOMAS F LOVE (Linfield) and KARL YAMBERT (Academic Press) Political Economy, Agrarian Reform, and Two Peruvian Peasant Communities
9:00 AVI PEREVOLOTSKY (UC-Davis) Haciendas, Cooperatives, and Pastoralism in Piura-Peru.
9:15 SUSAN C BOURQUE (Smith) and KAY B WARREN (Princeton) Survival Strategies for Single Mothers in Rural Peru
9:30 Question Period/9:35 Break
9:45 WILLIAM W STEIN The Condition of the Rural Working Class in Peru
10:00 BENJAMIN S ORLOVE (UC-Davis) Bureaucratic Duplication, Inefficiency, and Failure in Rural Peru
10:15 PAUL L DOUGHTY (Florida) Power, Politics, and Progress in Huaylas
10:30 FLORENCE E BABB Peruvian Women in Transition: Marketwomen 1977-82
10:45 Question Period/10:50 Break
11:00 WILLIAM P MITCHELL (Monmouth) Migration as a Local Economic Strategy
11:15 Discussant: ENRIQUE MAYER (Illinois-Urbana-Champaign)
11:30 Discussant: ANTHONY OLIVER-SMITH (Florida)
11:45-12:00 Discussion

113 ANTHROPOLOGY OF WORK  Belmont
Chair: MICHAEL W COY (Pittsburgh)
8:45 NORMA H WOLFF (Iowa State) Individual Decision-Making and Change in a Yoruba Woodcarving Industry
9:00 MICHAEL W COY An Analysis of “Bumping”: An Institution of Work in Crosscultural and Evolutionary Perspective
9:30 STEPHEN KOESTER (Colorado) A Close Encounter of the Third World: West Indian Fishermen and Supertankers
9:45 Question Period/9:50 Break
10:00 ELIZABETH A BAUCH (Columbia) Foreign Capital and Local Labor: Workers and Labor Politics at a US Copper Company in Southern Peru
10:15 JEAN A HAMILTON (Missouri) Textile Producers in the Scottish Industrial Revolution: Women and Material Culture
10:30 CATHY WINKLER (Indiana) Manipulations of Technology
10:45 ANNA C WALSH (Oklahoma) Women in the Oil Industry: Support Networks and Adaptation
10:00 CAROLYN A EASTWOOD (DuPage) Chicago Street Vendors: Informal Sector Economics and Political Realities
10:15 CAROLYN D SADLER (Catholic) Folk Concepts of Work and Non-Work
11:00 ACROSS NEW GUINEA FROM THE FLY TO THE SEPIK: VARIATIONS ON REGIONAL THEMES? Grand Ballroom D North
Organizer/Chair: TERENCE E HAYS (Rhode Island)
8:30 DAVID C HYNDMAN (Queensland) The Mountain Ok Ecosystem
8:45 ROBERT L WELSCH (Cornell) Cultural Continuities in the Upper Fly-Digul Plateau: The Evidence for a Fly-Sepik Corridor
9:00 VIRGINIA GUILFORD (CUNY) and THOMAS MOYLAN (Ann Arbor, MI) The Accommodation of Regional Interaction in Oksapmin
9:15 Question Period/9:20 Break
9:30 JAMES G FLANAGAN (Pennsylvania) Marriage in the Fly-Sepik Area: The View from the East
9:45 DAN JORGENSEN (Western Ontario) Centricity and Structure: Spatial Organization in the Upper Sepik
10:15 BRUCE M KNAUFT and EILEEN M CANTRELL (Michigan) Ritual Form and Permutation in the Strickland-Bosavi Area
10:30 Discussion
11:00 AMERICAN ETHNOLOGIST Addams
9:00- Meeting of the Editorial Board
11:00
116 METHODOLOGICAL ISSUES IN THE ANTHROPOLOGY OF REPRODUCTION Columbus G
Organizer/Chair: KEVIN R O'REILLY (Centers for Disease Control)
9:00 ELLEN S LAZARUS (Case Western Reserve) Methodological Issues in an American Obstetric Clinic
9:15 AYALA GABRIEL (Rochester) Male/Female Models of Motivation for Reproduction Among Dual Occupation American Couples
9:30 W PENN HANDWERKER (Humboldt) Sampling Fluctuation and Evaluating Differences in TFRs
9:45 DEANN LEE STIVERS (Tennessee) Spontaneous Abortion Among Eastern Cherokee Women: Identifying High Risk Pregnancy Patients
10:00 Question Period/10:05 Break
10:15 KEVIN R O'REILLY and MICHAEL E DALMAT (Centers for Disease Control) Kenyan Midwives and Family Planning: A Methodology for Assessing Their Role
10:30 CAROLINE H BLEDSOE (New Mexico) Stealing Food as a Problem in Demography and Nutrition
10:45 Discussant: PERITI J PELTO (Connecticut)
11:00 Discussion
11:30
117 STANDARDS AND REFERENCE VALUES: PROBLEMS AND PITFALLS FOR NUTRITIONAL ANTHROPOLOGISTS (Committee on Nutritional Anthropology) Grand Ballroom D South
Organizer/Chair: WILLIAM A STINI (Arizona)
Thursday Morning, November 17

9:00 ANTOINETTE B BROWN (Georgia State) Are the RDAs for Energy Applicable to Groups of Rural Latin American Children?
9:15 GAIL G HARRISON (Arizona) Application of Incremental Growth Standards
9:30 ELLLEN MESSER (Yale) Nutritional Standards: Perspectives from Cultural Anthropologists and Economists
9:45 NEVIN S SCRMISHAW (MIT) and GRETEL H PELTO (Connecticut) The Evolution of Recommended Dietary Allowances
10:00 FRANCIS E JOHNSTON (Pennsylvania) Reference Data for Physical Growth in Nutritional Anthropology
10:15 Question Period/10:20 Break
10:30 JOHN G RHOADES (Yale) Calibrating Nutritional Anthropology
10:45 CHERYL RITENBAUGH (Arizona) "Ideal Weights" for US Adults
11:00 EUGENIE C SCOTT (UC-San Francisco) Body Size, Shape, and Composition in the Elderly
11:15 WILLIAM A STINI Estimation of Cortical Bone Mineral and Lean Body Mass
11:30 Discussant: NEVIN SCRIMSHAW
11:45 Discussion
12:00

118 JEWISH RITUAL IN THE MODERN CONTEXT Field Organizer/Child: SUMI E COLLIGAN (Western Michigan)
9:00 RIV-ELLEN PRELL (Minnesota) Rehearsing Identity: Synagogue Ritual in America
9:15 JANET S BELCOVE (Cornell) Rituals of Sanctification in a Hasidic Community
9:30 RUTH GRUBER FREDMAN (B'nai B'rith Hillel Foundations) Hillula in Washington, DC
9:45 LAURENCE D LOEB (Utah) Defending the Tradition: Habbani Judaism in the Promised Land
10:00 SUMI E COLLIGAN Bar-Mitzvahs Without Tefellin: The Role of a Rabbinic Rite of Passage in the Maintenance of Karaite Tradition in Israel
10:15 Question Period/10:20 Break
10:30 JACK M KUGELMASS (Max Weinreich Center) Brodsky's Cane: The Place of the Dead in the Ritual of the Intervale Jewish Center
10:45 JONATHAN BOYARIN (New School for Social Research) Paris Landsmanshaftn as Burial Societies
11:00 PAMELA J DORN (Indiana) Ritual Constraints and Change: Sephardic Jewish Religious Music in Istanbul
11:15 Discussion
11:45

119 RECENT RESEARCH AND CONTEMPORARY CONSTRAINTS IN BORNEO (Borneo Research Council) Regency Ballroom D
Organizer/Chair: VINSON H SUTLIVE JR (William and Mary)
9:45 VINSON H SUTLIVE JR Research and Politics in Northern Borneo
10:00 CHRISTINE PADOCH (Wisconsin) Demographic Change Among the Keryan Lun Dayeh
10:15 G N APPELL (Brandeis) Socioeconomic Organization of the Bulusu' of Indonesian Borneo and the Impact of Social Change
10:30 NANCY LEE PELUSO (Cornell) Markets and Merchants: Political and Economic Interactions in the Forests of East Kalimantan
10:45 STEPHANIE MORGAN (Madison, WI) Lawe' and the Good Life: Aspects of Power in a Kayan Epic
11:00 Discussant: RAVINDA KHARE (Virginia)
11:15 Discussant: TBA
11:30 Discussant: TBA
11:45 Discussant: TBA
12:00

120 THE ANTHROPOLOGY OF AGING San Francisco
Chair: DAVID W PLATH (Illinois-Urbana-Champaign)
9:15 PAULINE T JOHNSEN (Bryn Mawr and Philadelphia Geriatric Center) The "Myth of the Alienated Elderly" as Symbolic Action
Thursday Morning, November 17

9:30 BRUCE M ZELKOVITZ (Washburn) The Dismantling of Ageism: Mass Culture and the Politics of Reindustrialization

9:45 LAURA H ZARRUGH (Michigan) Alternative Work Options for the Elderly: Implications for the Cultural Restructuring of the Meaning of Work

10:00 DENA SHENK (St Cloud State) Attitudes of the Elderly Toward Aging: A Crosscultural Comparison

10:15 Question Period/10:20 Break

10:30 MADELEINE M LEININGER (Wayne State) Transcultural Nursing Care of the Aged: Diversities and Commonalities

10:45 ELLAN COLE (Massachusetts) Social Networks of Frail Elderly

11:00 VALERIE I FENNELL (Georgia State) Neighborhood Age Relations with Highrise Elders in the US South

11:15 BARBARA G HORNUM (Drexel) Independence and Social Distance Among the Elderly

11:30 MAREA C TESKI (Stockton State) Migration, Culture, and the Elderly of a Kalmuk Community

11:45 Discussion

12:00

121 BEYOND MEDICAL ANTHROPOLOGY: A POLITICAL ECONOMIC CRITIQUE OF HEALTH Acapulco

Organizers: STEPHEN H GRAFF and ATHENA MCLEAN (Temple)

Chair: STEPHEN H GRAFF

9:45 WESLEY SHUMAR (Temple) A Critique of the Development of the Mental Health Institution

10:00 ATHENA MCLEAN Family Therapy as a Commodity: A Critical Evaluation of Its Epistemological Basis

10:15 GERTRUDE BAYER (Western Psychiatric Institute and Clinic) Self-Help Groups: A Response to Unanswered Needs

10:30 JO ANNE SCHNEIDER (Child Guidance Center) Rewriting the SES: Demographic Patterns and Social Networks in Divorcing Families

10:45 Question Period/10:50 Break

11:00 STEPHEN H GRAFF The Political Economy of Black Lung Disease

11:15 JOHN P MCCARTHY (Temple) The Implications of Differential Mortality: Toward an Understanding of Status and Class Relations

11:30 Discussant: NANCY SCHEPER-HUGHES (UC-Berkeley)

11:45 Discussant: HANS BAER (Southern Mississippi)

12:00 Discussion

12:15

122 POLITICAL ANTHROPOLOGY: LEADERSHIP AND POWER Buckingham

Chair: ART GALLAHER (Kentucky)

9:15 M NAZIF SHARANI (Pitzer) Traditional Local Leadership and Modern Political Conflicts

9:30 STEVEN C CATON (Chicago) Power and Persuasion in Yemeni Tribal Society

9:45 RANDAL C LUCE (Santa Barbara) Kinship, Black Leadership, and Civil Rights

10:00 CAROL PRINDLE (Chicago) Authority and Love in Bangladeshi Muslim Social Relations

10:15 Question Period/10:20 Break

10:30 ROGER RASNAKE (Gouchen) Wisijsa Polity and Spanish Colonial Domination

10:45 J ANTHONY PAREDES (Florida State) Ethnographic Notes and Observations on the Big Man Complex Among the Nacirema

11:00 ROBERT A BOURGEOLIS (Chicago) Polity and Society in the Epics of Homer

11:15 ROBERT FRANKLIN (Harvard) Political Development in an Expatriate Indian Community

11:30 STEVEN L SAMPSON (Copenhagen) Bureaucracy and Corruption

11:45 Discussion

12:00

123 PROCESSES OF SOCIAL CHANGE IN SOCIALIST SOCIETIES: EASTERN EUROPE Picasso

Organizer/Chair: KATHERINE VERDERY (Johns Hopkins)

9:00 DAVID A KIDECKEL (Central Connecticut State) Uncooperative Cooperatives: Conflict and Change in East European Agriculture
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Time</th>
<th>Speaker</th>
<th>Topic</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>9:15</td>
<td>CHARLOTTE F CHASE (Washington)</td>
<td>Tree Crops and Ideo-Logs: Cultivating Dissent Polish Style</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9:30</td>
<td>CAROL T SILVERMAN (Oregon)</td>
<td>After the Ninth: Ritual Transformation in Socialist Bulgaria</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9:45</td>
<td>GAIL KLIGMAN (Chicago)</td>
<td>Song of Today: State Ideology, Symbolic Forms, and Peasant &quot;Consciousness&quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10:00</td>
<td>Question Period</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10:15</td>
<td>EWA HAUSER (Johns Hopkins)</td>
<td>Multivocality of May Day Parade in Poland</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10:30</td>
<td>ANDREW LASS (Mount Holyoke)</td>
<td>Historical Consciousness and National History: The Czech Case</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10:45</td>
<td>KATHERINE VERDERY</td>
<td>Romanian Nationalism and the Problem of Labor</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11:00</td>
<td>Discussant: EUGENE A HAMMEL (UC-Berkeley)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11:15</td>
<td>Discussion</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12:00</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

124

**CULTURAL IDENTITY AND ISLAM**  
Organizer/Chair: JOHN R BOWEN (Harvard and Chicago)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Time</th>
<th>Speaker</th>
<th>Topic</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>9:45</td>
<td>LINA M FRUZZETTI (Brown)</td>
<td>Imams and 'Ulema: The Modernity of a Traditional Muslim Group</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10:00</td>
<td>MICHAEL M J FISCHER (Rice)</td>
<td>Toward a Third-World Poetics: Identity, Modernism, and the Persian Bourgeoisie</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10:15</td>
<td>KATHERINE P EWING (Chicago)</td>
<td>Sufis and Reformist Islam in the Punjab</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10:30</td>
<td>JOHN R BOWEN</td>
<td>Reformist Islam and Gayo Relations with the Dead</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10:45</td>
<td>Question Period</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11:00</td>
<td>Discussant: WILLIAM O BEEMAN (Brown)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11:15</td>
<td>Discussant: VINCENT CRAPANZANO (Queens-CUNY)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11:30</td>
<td>Discussion</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11:45</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

125

**REPRODUCTION AND THE CULTURAL CONSTRUCTION OF GENDER**  
(Society for Medical Anthropology)  
Grand Ballroom B

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Time</th>
<th>Speaker</th>
<th>Topic</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>9:00</td>
<td>ELLEN LEWIN (UC-San Francisco)</td>
<td>Feminist Anthropology and the Ethnography of Childbirth</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9:15</td>
<td>BRIGITTE JORDAN (Michigan State)</td>
<td>On the Social Distribution of Authoritative Knowledge in Children</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9:30</td>
<td>CAROL BROWNER</td>
<td>The Sexual Politics of Reproduction in a Mexican Village</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9:45</td>
<td>CAROLYN SARGENT (Southern Methodist) and</td>
<td>Cosmology and Obstetrical Choice Among Urban Women in Benin</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10:00</td>
<td>CAROL BROWNER</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10:15</td>
<td>LINDA M WHITEFORD (South Florida)</td>
<td>Old Dames and New Babies: Gender Roles Among Elderly Primigravidas</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10:30</td>
<td>CAROL SHEPHERD-MCCLAIN (UC-San Francisco)</td>
<td>Social Change and Childbirth Care Strategies</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10:45</td>
<td>Discussant: CAROLE VANCE (Columbia)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11:00</td>
<td>Discussant: LUCILE F NEWMAN (Brown)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11:15</td>
<td>Discussion</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11:45</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

126

**SOCIALIZATION, SOCIAL REPRODUCTION, AND SCHOOLING**  
Gold Coast

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Time</th>
<th>Speaker</th>
<th>Topic</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>9:30</td>
<td>STELLA B SILVERSTEIN (Boston)</td>
<td>Connections Between Education and the Economy: IGBO Entrepreneurs and the Nigerian Transportation Sector</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9:45</td>
<td>HAROLD ARMSTRONG HOFFMAN (Pittsburgh)</td>
<td>Teacher-Community Relations in Rural Tlaxcala, Mexico</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10:00</td>
<td>NORMAN O DOUGLASS (San Francisco)</td>
<td>Meanings of Interactions of Elementary School Principals and Pupils: Crosscultural Perspectives</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10:15</td>
<td>JOHN H CHILCOTT (Arizona)</td>
<td>Yaqui Worldview and the School: Conflict and Accommodation</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
10:30  LINDY S GRELL (Kansas) Indian Self-Determination and Education: Kickapoo Nation School
10:45  Question Period/10:50 Break
11:00  LINDA L LAYNE (Princeton) Education and Social Hierarchy in Rural Jordan
11:15  JULIA BECKER RICHARDS (Wisconsin-Madison) Schooling and Bilingualization in a Highland Maya Community
11:30  JOHN D STUDSTILL (Georgia State) Equality of Opportunity and Equality of Results in Education
11:45-  TIMOTHY SIEBER (Massachusetts-Boston) Vandalism in a Venezuelan High School: A Case Study in Applied Anthropology

127  ETHNOGRAPHY OF EDUCATION AND EDUCATIONAL PROCESSES (Council on Anthropology and Education) Columbus H
Organizer/Chair: T VIRGINIA COX (Boise State)
8:00  JUDITH P GOETZ (Georgia) Peer Status and Role Relationships in a Third-Grade Classroom
8:15  ELIZABETH J BRYANT MERRILL (SUNY-Buffalo) Persistence Through Pride: An Ethnographic Investigation of a Traditional Indian Arts & Crafts Program
8:30  MARGARET D LECOMPTE (Houston Independent School District) What It's Like in Kindergarten: Does Social Class Really Matter?
8:45  MARY JO MCGEE BROWN (Georgia) Ethnographic Evaluation of a Nutrition Education Program
9:00  Question Period/9:05 Break
9:15  WILMA M HARRINGTON (Georgia) Implicit and Explicit Values for Physical Education in a Rural School
9:30  H TAMMY SAFTER (Georgia) The Worldview of the Highly Gifted and Creative Adolescent
9:45  BARBARA HARRISON (Alaska) A Case Study of the Role of Ethnography in Educational Change
10:00  BETTY RANDALL (District of Columbia) Sociocultural Components of Health Care
10:15  Discussant: TIMOTHY SIEBER (Massachusetts-Boston)
10:30- Discussion
11:00

128  AAA PLACEMENT WORKSHOP 1: WORKING ABROAD Du Sable
Leader: CONSTANCE OJILE (Intercultural Communications Trainer)
10:00- 11:50
Explores experiences of panel members in obtaining employment and working abroad; answers questions concerning opportunities for employment overseas. Attendance is by registration only. For more information, see staff at the Placement Service Center registration desk.

129  CROSSCULTURAL COMMUNICATION: EDUCATIONAL IMPLICATIONS OF CURRENT RESEARCH (Council on Anthropology and Education) Water Tower
Organizer/Chair: MARIETTA SARAVIA-SHORE (Columbia)
10:00  ANA CELIA ZENTELLA (Hunter) Community Norms for Language Choice and Use Among New York Puerto Ricans
10:15  SHEILA LEHMAN (Grad Center-CUNY) Imaging Neighborhood Futures with Children: A Crosscultural Program
10:30  ANA M VILLEGAS (New York) The Social Organization of Elicitation Sequences in Teacher-Directed Spanish and English Reading Lessons
10:45  Discussant: R P MCDERMOTT (Columbia)
11:00  Discussant: LUIS MOLL (UC-San Diego)
11:15- Discussion
11:30

130  THEORY IN ANTHROPOLOGY Haymarket
Chair: RONALD PROVENCHER (Northern Illinois)
10:15  GARY R JOHNSON (Lake Superior State) Society and Culture: Systems Definitions for an Alternative Social Science Paradigm
10:30  L D WHITLEY (Southern Illinois) Beyond Decision Making: Cultural Ideology as Heuristic Paradigmatic Models

10:45  PAUL C WINther (Eastern Kentucky) “Marxism” in Anthropology and the Ignored Precepts of the Yugoslav Praxis Group, 1945-75

11:00  PETER M GARDNER (Missouri-Columbia) Predictable Theories: Results of Hologeistic Crosscultural Comparison of General Theory Sets in System-Studying Sciences

11:15  RICHARD P CHANEY (Oregon) Evolution, Human Evaluation and Self-Overcoming

11:30- Discussion

12:00

131  METHOD AND THEORY IN ARCHEOLOGY  New Orleans

Chair: THOMAS J RILEY (Illinois-Urbana-Champaign)

10:15  CHRISTOPHER CARR (Arkansas) Alternative Models of Archeological Tool Kit Organization

10:30  PETER G ROE (Delaware) and PETER E SIEGEL (SUNY-Binghamton) An Ethnographic Spatial Analysis of Two Shipibo House Compounds: Implications for Site Formation Processes and Interpreting the Archeological Record

10:45  MICHAEL W GRAVES (Guam) The Measurement and Explanation of Prehistoric Social Complexity in the Mariana Islands of Micronesia

11:00  ILENE M NICHOLAS (Hobart and William Smith) Function Versus Process: The Archeologist's Dilemma

11:15  ALICE W PORTNOY (Texas Tech) “R-Transforms”: The Theoretical Completion of “Behavioral Archeology”

11:30  RICHARD R WILK (UC-Santa Cruz) Vernacular Sources of Anthropological Theory: A Case from Archeology

11:45- Discussion

12:00

132  PASTORALISM  Columbus K

Chair: LUCIE W SAUNDERS (Lehman-CUNY)

10:30  JACQUELINE S SOLWAY (Western Ontario) Cattle and Commercialization: Processes of Social Differentiation in a Kalahari Village (Botswana)

10:45  JAMES A KNIGHT (Chicago) Contemporary Herding in Central Niger

11:00  J TERRENCE MCCABE (SUNY-Binghamton) Annual, Seasonal, and Interhomestead Variation in Livestock Production Among East African Pastoral Nomads

11:15  KATHLEEN GALVIN (SUNY-Binghamton) Women's Status and Food Allocation in Pastoral Turkana Households

11:30  RADA DYSON-HUDSON (Cornell) Differential Reproductive Success with Differences in Economic Success Among the Pastoral Turkana

11:45- Discussion

12:00

133  RELIGION AND WORLDVIEW  Grand Ballroom A

Chair: GWEN K NEVILLE (Southwestern)


10:30  BENSON SALER (Brandeis) Anthropomorphism and Theomorphism

10:45  JAMES F HOPGOOD (Northern Kentucky) Saints, Preachers, and Spirits: Varieties of Worldview in an Urban Mexican Setting

11:00  KENT MAYNARD (Denison) Evangelical Models of Human Nature and Social Change

11:15  ALAN PAGE FISKE (Chicago) Does a Rain Sacrifice Make Rain? Material and Moral Modes of Thought among the Mossi

11:30  SAMUEL MATHAI (Kansas) Stages of Life in 17th-Century Puritan America and Hindus of the Manu Period (600 BC-AD 300) in India

11:45  EDWARD L GREENAMYRE (Tennessee Technological) The Metaphysical “Straw Man” and Ecological Disruption: If the Devil Didn’t Make Me Do It, It Must Have Been God

12:00- Discussion

12:15

134  HOMINID EVOLUTION  Columbus I

Chair: EUGENE GILES (Illinois-Urbana-Champaign)
Thursday Afternoon, November 17

10:45 J H PROST (Illinois-Chicago) *Australopithecus*: Arboreal or Terrestrial?
11:00 AARON G FILLER (Harvard) Brachiation, Sclerotome Mutation, and the Dawn of the Human Form
11:15 INA JANE WUNDRAM (Georgia State) Cortical Motor Asymmetry and Early Hominid Diet
11:30 ANDREW KRAMER (Michigan) Hominid-Pongid Distinctiveness in the Fossil Record
11:45 S L WASHBURN (UC-Berkeley) Human Evolution Reconsidered
12:00 Discussion
12:15

THURSDAY AFTERNOON, NOVEMBER 17

135 15TH ANNUAL MEDICAL ANTHROPOLOGY ROUNDTABLE LUNCHEON  Grand Ballroom D North
12:00-Attendance is by subscription. For more information, see staff at advance registration desk.
Organizer: PETER KUNDSTADTER (Hawaii-Honolulu)
1-Combining Qualitative and Quantitative Approaches in Medical Anthropological Research
   Coordinator: LINDA A BENNETT (George Washington)
2-Anthropological Approaches to Bioethics
   Coordinator: M MARGARET CLARK (UC-San Francisco)
3-Sociocultural Factors in Infant Feeding Practices
   Coordinator: SHEILA COSMINSKY (Rutgers)
4-Anthropological Approaches to Stigmatizing Conditions
   Coordinators: CAROL GOLDIN and DEVVA KASNITZ (Northwestern)
5-Faith and Psychic Healing in the US
   Coordinator: R A HALBERSTEIN (Miami)
6-Parent-Child Incest in the US: Implications for Anthropological Theory and Medical Practice
   Coordinator: ROBERT F HILL (Oklahoma)
7-Health for All by the Year 2000: Medical Anthropology and Primary Health Care
   Coordinator: DEBRA A SCHUMANN
8-Western Diet and Diseases of Modernization
   Coordinator: LINDA VALLE ROY (Pennsylvania)
9-Cultural Issues in Medical Decision-Making
   Coordinators: GAY BECKER and SHARON KAUFMAN (UC-San Francisco)
10-The Cultural Basis of Psychosomatic Illness
   Coordinator: SETHA M LOW (Pennsylvania)

136 COUNCIL ON ANTHROPOLOGY AND EDUCATION McCormick
12:00- Business meeting of the Committee on Anthropological Studies of School and Culture
   Chair: CATHIE JORDAN (Kamehameha Educational Research Institute)
1:30

137 COUNCIL ON ANTHROPOLOGY AND EDUCATION Burnham
12:00- Business meeting of the Committee on Ethnographic Approaches to Evaluation in Education
   Chair: ELAINE SIMON (Temple)
1:30

138 COUNCIL ON ANTHROPOLOGY AND EDUCATION Columbus H
12:00- Business meeting of the Committee on Blacks in Education
   Chair: ANNIE S BARNES (Norfolk State)
1:30

139 ITALIANIST ANTHROPOLOGISTS Field
12:15- Informal discussion to facilitate the exchange of ideas and communication about recent fieldwork among anthropologists with research interests in Italy.
   Chairs: ALLEN H BERGER (St Joseph's) and ANTHONY GALT (Wisconsin-Green Bay)
1:30

140 COUNCIL ON ANTHROPOLOGY AND EDUCATION Columbian
12:15- Business meeting of the Committee on Cognitive and Linguistic Studies
Thursday Afternoon, November 17

1:15 Chairs: JAMES L BUSCHMAN (Michigan State) and SARAH MICHAELS (Harvard)

141 RESEARCH GROUP ON ANTHROPOLOGY AND "YELLOW RAIN" San Francisco
12:15- Business meeting
1:15 Chair: JEANNE GUILLEMIN (Boston College)

142 JEWISH ETHNOLOGY NETWORK Columbus K
12:15 Organizing meeting
1:15 Chair: JANET S BELCOVE (Cornell)

143 KOREAN PERSONHOOD: IN MEMORY OF YOUNGSOOK HARVEY-KIM— I (Anthropologists for Korean Studies) Picasso
Organizers: DON CHANG LEE (Georgia Southwestern) and CLARK W SORENSON (Vanderbilt)
Chair: DON CHANG LEE
1:30 NAM-YEARL CHAI (Columbus) Certain Unique Features of Korea’s Attitudes Toward International Law
1:45 SUK C CHANG (Yale) The Concept of Man in Korea: A Variation in Oriental Theme
2:00 VINCENT J HOFFMAN (Michigan State) Development of Personhood in the Korean Child
2:15 GERARD F KENNEDY (Kent State) Korean Selfhood: Interpenetrating but Autonomous Persons
2:30 Question Period/2:35 Break
2:45 YONG-WOON KIM (Hanyang) and DON CHANG LEE The Koreans and Japanese: A Comparison of National Character
3:00 FELIX MOOS (Kansas) The Rocky Road to Modernity: Aspects of Acculturation and Korean Personality
3:15 Discussant: FRANCIS L K HSU (Northwestern)
3:30- Discussion
3:45

144 LOCATING OPPORTUNITIES FOR LEARNING (Council on Anthropology and Education) Gold Coast
Organizer/Chair: JAMES L BUSCHMAN (Michigan State)
1:30 JAMES L BUSCHMAN Introduction
1:45 EVELYN JACOB and JOAN ISENBERG (George Mason) Learning Reading and Writing Through Play
2:00 JANE J WHITE (Maryland-Baltimore County) The Negation of Teacher Dominance as an Opportunity for Learning
2:15 LINDA H MILLER (Old Dominion) Learning to Leave: Up and Out in the Brazilian Amazon
2:30 DOUGLAS A MACISAAC (Michigan State) Learning About Teaching: A Description of a Graduate Student’s First Year as a College Instructor
2:45 Discussant: SUSAN FLORIO (Michigan State)
3:00 Discussant: DAVID M SMITH (Pennsylvania)
3:15- Discussion
3:30

145 CULTURAL CONSTRUCTION OF GENDER AND FEMALE STATUS Grand Ballroom B
Organizers/Chairs: ANNA MEIGS (Macalester) and PEGGY SANDAY (Pennsylvania)
1:30 PEGGY SANDAY The Symbolism of Evil and the Subordination of Women
1:45 ANNA MEIGS Multifaceted Gender Construction and Shifting Female Status: A Hua Example
2:00 RENA LEDERMAN (Princeton) Gender Constructions and Female Political Participation in Mend
2:15 PITA KELEKNA (Fordham) Achuara Sun and Earth
2:30 Question Period/2:35 Break
2:45 E JEAN LANGDON (Cedar Crest) Women in Siona Ideology and Daily Life
3:00 MARIA A LEPOWSKY (UC-Berkeley) Gender, Status, and Culture in an Egalitarian Society
3:15 EMILIENNE IRELAND (Yale) Women in Waura Politics
3:30- Discussion
3:45
146 WOMEN IN FISHING ECONOMIES  Buckingham
Organizer/Chair: JANE H NADEL (Clarkson)
1:30 ELLEN P ANTLER (UC-Irvine) Mobilizing the Ambiguous: Women Fishery Workers in Newfoundland
1:45 DONA L DAVIS (South Dakota) "Shore Skippers" and "Grass Widows": Active and Passive Women's Roles in a Newfoundland Fishery
2:00 BONNIE J MCCAY (Rutgers) Fish Guts, Harnets, and Unemployment Stamps: A Female Proletariat in Newfoundland
2:30 Question Period/2:35 Break
2:45 M ESTELLIE SMITH (SUNY-Oswego) Fish Wife to Fisherman's Wife
3:00 MARGARET E CLARK (Syracuse) Gloucester Wives: A Women's Collective Action Organization
3:15 MARY S DE GRYS (Winthrop) Purse Strings and Apron Strings: Women's Power in a Peruvian Fishing Village
3:30 Discussant: BENJAMIN ORLOVE (UC-Davis)
3:45 Discussion
4:00

147 INVITED SESSION TOWARD AN APPLIED ANTHROPOLOGY OF DISABILITY (Society for Applied Anthropology)  New Orleans
Organizer/Chair: JUDITH GREENWOOD (West Virginia Workers' Compensation)
1:30 GARY L ALBRECHT (Illinois-Chicago) The Family and Work Unit as Rehabilitation Systems in the People's Republic of China
1:45 LOUISE M DUVAL (Albert Einstein) Some Psychosocial Metaphors of Physical Distress Among Multiple Sclerosis Patients
2:00 GELYA FRANK (Southern California) Life History Model of Adaptation: A Case of Congenital Amputee
2:15 JUDITH GREENWOOD Findings at Variance: Chiropractic Care of Low Back Disability
2:30 CLAIRE HORTON (Marshall) Low Back Pain: Social Structures of a Conversion Symptom
2:45 Question Period/2:50 Break
3:00 JOSEPH KAUFERT and PATRICIA LEYLAND KAUFERT (Manitoba) Change in Public Response to Compensation for Disability
3:15 Discussant: ART RUBEL (Toronto)
3:30 Discussant: PETER NEW (Toronto)
3:45 Discussion
4:00

148 SPORT AND CULTURAL SYSTEMS (The Association for the Anthropological Study of Play)  Field
Organizer/Chair: ALYCE TAYLOR CHESKA (Illinois-Urbana-Champaign)
1:30 JOHN W LOY (Illinois-Urbana-Champaign) Sport in Contest-Based Social Systems
1:45 ROBERTA J PARK (UC-Berkeley) Games, Sports, and Cultural Identity in Early San Francisco
2:00 JOHN M MACALOON (Chicago) The Anti-Politics of Sport
2:15 DOUGLAS A KLEIBER (Illinois-Urbana-Champaign) Sport and Life Cycle: Points of Comparison
2:30 Question Period/2:35 Break
2:45 KENDALL A BLANCHARD (Middle Tennessee State) Sport and Change: A Theoretical Dilemma
3:00 ALYCE TAYLOR CHESKA Sport: Symbolic Reservoir for Cultural Meanings?
3:15 Discussant: JOHN W LOY
3:30 Discussant: KENDALL A BLANCHARD
3:45 Discussion
4:15

149 THEORETICAL PERSPECTIVES ON NOMADIC AND PASTORAL PEOPLES (IUAES Commission on Nomadic Peoples)  Columbus K
Organizer/Chair: PHILIP CARL SALZMAN (McGill)
1:30 HAROLD K SCHNEIDER (Indiana) Formalist Approaches to Pastoralism
1:45 DANIEL A BRADBURY (Virginia Polytechnic Institute) Marxist Perspectives on Nomadic and Pastoral Peoples
2:00 JOHN G GALATY (McGill) A Cultural Perspective on Nomadic Pastoralism
2:15 PHILIP CARL SALZMAN Synthetic and Multicausal Perspectives on Nomadic and Pastoral Peoples
2:30 Question Period/2:35 Break
2:45 JEAN E ENSMINGER (Franklin and Marshall) Theoretical Perspectives on Pastoral Women: What Do They Explain?
3:00 PETER D LITTLE (Institute for Development Anthropology) Theoretical Perspectives on Pastoralism and Regional Analysis
3:15 DAN R ARONSON (McGill) Theoretical Perspectives on Development Among Nomadic and Pastoral Peoples
3:30 Discussion
4:00

150 CONTINUITY AND CHANGE IN COLONIAL MESOAMERICA Grand Ballroom A
Organizer: ROSS HASSIG (Columbia)
Chair: FREDERIC HICKS (Louisville)
1:30 WILLIAM R FOWLER (North Dakota) Cacao, Indigo, and Coffee: Cash Crops Through Time in El Salvador
1:45 ROBERT M HILL II (Texas-San Antonio) Dynamics of Cultural Continuity in a Highland Maya Municipio
2:00 LOLITA GUTIERREZ BROCKINGTON (North Carolina) Labor and Race in 16th-Century Tehuantepec, Mexico: Transition from Indian to African Slave to Free Mulatto
2:15 Question Period/2:20 Break
2:30 JOHN K CHANCE (Denver) and WILLIAM B TAYLOR (Virginia) Cofradias and Cargos: An Historical Perspective on the Mesoamerican Civil-Religious Hierarchy
2:45 FRANCES F BERDAN (California State-San Bernardino) Long-Term Transformations of an Economic Exchange System: Central Mexico in Pre-Columbian and Early Colonial Times
3:00 ROSS HASSIG Famines in Mexico: Pre-Columbian and Colonial Times
3:15 Question Period/3:20 Break
3:30 H R HARVEY (Wisconsin-Madison) Religious Pilgrimage in Temporal Perspective
3:45 Discussant: VICTORIA BRICKER (Tulane)
4:00- Discussion
4:30

151 XXIIND CONFERENCE ON AMERICAN INDIAN LANGUAGES: COMPARATIVE AND METHODOLOGICAL TOPICS (Society for the Study of the Indigenous Languages of the Americas) Belmont
Organizer: VICTOR GOLLA (George Washington)
Chair: KENNETH C HILL (Michigan)
1:30 MARIANNE MITHUN (SUNY-Albany and UC-Berkeley) The Evolution of Noun Incorporation
1:45 ARTHUR P SORENSON JR (White Plains, NY) Suffixing Languages Yet Auxiliary Verbs
2:00 EMANUEL J DRECHSEL (Oklahoma) Basic Word Order in Mobilian Jargon: X/OSV or Underlying SOV?
2:15 DORIS L PAYNE (Summer Institute of Linguistics and UC-Los Angeles) Genetic Classification of Yagua
2:30 Question Period/2:35 Break
2:45 EUNG-DO COOK (Calgary) Carrier Nasal Phonemes
3:00 IVES GODDARD (Smithsonian) Normative Editing Practices in Algonquian Texts
3:15 WILLIAM L LEAP (American) Constraints on Subject/Object Relations in Southern Tiwa
3:30 Discussion
4:00

152 CONTINUITY AND CHANGE: DIETARY MODERNIZATION IN LATIN AMERICA (Society for Latin American Anthropology) Grand Ballroom D South
Organizer/Chair: GRETEL H PELTO (Connecticut)
1:30 GRETEL H PELTO Introduction
2:00 KATHLEEN M DEWALT (Kentucky) Dietary Strategies in Several Ecological Zones of Southern Honduras
2:15 CLAUDIO LOMNITZ ADLER (Stanford and Universidad Autonoma Metropolitana) Toward a Cultural Analysis of Dietary Change in Central Mexico
2:30 ROBERTA D BAER and CHERYL RITENBAUGH (Arizona) The Dietary Effect of “Eating Out” in Sonora, Mexico
3:00 MICHAEL B WHITEFORD (Iowa State) From Gallo Pinto to Jack’s Snacks: Observations on Dietary Change in a Rural Costa Rican Village
3:15 Question Period/3:20 Break
3:30 LINDSAY H ALLEN (Connecticut) Correlatives of Dietary Modernization in Central Mexico
3:45 MARIA EUGENIA ROMERO (Javieriana) Infant Feeding in Bogotá: A Daily Challenge to Motherhood
4:00 Discussant: PERTTI J PELTO (Connecticut)
4:15 Discussant: ELLEN MESSER (Yale)
4:30- Discussion
4:45

153 THE SOCIAL BASIS OF IDEOLOGY (Council for Marxist Anthropology) Haymarket
Organizer/Chair: BETTY WOLDER LEVIN (Columbia)
1:30 EVA FRIEDLANDER (New York) Women, Work, and the Household Economy
1:45 JOHANNA LESSINGER (Columbia) Proletarians or Traders? Political Activism in a South Indian Market
2:00 FRANCES ROTHSTEIN (Towson State) The New Proletarians: Third World Reality and First World Categories
2:15 IDA S SUSSER (SUNY-Old Westbury) Health Versus Work in the Caribbean: Ideology and Reality
2:30 NINA SCHILLER-GLICK (Bronx, NY) The Division of Labor and the Ideology of Work: A Case Study
2:45 Question Period/2:50 Break
3:00 BETTY WOLDER LEVIN Decision Making for Catastrophically Ill Newborns: Cultural Contradictions and Technological Choice
3:15 JOHN E KRENISKE (Columbia) Science and Society: Evolutionary Thought in the Context of Socioeconomic Change in the 19th Century
3:30 Discussant: FLORENCE BABB (Iowa)
3:45 Discussant: MONICA FROLANDER-ULF (Pittsburgh-Johnstown)
4:00 Discussant: JOAN VINCENT (Barnard)
4:15- Discussion
4:30

154 INVITED SESSION THE SYMBOLIZATION OF AMERICA (American Ethnological Society)
Toronto
Organizer/Chair: HERVE VARENNE (Columbia)
1:30 HERVE VARENNE Introduction
1:45 LEE DRUMMOND (McGill) The Story of Bond
2:00 WILLIAM O BEEMAN (Brown) “Choice” as a Symbolic Expression of American Values as Conceived in Advertising
2:15 MICHAEL MOFFATT (Rutgers) Culture and Race in a College Dormitory
2:30 BENJAMIN LEE (Center for Psychosocial Studies) Linguistic Origins of the Mind-Body Dualism
2:45 Question Period/2:50 Break
3:00 CAROL J GREENHOUSE (Cornell) Legal Ideology and the Cultural Organization of Experience
3:15 Discussant: MILTON SINGER (Chicago)
3:30 Discussant: ROY G D’ANDRADE (UC-San Diego)
3:45- Discussion
4:30

155 INVITED SESSION CHACOAN PREHISTORY: A REGIONAL PERSPECTIVE (Society for American Archaeology) Columbus H
Thursday Afternoon, November 17

1:30 W JAMES JUDGE Results of the Chaco Project: 1972-83

1:45 STEPHEN H LEKSON (Chaco Center) Standing Architecture of Chaco: Local and Regional Organization

2:00 DAVID E DOYEL, CORY D BRETERNITZ (Soil Systems) and MICHAEL P MARSHALL (Corrales, NM) Chacoan Community Structure, Bis Sa’ani Pueblo, and the Chaco Halo

2:15 ROBERT P POWERS (Chaco Center) and WILLIAM B GILLESPIE (Albuquerque, NM) Regional Settlement Changes and Past Environment in the San Juan Basin

2:30 Question Period/2:35 Break

2:45 CYNTHIA IRWIN-WILLIAMS (Desert Research Institute) Socioeconomic Order and Authority Structure in the Chacoan Community at Salmon Ruin

3:00 R GWINN VIVIAN (Arizona) The Chaco Phenomenon: Culture Growth in the San Juan Basin

3:15 Discussant: LINDA CORDELL (New Mexico)

3:30- Discussion

4:00

156 THE MILITARY AND THE COMMUNITY Regency Ballroom D

Organizers: DARRELL MILLER (William and Mary) and M MARGARET OVERBEY (US Senate)

Chair: DARRELL MILLER

1:30 SABRA F WOOLLEY (SRA Corporation) The Concept of “Family” Within the US Navy

1:45 JAMES F DOWNS (Development Research Associates) Rank, Class, and Social Change in the US Navy

2:00 DEBRA S PICCHI (Franklin Pierce) Brazilian Indigenous Solutions to Problems Encountered in Military-Sponsored Community Development Projects

2:15 LARRY W MAYO (UC-Berkeley) The Military and Economic Development in Guam

2:30 Question Period/2:35 Break

2:45 M MARGARET OVERBEY The Socioeconomic Impact of Military Bases on Rural Communities in the US

3:00 Discussant: CHARLES WAGLEY (Florida)

3:15 Discussant: PAUL L DOUGHTY (Florida)

3:30- Discussion

4:00

157 PHILIPPINE SOCIAL STRUCTURE AND SOCIAL ORGANIZATION: USAPAN SYMPOSIUM IN HONOR OF FRED EGGAN (US Association of Philippine Anthropologists) Acapulco

Organizers: CHARLES P WARREN (Illinois-Chicago) and AMPARO B OJEDA (Loyola)

Chair: CHARLES P WARREN

1:30 CHARLES P WARREN Philippine Anthropology at Midcentury: 1945-55

1:45 BEN J WALLACE (Southern Methodist) When a House Is Not a Home: An Example of Food Taboo and Culture Change Among the Pagan Gaddang

2:00 ROBERT F MAHER (Western Michigan) Currents of Change in Ifugao Culture

2:15 WILLIS E SIBLEY (Cleveland State) Proximity, Kinship, and Economics: A Study of Interhousehold Relationships in Two Philippine Villages

2:30 Question Period/2:35 Break

2:45 ROBERT A RANDALL (Houston) “One Step at a Time”: The Culture and Cognition of Samal Occupational Mobility

3:00 SUSAN D RUSSELL (Rockefeller Foundation) Ethnic Rhetorics and Entrepreneurial Strategies in the Highland Philippines

3:15 CRISPINA S MCDONALD (Howard) Fostering: Its Application in Philippine Social Structure

3:30 Question Period/3:35 Break

3:45 ERIC S CASINO (East-West Center) Filipino Reciprocity

4:00 Discussant: AMPARO B OJEDA

4:15 Discussant: MARIO D ZAMORA (William and Mary)

4:30- Discussion

5:00
158 DISCOURSE, CONTEXT, AND PERFORMANCE IN LOWLAND SOUTH AMERICAN MYTHOLOGY  Columbus I
Organizers: ELLEN B BASSO (Arizona) and GREG URBAN (Texas-Austin)
Chair: ELLEN B BASSO
1:30 JAMES HOWE (MIT) and JOEL SHERZER (Texas) Friend Rattlesnake and Friend Hairy Fish: A Modern Trickster Tale
1:45 GREG URBAN Parallelism and Semantic Motivation in the Shokieng Wañeklen
2:00 ANTHONY SEEGER (Indiana) Rhythm, Pitch, and Timbre: The Orchestration of Narrative Performance
2:15 Question Period/2:20 Break
2:30 NAPOLEON A CHAGNON (Northwestern) Anti-Cannibalism in Selected Yanomamö Myths About Jaguar
2:45 NAPOLEON A CHAGNON and TIMOTHY ASCH (Southern California) Jaguar: A Yanomamö Twin-Cycle Myth (Film, 22 min)
3:15 SALLY MCLENDON (Hunter/Grad School-CUNY) The Meaning in Performance: Jaguar and the Twins
3:30 ELLEN B BASSO The Government of Grief
3:45 Discussant: Michael Silverstein (Chicago)
4:00 Discussion
4:30

159 AAA PLACEMENT SERVICE WORKSHOP 2: EMPLOYMENT OPPORTUNITIES IN WASHINGTON DC  Du Sable
2:00- 3:50 Leaders: SHIRLEY FISKE (National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration) and GERALD BRITIAN (Southern Illinois)
Panel members explore employment opportunities in our nation’s capital, with particular reference to the Executive Branch (Civil Service and Intergovernmental Personnel Act (IPA) mechanisms), Legislative Branch (Congressional committees and organizations), associations (professional and interest group), and private consulting firms. Attendance is by registration only. For more information, see staff at the Placement Service Center registration desk.

160 LIFE HISTORIES AND THE CULTURAL DIMENSIONS OF AGING  San Francisco
Organizer/Chair: MARJORIE M SCHWEITZER (Oklahoma State)
2:00 FRANCES E PURIFOY (Gerontology Research Center) Sex Histories and the Study of Female Sexuality and Aging
2:15 EDWARD LIEBOW (Arizona State) A New Chapter: Elderly Urban Indians and Activism
2:30 TAMARA K HAREVEN (Clark) and KATHLEEN J ADAMS (Columbia) Subjective Reconstruction of Life Transitions: The Aging Individual and the Family
2:45 Question Period/2:50 Break
3:00 MARK LUBORSKY (Rochester) Life Histories and Cultural Variation in Aging
3:15 MARJORIE M SCHWEITZER On Golden Cimarron: Aging in a Rural Community
3:30 Discussant: LOWELL D HOLMES (Wichita State)
3:45 Discussion
4:00

NEW COUNCIL ON NUTRITIONAL ANTHROPOLOGY  Burnham
2:00- Meeting of the Executive Board
5:00

161 BONE CHEMISTRY AND PAST BEHAVIOR  Columbus G
Organizer/Chair: T DOUGLAS PRICE (Wisconsin-Madison)
2:00 G J ARMELAGOS (Massachusetts-Amherst) and D L MARTIN (Hampshire) Paleophysiological Aspects of Bone Remodeling and Mineralization
2:15 M J SCHOENINGER (Johns Hopkins) and M J DENIRO (UC-Los Angeles) Trophic Level Effects on 15M/14N and 13C/12C Ratios in Bone Collagen and Strontium Levels in Bone Mineral
2:30 JOSEPH B LAMBERT, SHARON VLASAK SIMPSON and JANE E BUIKSTRA (Northwestern) Effects of Diagenesis on the Analysis of Excavated Human Bone
Thursday Afternoon, November 17

2:45  M J LYNOTT (National Park Service), T W BOUTTON (Baylor), J E PRICE (Southwest Missouri State) and L L TESZEN (Augustana) Carbon Isotopic Evidence for Maize Agriculture in Northeast Arkansas and Southeast Missouri

3:00  ROBERT L BLAKELY and ANTOINETTE B BROWN (Georgia State) Biocultural Adaptation at the King Site as Reflected by Trace Element Distributions

3:15  Question Period/3:20 Break

3:30  T DOUGLAS PRICE and MELISSA CONNOR (Wisconsin-Madison) Traces of Late Archaic Subsistence in the Midwestern US

3:45  ANDREW SILLEN (Smithsonian) Chronological and Regional Factors Affecting the Sr/Ca Ratios of Paleofauna in the Levant

4:00  RICHARD A GEIDEL and JAMES W HATCH (Pennsylvania State) Paleonutrition and Social Stratification

4:15  LANE A BECK (Northwestern) Trace Elements and Paleopathology: A Potential Application

4:30  JONATHAN E ERICSON (Los Angeles, CA) Residence Patterns and Other Tracing Applications of Strontium Isotopes

4:45  Discussant: PAMELA BUMSTED (Los Alamos National Laboratory)

5:00  Discussion

5:15  

162  THE COMMERCIAL SECTOR IN HEALTH CARE: PHARMACISTS AND OTHER MEDICAL VENDORS  
Columbian
Organizer/Chair: M FAITH MITCHELL (UC-San Francisco)

2:00  BERNARD SOROFMAN and ALBERT I WERTHEIMER (Minnesota) Communication of Contraceptive Information by Pharmacists and Pharmacies (in the US)

2:15  MARK STEVEN FOSTER (Minnesota) Circle of Strife—The Drug Doctors' Reservation(s)

2:30  M FAITH MITCHELL The Role of Pharmacies in Jamaican Health Care

2:45  Question Period/2:50 Break

3:00  ANNE FERGUSON (Michigan State) Pharmacies as Sources of Medical Care in El Salvador: Political and Economic Implications

3:15  CHARLES LESLIE (Delaware) Commercial Production of Indigenous Medicines in South Asia

3:30  Discussant: KATHLEEN LOGAN (Alabama-Birmingham)

3:45  Discussant: DAN WEISBERG (UC-San Francisco)

4:00  Discussant: MICHELE SHEDLIN (Columbia)

4:15  Discussion

4:45  

163  FOLK THEORIES OF CHILDHOOD: THE IMPACT OF CULTURAL NOTIONS ON ADULT-CHILD INTERACTION  
(Society for Psychological Anthropology)  
Water Tower
Organizer/Chair: KATHRYN M ANDERSON-LEVITT (UC-Los Angeles)

2:00  GAIL GRESSER (UC-Los Angeles) Theories of Infant Individuality Among American Mothers

2:15  ROBERT WHITTEMORE (UC-Los Angeles) and ELIZABETH BEVERLY-WHITTEMORE (Los Angeles) Mandinka Mothers and Nurslings: Power and Reproduction

2:30  PATRICIA G ZUKOW (Southern California) Folk Theories of Comprehension and Caregiver Style in a Mestiza Population in Central Mexico

2:45  BETTE E CLARK (Stanford) Closed Ears and Desire: Emotion and Knowledge Among Pintupi Children

3:00  Question Period/3:05 Break

3:15  KATHRYN M ANDERSON-LEVITT French Schoolteachers' Model of the Six-Year-Old

3:30  SARA HARKNESS and CHARLES M SUPER (Harvard and Judge Baker Guidance Center) American and Kenyan Perceptions of Children's Maturity and Personality

3:45  Discussant: BEATRICE WHITING (Harvard)

4:00  Discussant: ELINOR OCHS (Southern California)

4:15  Discussion

4:45  

164  AMERICAN ETHNOLOGICAL SOCIETY  
Addams

3:00  Meeting of the Board of Directors

5:00  

165  CULTURAL APPROACHES TO ILLNESS IN A PUERTO RICAN COMMUNITY (Society for Latin American Anthropology)  Grand Ballroom D North
Organizer: STEPHEN L SCHENSUL (Connecticut)
Chair: MARIA BORRERO (Hispanic Health Council)
3:00  PETER GUARNACCIA (Connecticut)  Puerto Rican Family Responses to Childhood Asthma
3:15  LISA ALLEN, MARIANO ORITZ, and MARIA CERANO (Hispanic Health Council)  Otitis Media in the Puerto Rican Community
3:30  HENRIETTA BERNAL (Hartford)  Adaptive Strategies to Diabetes Mellitus Among Puerto Ricans
3:45  JEFFREY BACKSTRAND (Hispanic Health Council)  High Blood Pressure in an Urban Puerto Rican Community
4:00  Question Period/4:05 Break
4:15  JEAN J SCHENSUL and IRIS NIEVES (Hispanic Health Council)  The Emotional Crisis in the Puerto Rican Community: A Research and Intervention Approach
4:30  STEPHEN L SCHENSUL and MINA JIMINEZ  Cultural Approaches to Prevention in the Postpartum Period
4:45  MARIA G BORRERO Training Medical Providers in Cultural Approaches to Care
5:00  Discussion
5:30

166  CONTRIBUTIONS TO COGNITIVE AND PSYCHOLOGICAL ANTHROPOLOGY  Gold Coast
Chair: JOHN GATEWOOD (Lehigh)
3:45  CHIEN CHIAO (Chinese University of Hong Kong)  Chinese Strategic Behavior: A Formal Analysis
4:00  SHELTON KLEIN (Wisconsin)  Artificial Intelligence and the Shamanistic Tradition
4:15  DAN FORSYTH (California-San Diego)  Tolerated Deviance and Its Effect on Group Solidarity
4:30  RODOLFO G SERRANO (California State-Bakersfield)  Mexican-American Adolescent Self-Disclosure in Friendship Formation
4:45  Discussion
5:00

167  CHINESE FOLK IDEOLOGIES  Picasso
Organizers: HILL GATES (Central Michigan) and ROBERT P WELLER (Duke)
Chair: HILL GATES
4:00  STEVE SANGREN (Cornell)  Efficacy, Authenticity, and Hegemony: Competing Arenas of Symbolic Production in Traditional Chinese Culture
4:15  ROBERT P WELLER  The Politics of Taiwanese Ghosts Under Japanese Rule
4:30  HILL GATES  Money for the Gods
4:45  STEVAN HARRELL (Washington)  The Notion of Fate in Chinese Folk Belief
5:00  ANN S ANAGNOST (Michigan)  Magical Healing, Women’s Health, and Birth Policy
5:15  Discussion
5:30

168  FILM: THE HOUSE THAT GIACOMO BUILT  San Francisco
4:05  DONALD PITKIN (Massachusetts-Amherst)
4:20  Film (50 min)
4:55

169  FILM: THE SHAMSAYAN NOMADS OF AZERBAIJAN  Columbus K
4:05  ARLENE DALLALFAR (UC-Los Angeles) and FEREYDOUN SAFIZADEH (Harvard)
4:20  Film (50 min)
4:55

170  THE ANTHROPOLOGY OF WOMEN  Grand Ballroom B
Chair: KAREN L FIELD (Washburn)
4:00  KAREN L FIELD  Alexandra Kollontai and the “Anthropology of Women”: An Assessment
4:15  ANN W MERRILL (UC-Berkeley) The Old 'oss and the New Woman: Gender Roles and Social Changes in a Cornish Festival
4:30  MAXINE L MARGOLIS (Florida) Good Housekeeping in the Industrial Age
4:45  CYNTHIA SALTMAN (Columbia) Feminist Ideology and Union Solidarity
5:00  Discussion
5:15  

171  SOCIETY FOR LATIN AMERICAN ANTHROPOLOGY SANGRIA Y ANTOJITOS ROUND-TABLE  La Fonda del Requerdo, 3752 West 26th St
5:30  Attendance is by subscription. For more information, see staff at advance registration desk.
Organizer: JACK R ROLLWAGEN (SUNY-Brockport)
Chairs: JACK R ROLLWAGEN and LARISSA LOMNITZ (UNAM)
1—Agriculture and Political Change in Latin America
   Coordinator: BENJAMIN ORLOVE (UC-Davis)
2—Development in the Humid Tropics of the Americas
   Coordinator: WILLIAM PARTRIDGE (Georgia State)
3—Schools in the Andes
   Coordinator: ANDREW W MIRACLE JR (Texas Christian)
4—Informal Medical Systems in Latin America
   Coordinator: KATHLEEN LOGAN (Alabama)
5—Women and Work in Latin America
   Coordinator: FLORENCE E BABB (Iowa)
6—Hispanic Communities in the US
   Coordinator: STEPHEN SCHENSUL (Connecticut)
7—The Relevance of History for Mesoamerican Ethnography
   Coordinator: JOHN K CHANCE (Denver)
8—Agriculture and Development in Latin America
   Coordinator: PEGGY F BARLETT (Emory)

172  ASSOCIATION FOR ANTHROPOLOGY AND GERONTOLOGY WINE AND CHEESE
5:30  ROUNDTABLE  Toronto
7:00  Attendance is by subscription. For more information, see staff at advance registration desk.
Organizer: EUNICE BOYER (Carthage College)
1—Translating Network Research into Action Programs
   Coordinator: JAY SOKOLOVSKY (Maryland-Baltimore City)
2—Research in the Third World
   Coordinator: EDWARD WELLIN (Wisconsin-Milwaukee)
3—Studying Ourselves—Pleasures and Problems
   Coordinator: BARBARA HORNUM (Drexel)
4—Research in Changing Nutritional Needs in Aging
   Coordinator: WILLIAM STINI (Arizona)
5—Research in Life Course Transitions
   Coordinator: CORINNE NYDEGGER (UC-San Francisco)
6—What You Always Wanted to Know About Writing a Grant but Nobody Ever Told You
   Coordinator: CHRISTINE FRY (Loyola)
7—Hometown Anthropology: Strategies for Research in Your Own Community
   Coordinator: JENNIE KEITH (Swarthmore)

173  KOREAN STUDIES (Anthropologists for Korean Studies)  Columbus G
5:30  Informal discussion
7:00  Chair: CHOONG SOON KIM (Tennessee-Martin)

NEW  AAA COMMITTEE ON ANTHROPOLOGY AS A PROFESSION  Wright
5:30  Executive Session
7:00  

174  ANTHROPOLOGICAL FILM RESEARCH INSTITUTE  Burnham
5:30  Annual meeting
22 Thursday Afternoon–Evening, November 17

7:00 Chair: EMILIE DE BRIGARD (Research Film)

175 LIBRARY–ANTHROPOLOGY RESOURCE GROUP Field
5:30- LARG is a group of anthropologists and librarians active in anthropological bibliography, and informal discussion will welcome feedback on Anthropological Bibliographies: A Selected Guide and Serial Publications in Anthropology (2nd Edition). Aid and contributors for the forthcoming Biographical Dictionary of Anthropologists Born Before 1920 will be solicited.
7:00 Chairs: SOL TAX (Chicago) and FRANCIS X GROLLIG, SJ, (Loyola)

176 SOCIETY FOR ANTHROPOLOGY IN COMMUNITY COLLEGES McCormick
5:30- Meeting of the Executive Board
7:00

177 ALCOHOL AND DRUG STUDY GROUP Picasso
5:30- Business meeting
7:00 Chair: LINDA A BENNETT (George Washington)

178 COUNCIL ON NUTRITIONAL ANTHROPOLOGY Water Tower
5:30- Business meeting
7:00 Chair: ELLEN MESSER (Yale)

179 COMMITTEE OF ANTHROPOLOGISTS IN ENVIRONMENTAL PLANNING Columbus H
5:30- Business meeting
7:00 Chair: RICHARD LERNER

180 MEETING OF CARIBBEANISTS Hong Kong
5:30- No-host cash bar and informal discussion for those interested in the Caribbean region to explore organization of a more formalized network within the AAA to deal with the organization of symposia on the Caribbean at national and regional meetings in the US and in the Caribbean.
7:00 Organizers: JEROME J HANDLER (Southern Illinois) and SUSAN LOWES (Columbia)

181 SOCIETY FOR CULTURAL ANTHROPOLOGY Acapulco
5:30- Open meeting
7:00 Chair: DAVID M SCHNEIDER (Chicago)

THURSDAY EVENING, NOVEMBER 17

182 FILM SCREENINGS Grand Ballroom A
Organizer: PETER S ALLEN (Rhode Island College)
6:00 SO FAR FROM INDIA (Filmmakers Library) Linda Gottesman
6:55 A VILLAGE IN BALTIMORE Doreen Moses
8:00 TIBETAN BUDDHISM—CYCLES OF INDEPENDENCE (South Asian Area Center-Wisconsin) Edward W Bastian
9:00 KAFIR KALASH OF THE HINDU KUSH Margaret F Kennedy
9:30 BOX OF TREASURES Chuck Olin
10:00 TREE OF KNOWLEDGE (Earthworm Films) Pacho Lane
10:30 TREE OF LIFE (Earthworm Films) Pacho Lane

183 AMERICAN ETHNOLOGICAL SOCIETY New Orleans
6:00 Reception in honor of Norman Whitten. No-host cash bar

184 ANTHROPOLOGICAL RESEARCH GROUP ON HOMOSEXUALITY San Francisco
6:00 No-host cash bar

185 ASSOCIATION FOR ANTHROPOLOGICAL DIPLOMACY, POLITICS, AND SOCIETY AND THE ASSOCIATION OF THIRD WORLD ANTHROPOLOGISTS Buckingham
6:00
Second Annual Banquet and Program in honor of 1983 Jefferson Awardees/Distinguished Service Awardees

186 COUNCIL ON NUTRITIONAL ANTHROPOLOGY AND CULTURE AND AGRICULTURE
6:30 GROUP Water Tower
No-host cash bar

187 HISPANIC DINNER/FOLKLORE AND DANCING (Society for Latin American Anthropology)
6:30 La Fonda del Requerdo, 3752 West 26th St
Attendance is by subscription. For more information, see staff at advance registration desk

188 SUPPORTING DIVERSITY WITHIN A UNIFIED AMERICAN ANTHROPOLOGICAL ASSOCIATION
7:30 Concurrent open meetings organized around subfields to discuss how the AAA as a general organization can serve the various subfields and the whole of anthropology. See Meeting Edition of the Anthropology Newsletter for details

189 OPEN RECEPTION Regency Ballroom D
9:00 Cashiered bar and dance

FRIDAY MORNING, NOVEMBER 18

200 EXECUTIVE BOARD OF THE ASSOCIATION Skyway Suite 273
8:00 Executive session

201 METHOD AND APPLICATIONS IN LINGUISTIC ANTHROPOLOGY Gold Coast
Chair: NORMAN CHANCE (Connecticut)
8:00 PAUL V KROSKRITY and MARIA J CAROZZI (UC-Los Angeles) On "Style" in the Ethnography of Communication
8:15 TERRY J PREWITT (West Florida) Structural Analysis and the Selection of Background Knowledge for Cultural Interpretation of Field Data
8:30 DEBORAH KELLER-CRAPO (Utah State) Language Interaction in a Problem Resolution Setting: A Test of Neurolinguistic Programming
9:00 M LIONEL BENDER (Southern Illinois) Creole Features in African Languages
9:15

202 NORTH AMERICAN ARCHEOLOGY Columbian
Chair: JAMES STOLTMAN (Wisconsin-Madison)
8:00 ROBERT L HALL (Illinois-Chicago) Long Distance Connections of Some Long-Nosed Gods
8:15 ROBERT L KELLY (Michigan) Hunter-Gatherer Mobility Strategies and Lithic Technology
8:30 PATRICIA A GILMAN (New Mexico) Causes of Architectural Change: The Pithouse-Pueblo Transition in the Prehistoric Southwest
8:45 EDWARD STASKI (Arizona) The Past in the Present: Popular Images of Prehistoric Social Systems
9:00 GLENN DAVIS STONE and CHRISTIAN E DOWNUM (Arizona) Agricultural Labor Demands and the Evolution of Settlement Systems
9:15 Discussion
9:30

203 SKELETAL BIOLOGY Columbus G
Chair: DELLA COLLINS COOK (Indiana University)
8:00 J A TIFFANY, D C ANDERSON, and A K FISHER (Iowa) Turin: A Middle Archaic Burial Site in Western Iowa
8:15 BRUCE BRADTMILLER (Tennessee) The Effect of Horseback Riding on Arikara Arthritis Patterns
204 CULTURE AND DEVIANCE  Grand Ballroom A  
Organizers/Chairs: DOUGLAS RAYBECK (Hamilton) and MORRIS FREILICH (Northeastern)  
8:00 MORRIS FREILICH Ethnographic Facts and Deviance Theory  
8:15 JOEL S SAVISHINSKY (Ithaca) Free Shows and Cheap Thrills: Staging Deviance in the Arctic and the Bahamas  
8:30 MELANIE BETH OLIVIERO (Alliance for North American Cultures and Arts) Does the Punishment Fit the Crime?—Tribal Justice Systems of North America  
8:45 KARIN R ANDRIOLO (SUNY-New Paltz) Suicide and Deviant Suicide  
9:00 DOUGLAS RAYBECK Stigma Susceptivity: Labeling Theory and Anthropology  
9:15 DENNIS L GAFFIN (SUNY-Buffalo) Looking for Deviants: Anthropology and Nonconformity  
9:30 Discussion  
9:45  
205 MARRIAGE AND ALLIANCE SYSTEMS  Grand Ballroom D South  
Chair: ERNEST SCHUSKY (Southern Illinois-Edwardsville)  
8:00 KARL P REITZ (Chapman) and MICHAEL L BURTON (UC-Irvine) A Multivariate Model of Polygyny  
8:15 MICHIKO TAKAKI (Massachusetts-Boston) Bilateral Organization in Kalinga  
8:30 STEPHEN P REYNA (New Hampshire) Reproduction of Labor in a Domestic Economy: A Socialization Interpretation of Bridewealth  
8:45 ALMA GONLIEB (Illinois-Urbana-Champaign) Alliance and Gender Models Among the Beng of Ivory Coast  
9:00 ALETTA BIERSAK (Oregon) Communicational Determinants of Sexual Antagonism Among Paiela  
9:15 ALAN M TREVITHICK (Harvard) Tibetan Fraternal Polyandry: Cooperation or Constraint?  
9:30 WILLIAM C YOUNG (UC-Los Angeles) Wealth or Alliance? Marriage and Labor Migration in a Bedouin Society  
9:45 Discussion  
10:00  
206 RESISTANCE IN NOMADIC SOCIETIES: THE COLONIZATION OF THE SAHARA  
Columbus H  
Organizers: LINA BROCK (Sarah Lawrence) and ANDRÉ BOURGEOT (Laboratory of Social Anthropology)  
Chair: LINA BROCK  
8:00 WILLIAM G DALTON (New Brunswick) The Role of the Ulad Sleman in Libyan Resistance to Italian Colonization of the Fezzan  
8:15 ANDRE BOURGEOT Collaboration and Centralization of Power Among the Ahaggar Tuareg  
8:30 LINA BROCK Ikhezi: The Representation of Resistance in Tuareg Oral Tradition (Kel Dennen, Niger), 1900-23  
8:45 PIERRE BONTE (Laboratory of Social Anthropology) The Conquest of the Adrar (1909-10): From Resistance to Protectorate  
9:00 OLIVIER VERGNIOT (Center for Research and the Study of Mediterranean Societies) Conditions of the Affirmation of Sahrawi Identity  
9:15 Discussion  
9:45  
207 IDEOLOGY, INTERACTION, AND THE SELF  San Francisco  
Organizer/Chair: WILLIAM L MERRILL (Smithsonian)
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Time</th>
<th>Session</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>8:00</td>
<td>MICHAEL F BROWN (Williams) Sentiment and Self in Aguaruna Love Magic</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8:15</td>
<td>KAREN L ITO (UC-Davis) Hawaiian Self as Person and Individual</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8:30</td>
<td>MICHAEL LAMBEK (Toronto) Self Negation, Self Creation: Spirit Possession and the Discourse of the Self in Mayotte (Comoro Islands)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8:45</td>
<td>Question Period/8:50 Break</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9:00</td>
<td>SUSAN B MILLAR (Wisconsin-Madison) Creativity and the Boundaries of Persons in Bugis Society</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9:15</td>
<td>WILLIAM F HANKS (Chicago) Articulations of the Individual in Yucatec Maya</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9:30</td>
<td>WILLIAM L MERRILL Raramuri Pragmatics and the Self</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9:45-</td>
<td>Discussion</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10:00</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8:00</td>
<td>DEVELOPMENT Haymarket</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8:00</td>
<td>JAMES F TOTH (SUNY-Binghamton) &quot;Voting with Their Feet&quot;: Economic Rationalization and Rural Egyptian Workers</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8:15</td>
<td>LIBBET CRANDON (Connecticut) The 1982 Bolivian National Crisis</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8:30</td>
<td>FEREYDOUN SAFIZADEH (Harvard) Peasants and Property Rights in Revolutionary Iran</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8:45</td>
<td>RONALD J HARDER (Manitoba) The Effects of Regional Development on a Local Economy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9:00</td>
<td>Question Period/9:05 Break</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9:15</td>
<td>LESLEY GILL (Columbia) Agricultural Cooperatives and the Differentiation of the Peasantry: A Case Study of Rural Settlers in Northern Santa Cruz, Bolivia</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9:30</td>
<td>MARION J RICE (Georgia) Scheduled Caste Development and Social Alienation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9:45</td>
<td>JOHN FRECHIONE Political and Economic Self-Determination by Yekuana Amerinds in Southern Venezuela</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10:00</td>
<td>NICHOLAS FLANDERS (Columbia) Research Ethics and the Self-Determination of Indigenous Peoples</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10:15</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8:00-</td>
<td>SOCIETY FOR AMERICAN ARCHAEOLOGY</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11:30</td>
<td>Meeting of the Executive Committee</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8:30-</td>
<td>COMMITTEE ON THE STATUS OF WOMEN IN ANTHROPOLOGY</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11:30</td>
<td>Executive Session</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8:00</td>
<td>MIGRATION Field</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8:30</td>
<td>JENNY MASUR (US-Spain Treaty Fellow) Spanish Internal and External Migration</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8:45</td>
<td>ABRAHAM ISZAEVICH (Iberoamericana) Comparative Study of Peasant Migration in Spain and Mexico</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9:00</td>
<td>MICHAEL RICHARDS (Wisconsin-Madison) Household Structure and Seasonal Labor Migration in Guatemala</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9:15</td>
<td>RONALD H BERG (Michigan) Migration and the Economic Transformation of a Highland Peruvian Community</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9:30</td>
<td>JULIANA FLINN (Stanford) Migration and Adoption in Micronesia</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9:45</td>
<td>Question Period/9:50 Break</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10:00</td>
<td>PETER M TOBIAS (Rockford) Emigrants’ Changing Perceptions of “Home”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10:15</td>
<td>JAMES SEWASTYNOWICZ (Jacksonville State) Cultural Influences in Migration: Kinship and Friendship in Rural Costa Rica</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10:30</td>
<td>JOHN VAN ESTERIK (BOCES, Ithaca) Patrons, Clients, and Sponsors: Strategies for Lao Refugee Adjustment</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10:45</td>
<td>ANN M MANRY-RYNEARSON (International Institute) and PAMELA A DEVOE (Glencoe, MO) Off Center Stage: The Role of Women in Community Formation for Laotian Refugees in the US</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11:00</td>
<td>TIMOTHY READY (Catholic) In the Shadow of the White House: Central American and Indochinese Refugees in Washington, DC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11:15-</td>
<td>Discussion</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11:45</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
210  XXIIND CONFERENCE ON AMERICAN INDIAN LANGUAGES: HISTORICAL PERSPECTIVES ON LANGUAGES OF CALIFORNIA AND THE SOUTHWEST (Society for the Study of the Indigenous Languages of the Americas) Belmont
Organizer/Chair: VICTOR GOLLA (George Washington)
8:30 CATHERINE A CALLAGHAN (Ohio State) Proto Utian Words of "Man," "Woman," and "Person"
8:45 KENNETH W WHISTLER (UC-Berkeley) The Historical Development of Eastern Miwok Kin Classifications
9:00 VICTOR GOLLA Penutian Ergativity and the Maidu Case System
9:15 Question Period/9:20 Break
9:30 KENNETH C HILL (Michigan) Mystery Words in Serrano
9:45 WICK R MILLER (Utah) Lexical Acculturation in the Indigenous Languages of North West Mexico: An Historical Study
10:00 JOHN E MCLAUGHLIN (Kansas) Gemination and Morphologization in Central Numic
10:15 LAUREL J WATKINS (Colorado) Tone in Kiowa-Tanoan
10:30 Discussion
11:00

211  POLITICAL ECONOMY, STATE ACTION, AND RURAL SOCIETY IN SOUTHEAST ASIA
Grand Ballroom D North
Organizers: AIHWA ONG (Hampshire) and SCOTT E GUGGENHEIM (Johns Hopkins)
Chair: AIHWA ONG
8:30 DONALD M NONINI (Stanford) Class Relations in the Chinese Community of a West Malaysian Market Town
8:45 QUAN NGUYEN (Columbia) The Dynamics of Agrarian Relations in Pre-Revolutionary Vietnam
9:00 AIHWA ONG Industry and Peasantry in West Malaysia
9:15 CRISTINA BLANC SZANTON (Columbia) The Structuring of Ethnicity in Historical Perspective: Thailand and Western Malaysia
9:30 Question Period/9:35 Break
9:45 LAN FRANCO R BLANCHETTI (Torino) State Policy and Class Formation Among Muslim Filipinos
10:00 GILLIAN HART (Boston) Peasant-State Relations and Agrarian Processes in Central Java
10:15 JOEL S KAHN (University College, London) Capitalism and Agrarian Transformation in Southeast Asia
10:30 MAY EBIHARA (Lehman/Graduate Center-CUNY) Antithesis and Synthesis in Kam-puchean Rural Society
10:45 SCOTT E GUGGENHEIM Village Structure and State Action in Lowland Luzon, Philippines
11:00 Discussion
11:30

212  EXPLORATIONS WITH SYSTEMS THINKING Acapulco
Organizer/Chair: MYRDENE ANDERSON (Purdue)
8:30 VERNARD FOLEY (Purdue) Ancient Greek Theoretical Anthropology: Ecologies, Evolutions, and Modern Economics
8:45 JAMES F HAMILL (Miami) Theories in Ethno-Logic
9:00 MICHAEL D LIEBER (Illinois-Chicago) An Emic Structure of Hierarchy
9:15 E PAUL DURRENBERGER (Iowa) and GISLI PALSSON (Reykjavik) Systems of Fishing in Iceland
9:30 Question Period/9:35 Break
9:45 MYRDENE ANDERSON Saami Information and Energy Management
10:00 RICHARD N ADAMS (Texas-Austin) The Use of Human Energy in the Regulation of Contemporary Nation-States
10:15 ARTHUR A SAXE (Ohio) Towards Non-Lamarckian Causation in Systems Thinking
10:30 Discussant: DAVID R STEVENSON (Memphis State)
10:45 Discussant: TOM GLENN (National Security Agency)
11:00 Discussant: CAMERON LAIRD (Purdue)
11:15 Discussion
11:30
213  MARXIST APPROACHES TO HISTORICAL ANTHROPOLOGY  (Council for Marxist An­thropology)  Water Tower
Organizer/Chair: CHRISTINE WARD GAILEY (SUNY-Old Westbury)
8:30 HENRY J RUTZ (Hamilton) Cultural Reproduction, Social Transformation, and the Struc­ture of Everyday Life in Urban Fiji
8:45 RICHARD ENGLISH (Columbia) Hindu-Tribal Relations in 19th-Century Nepal
9:00 WENDY ORENT (Michigan) The Evolution of Class Relations in Israel
9:15 TIMOTHY C PARRISH (New School for Social Research) Spanish Peasant Movements: Anthropological and Historical Approaches
9:30 Question Period/9:35 Break
9:45 JOSE E LIMON (Texas-Austin) Symbolic Practice and Social Change in Mexican South Texas, 1890–1930
10:00 DAVID HAKKEN (SUNY-Utica) Ontological Issues in Historical Anthropology: Perspec­tives from the Upper Mohawk Valley
10:15 THOMAS PATTERSON (Temple) The Oracle and the Inca
10:30 Discussant: JOHN W COLE (Amherst)
10:45- Discussion
11:15

214  ANTHROPOLOGICAL PERSPECTIVES ON CRAFT SPECIALIZATION  Columbus I
Organizers/Chairs: ERIC C GIBSON (Harvard) and THOMAS R HESTER (Texas-San An­tonio)
8:00 ERIC C GIBSON Analyzing Craft Specialization: Technology, Style, and the Social Con­text of Manufacturing
8:15 THOMAS R HESTER Egyptian Stone Vase-Making: Archeological and Contemporary Evidence of Craft Specialization
8:30 GARY FEINMAN (Wisconsin-Madison) Pottery Production and Political Change: An Ex­ample from Formative Oaxaca
8:45 KATHRYN MAURER TRINKHAUS (Peabody Museum) Craft Specialization and Artifact Variability
9:00 RITA P WRIGHT (Harvard) Ceramic Technology and Craft Specialization
9:15 LINDA CORDELL (New Mexico) Evidence for Craft Specialization in the Prehistoric Southwestern US
9:30 Question Period/9:35 Break
9:45 ROBIN TORRENCE (Sheffield) The Use of Efficiency as a Measure of Craft Specialization
10:00 JEFFREY KAO (Harvard) Jade as Craft in Ancient China
10:15 HARRY J SHAFER (Texas A&M) and THOMAS R HESTER The Rise of Lowland Maya Lithic Craft Specialization in Northern Belize
10:30 PETER S WELLS (Harvard) Metalsmiths and Society in the European Bronze and Iron Ages
10:45 Discussant: RICHARD E W ADAMS (Texas-San Antonio)
11:00 Discussant: KENNETH G HIRTH (Kentucky)
11:15- Discussion
11:30

215  POLITICAL ANTHROPOLOGY: NORTH AMERICAN INDIANS  Atlanta
Chair: MURIEL CRESPI (National Park Service)
8:30 ROBERT BATES GRABER (Northeast Missouri State) A Yurok Village-Size Distribution in Evolutionary Perspective
8:45 DON E DUMOND (Oregon) The Talking Cross of Yucatan: A New Look at Its History
9:00 WILLIAM K POWERS (Rutgers) Playing with Culture: Intergenerational Disputes Over Religion at Pine Ridge
9:15 DAVID F ABERLE (British Columbia) Religious Change in the Navajo Country
9:30 Question Period/9:35 Break
9:45 SANDRA L FAIMAN-SILVA (Boston) Grassroots Strategies for Economic Survival: Rural Choctaw and the Oklahoma Timber Industry
10:00 ALLEN C TURNER (Idaho State) Utah Paiute Tribal Restoration
10:15 JERRY A SCHULTZ (Kansas) The Effects of Federal Policy on Tribal Leadership Among the Kansas Kickapoo Indians
10:30 MARY A. DRUKE (Rexford, NY) Unanimity and Noncompliance in American Indian Politics
10:45 Question Period/10:50 Break
11:00 DAVID REED MILLER (CHAI, Newberry Library) Government Among Enemies: The Establishment of the Fort Peck Reservation and Patterns of Assiniboine-Sioux Interactions
11:15 CHARLES STEVENS (Florida State) The Poarch Creek Indians, Demography, and Ethnicity
11:30 PHILIP J. HANDRICK (Michigan State) Subsistence Hunting and Resource Management in an "Acculturated" Community
11:45 Discussion
12:00

216 COMPARATIVE STUDIES OF IRRIGATION ORGANIZATION Columbus K
Organizer/Chair: ROBERT C. HUNT (Brandeis)
8:00 BARBARA J. PRICE (New York, NY) Agricultural Evolution: Problems in the Explanation of Cultural Complexity
8:15 ANTONIO GILMAN (California State-Nortridge) Irrigation and Conflict in Acephalous Societies
8:30 MIRIAM KAHN (Bryn Mawr) In Fear of an Aqueduct: Irrigation Systems as Potentially Disruptive Forces
8:45 RUTH S. MEINZEN-DICK (Cornell) Tank and Well Irrigation in South India: Implications for Productivity and Equity
9:00 JOHN W. DUEWEL and MILTON L. BARNETT (Cornell) The Social Organization of Irrigation in the Context of Agricultural Change in Mountain and Lowland Villages of Central Java
9:15 Question Period/9:20 Break
9:30 SUSAN H. LEES (Hunter-CUNY) Coping with Bureaucratic Irrigation
9:45 DOUGLAS J. MERREY (Agency for International Development) Irrigation and Underdevelopment in Punjab, Pakistan
10:00 WILLIAM W. KELLY (Yale) Irrigation and the Modern Transformation of the Japanese Countryside, 1890-1980
10:15 Question Period/10:20 Break
10:30 KJELL I. ENGE (Baylor) Irrigation and Conflict: Competition Over Resources from an Ecological Perspective
10:45 SCOTT WHITEFORD and LAURA MONTGOMERY (Michigan State) Ecological Crisis and State Intervention: The Rise of Bureaucratically Managed Irrigation and Its Impact
11:00 MICHAEL E. MOSELEY, ROBERT A. FELDMAN (Field Museum) and CHARLES R. ORTLOFF (FMC Corporation) Tectonic Influences on Irrigation Agriculture
11:15 Discussant: HAROLD C. CONKLIN (Yale)
11:30 Discussant: ROBERT C. HUNT
11:45 Discussion
12:00

217 ETHNICS' ETHNOGRAPHY AND EDUCATION (Council on Anthropology and Education) Picasso
Organizer/Chair: ANNIE S. BARNES (Norfolk State)
8:30 ANNIE S. BARNES Status Differences in the Study of One's Own Cultures
8:45 MELVIN D. WILLIAMS (Purdue) Black Congregations in a Small Midwestern City
9:00 FLEDA M. JACKSON (Clark) The Role of the Church in the Socialization and Education of Black Children
9:15 DORIS A. DERBY (Wisconsin) Motivations for Fishing in an Urban Black Population
9:30 Question Period/9:35 Break
9:45 DORIS V. BRIGHT (Catonsville) African-American Oral Education: Folkways to Good Health, Good Luck, and the Good Life
10:00 MARGY MCCLAIN (Institute on Pluralism and Group Identity) Polish Saturday Schools in Chicago: A Community-Based Ethnic Education Program
10:15 MARIO D. ZAMORA (William and Mary) Participant Intervention in Philippine Educational Anthropology
Friday Morning, November 18

10:30 RICHARD A NAVARRO (Michigan State) The Cultures of Dissent in America
10:45 Question Period/10:50 Break
11:00 RUTH A ROSE (CUNY) A Linguistic Model for Teaching English Syntax
11:15 CAROLYN CAMPBELL (Wayne State) Strategies for Success in Urban Elementary Schools
11:30- Discussion
12:00

218 RESPONSIBILITY AND EVIDENCE IN ORAL DISCOURSE—I Buckingham
Organizers: JUDITH T IRVINE (Brandeis) and JOEL SHERZER (Texas)
Chair: JUDITH T IRVINE
8:30 EMANUEL A SCHEGLOFF (UC-Los Angeles) Epistemic “Strength” in Conversational Interaction
8:45 SUSAN U PHILIPS (Arizona) Admissible Evidence in American Courtroom Talk
9:00 E OCHS (Southern California) The Scope of Certainty in Samoan Language and Culture
9:15 NIKO BESNIER (Southern California) On the Accountability of Reported Information on Nukulaelae
9:30 Question Period/9:35 Break
9:45 BAMBI B SCHIEFFELIN and STEVEN FELD (Pennsylvania) Social Consequences of “Turned Over Words” in Kaluli
10:00 EDWARD H BENDIX (CUNY) Evidentials and Levels of Assertion as Strategic Resources in Newari
10:15 JOEL SHERZER Responsibility and Accountability for Speech Among the Kuna Indians of Panama
10:30 AMY SHUMAN (Ohio State) Negotiations of Entitlement in Adolescent Narratives
10:45- Discussion
11:15

219 INVITED SESSION MARGARET MEAD AND SAMOA: AN EVALUATION OF DEREK FREEMAN’S CRITIQUE (American Ethnological Society) Grand Ballroom B
Organizers: LOUISE LAMPERE (Brown) and BRADD SHORE (Emory)
Chair: GEORGE STOCKING (Chicago)
8:30 GEORGE STOCKING Disciplinary Myth, Disciplinary Controversy, and Levels of Disciplinary Discourse: Some Historiographical Reflections on Derek Freeman’s Interpretation of “The Boasian Paradigm”
8:50 ANNETTE B WEINER (New York) Franz Boas and the “Negative Instance”
9:10 LOWELL D HOLMES (Wichita State) Margaret Mead’s Samoa: Views and Reviews
9:30 MELVIN EMBER (Hunter-CUNY) Samoa Past and Present: Intracultural Variation
9:50 Question Period/9:55 Break
10:10 BRADD SHORE The Status of “Contradiction” in Samoan Ethnography
10:30 ROBERT I LEVY (UC-San Diego) Rhetoric and the Reception of Anthropological Writing
10:50 MEL KONNER and MARJORIE SHOSTAK (Emory) Ethnographic Romanticism and the Idea of Human Nature: Parallels Between Samoa and the !Kung San
11:10 PAULA BROWN (SUNY-Stony Brook) Derek Freeman’s Refutation of Margaret Mead: Time, Place, Method, and Data in Ethnography
11:30- Discussion
12:00

220 ENERGY POLICY RESEARCH Gold Coast
Organizers/Chairs: WILLET KEMPTON (Michigan State) and GARY L DOWNEY (Virginia Tech)
9:45 DANIEL R GROSS (Hunter-CUNY) Social Impacts of Biomass Fuel Program in Brazil
10:00 PETER D HAMMOND (UC-Los Angeles) Introducing Renewable Energy Technologies: An Analytic Checklist
10:15 DUANE QUIATT, JAMES LOGAN (Colorado) and JACK SMITH (Colorado and Mesa Verde National Park) Spruce Tree and Far View Ruins: Solar Efficiency of a Cliff-Dwelling and an Open Site Structure at Mesa Verde
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Time</th>
<th>Session</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>10:30</td>
<td>WILLET KEMPTON Folk Theories of Home Heating Systems</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10:45</td>
<td>RITA J ERICKSON (Minnesota) The Culture of Energy Use: A Comparison of Households in Minnesota and Sweden</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10:45</td>
<td>GARY L DOWNEY Ideological Conflict Over Radioactive Waste</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11:15</td>
<td>Discussant: E A HAMMEL (UC-Berkeley)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11:30</td>
<td>Discussant: ERVE CHAMBERS (Maryland)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11:45</td>
<td>Discussion</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12:00</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**221**

**SACRED SPACE AND SOCIAL POWER IN SOUTH AMERICA**

New Orleans

Organizers: JOANNE RAPPAPORT (Maryland-Baltimore County) and DEBORAH POOLE (Indiana)

Chair: JOANNE RAPPAPORT

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Time</th>
<th>Presentation</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>8:30</td>
<td>JEANETTE E SHERBONDY (Indiana) Water, Canals, and Sacred Space in Inca Cuzco</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8:45</td>
<td>DEBORAH A POOLE Sacred Boundaries, Economic Centers: Marketing Networks in Southern Highland Peru</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9:00</td>
<td>JOANNE RAPPAPORT Sacred Space, Frontiers, and Politics in Southern Highland Colombia</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9:15</td>
<td>JOHN M MCDOWELL (Indiana) Myth, Place, and the Concept of Cultural Survival in the Sibundoy Valley of Colombia</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9:30</td>
<td>Question Period/9:35 Break</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9:45</td>
<td>WILLIAM BELZNER (Illinois) Music, Ideology, and the Sacred Among the Shuar of Amazonian Ecuador</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10:00</td>
<td>THOMAS A ABERCROMBIE (Chicago) Stranger-King/Foreigner-Vampire in the Andes: Reciprocity and Domination in Aymara Mythopraxis</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10:15</td>
<td>Discussant: GARY URTON (Colgate)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10:30</td>
<td>Discussant: ANTHONY SEEGER (Indiana)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10:45</td>
<td>Discussion</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11:15</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**222**

**INVITED SESSION THE ROLE OF ANTHROPOLOGY IN SCHOOLS OF EDUCATION**

(Council on Anthropology and Education) Columbian

Organizer: RAY BARNHARDT (Alaska)

Chair: GEORGE D SPINDLER (Stanford)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Time</th>
<th>Presentation</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>9:45</td>
<td>GEORGE D SPINDLER Thirty-Three Years as a Marginal Native: An Autobiographic Account</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10:00</td>
<td>RICHARD L WARREN (California Polytechnic State) Strategies for Advancing the Cause of Educational Anthropology</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10:15</td>
<td>JACK CHILCOTT (Arizona) Social Network Analysis in a College of Education</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10:30</td>
<td>S L LAHREN JR (Western Montana) The Problem of Recruiting and Retaining Teachers for Rural Areas: An Application of Anthropological Concepts and Methods in a Department of Education</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10:45</td>
<td>Question Period/10:50 Break</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11:00</td>
<td>RAY BARNHARDT Anthropology, Education, and Development in Rural Alaska</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11:15</td>
<td>JEFFREY SHULTZ (Cincinnati) Observers or Participants?: The Role of Anthropologists in Teacher Education</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11:30</td>
<td>FREDERICK ERICKSON (Michigan State) On the Role of a Messenger Bearing Bad News: The Anthropologist as a Subversive in the Field of Education</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11:45</td>
<td>Discussant: HARRY F WOLCOTT (Oregon)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12:00</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**223**

**ETHNICITY** Columbus G

Chair: ARTHUR TUDEN (Pittsburgh)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Time</th>
<th>Presentation</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>10:00</td>
<td>LIN A POYER (Michigan) On the Relevance of Ethnicity to the Pacific: A Micronesian Example</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10:15</td>
<td>RICHARD C FIDLER (Rhode Island College) Individual Manipulation of Ethnic Identity Statuses</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10:30</td>
<td>JAMES MCDONALD (Arizona State) Yaqui Ethnic Revitalization</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10:45</td>
<td>Question Period/10:50 Break</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
224 **AAA PLACEMENT SERVICE WORKSHOP 3: OPPORTUNITIES IN MEDICAL ANTHROPOLOGY**
10:00- Du Sable
11:50 Leaders: LINDA BENNETT (George Washington), LORNA AMARASINGHAM RHODES (U of Maryland Medical School), and THOMAS JOHNSON (Southern Methodist) Explores applications of medical anthropology, especially in clinical and research contexts. Attendance is by registration only. For more information, see staff at the Placement Service Center registration desk

225 **SPECIATION IN PHYSICAL ANTHROPOLOGY**
Grand Ballroom D South
Organizer/Chair: JON MARKS (Arizona)
10:15 JON MARKS New Views of Species and Their Origins: What They Mean for Physical Anthropology
10:30 JAMES M CHEVERUD (Northwestern) The Genetics of Allometry, Taxonomy, and the Criterion of Subtraction
10:45 LAURIE R GODFREY (Massachusetts-Amherst) Fossils, Morphology, and Speciation
11:00 RUSSELL H TUTTLE (Chicago) Pliocene Hominid Species: Postcranial Evidence from Laetoli and Hadar
11:15 MILFORD H WOLPOFF (Michigan) Speciation in Human Evolution
11:30 Discussant: THOMAS J M SCHOPF (Chicago)
11:45 Discussion
12:00

226 **ECONOMIC STRATEGIES FOR SURVIVAL IN THE RURAL SECTOR: NORTH AFRICA AND THE MIDDLE EAST**
Columbus H
Organizers: LAURENCE O MICHALAK and MIRA ZUSSMAN (UC-Berkeley)
Chair: LAURENCE O MICHALAK
10:00 BARBARA K LARSON (New Hampshire) The Implications of Egyptian Periodic Markets for Rural Income, Development, and Employment
10:15 DIANA DE TREVILLE (UC-Berkeley) New Forms of Economic Organization in Rural Egypt
10:30 MIRA F ZUSSMAN Conflict Between Sideline Occupations and Agricultural Development Goals: The Case of Tebourba, Tunisia
10:45 LAURENCE O MICHALAK Petty Vendors and Government Market Policies: Making Ends Meet in Rural Tunisia
11:00 Discussant: BARBARA C ASWAD (Wayne State)
11:15 Discussion
11:45

227 **DISCOURSE AND TEXT ANALYSIS IN LEGAL ANTHROPOLOGY** (Association for Political and Legal Anthropology) Grand Ballroom A
Organizer/Chair: G CARTER BENTLEY (Washington)
10:00 G CARTER BENTLEY Law as Text: Hermeneutics and World Construction in the Disputing Process
10:15 JUNE STARR (Erasmus University, Rotterdam) Making a Case: Notes Toward the Social Organization of Speaking in Turkish Courts
10:30 CONSTANCE PERIN (Cambridge, MA) Indigenous Social Order and State Resolution of Frictions
10:45 Question Period/10:50 Break
11:00 JACK M BILMES (Hawaii) Criteria and Negotiation: Setting and Justifying Civil Penalties in the Federal Trade Commission
11:30 Discussant: LAWRENCE ROSEN (Princeton)
11:45-12:00 Discussion

228 COASTAL/INTERIOR TRADE AND SOCIAL STRATIFICATION IN NORTHEASTERN NORTH AMERICA San Francisco
Organizers: CHARLES A BISHOP (SUNY-Oswego) and ROBERT S GRUMET (Newberry Library)
Chair: ROBERT S GRUMET
10:15 JOAN B TOWNSEND (Manitoba) Interior/Coastal Trade and Ranking Elaboration in Southern Alaska
10:30 FREDERICA DE LAGUNA (Bryn Mawr) Aspects of Shamanism Among the Tlingit and Atina of Alaska
10:45 CHARLES A BISHOP Coast/Interior Trade and Resource Variation: Origins of Northwest Coast Stratification
11:00 ROBERT S GRUMET Intermontane Trade and the Rise of Social Stratification Among the Coast Tsimshian
11:15 LAURA F KLEIN (Pacific Lutheran) Demystifying the Opposition: Hudson’s Bay Company and the Tlingit
11:30 Discussant: JOHN W ADAMS (South Carolina)
11:45-12:00 Discussion

229 ANTHROPOLOGY AND HISTORY Haymarket
Organizer/Chair: SUSAN BERKOWITZ (Chatham)
10:30 SUSAN BERKOWITZ Missing the Forest for the Trees: The Identity Between Anthropology and History
10:45 JEAN FORWARD (Massachusetts-Amherst) Developments Within Northeast Ethnohistory
11:00 FRANK R CAJKA JR (Allegheny) The History of Nonhistorical Societies: Closed Peasant Communities in the Andes
11:15 ELLEN WEIGANDT (Bern) Peasants: Rational or Moral?
11:30 GLENN MITCHELL (Warren Wilson) The Making of Catalan Identity in History
11:45 Discussant: SUSAN BERKOWITZ
12:00-12:15 Discussion
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230 WOMEN AND THEIR FAMILIES IN THE FIELD (AAA Committee on the Status of Women in Anthropology/National Women’s Anthropology Caucus) Grand Ballroom D North
12:00-1:15 Lorna Marshall is guest of honor in appreciation of her pioneering contributions to !Kung San studies. Panel discussion on the role children play in conducting fieldwork with emphasis on the value of children in the culture of the research setting and how this fosters or inhibits fieldwork.
Chair: VICTORIA DURANT-GONZALEZ (Georgia Institute of Technology)
Participants: LORNA MARSHALL (Harvard), ALFRIETA PARKS MONOGAN (Iowa), NANCY SCHEPER-HUGHES (UC-Berkeley), MARILYN SALVADORE (New Mexico)

231 CONFERENCE OF DEPARTMENT REPRESENTATIVES Water Tower
12:00-1:30 Chair: NANCY OESTREICH LURIE (Milwaukee Public Museum)

232 COUNCIL ON ANTHROPOLOGY AND EDUCATION Columbus H
12:00-1:30 Business meeting of the Committee on Transnational Issues in Education and Change
Chairs: DANIEL A WAGNER (Pennsylvania) and MARGARET C WHEELER (Stony Brook)

233 ASSOCIATION FOR ANTHROPOLOGY AND GERONTOLOGY Buckingham
12:00-1:30 Business meeting
Chair: LINDA COOL (Santa Clara)
234 ANTHROPOLOGY NETWORK ON THE ECOLOGY AND EVOLUTION OF DISEASE
12:00- Addams
1:30 Informal discussion
Chair: PETER J BROWN (Emory)

235 HUNGARIANIST RESEARCH GROUP Burnham
12:00- Informal discussion
1:30 Chair: MOLLY G SCHUCHAT (Behavior Service Consultants, Inc)

236 COUNCIL ON NURSING AND ANTHROPOLOGY Atlanta
12:00- Business Meeting
1:30 Chair: TONI TRIPP-REIMER (Iowa)

237 SOCIETY FOR HUMANISTIC ANTHROPOLOGY McCormick
12:00- Business meeting and luncheon (luncheon is by advance subscription)
2:00 Chair: MILES RICHARDSON (Louisiana State)

238 LUNCHEON IN HONOR OF BURT AND ETHEL AGINSKY Belmont
12:00- Attendance is by advance registration
2:00

239 MIDDLE EAST RESEARCH GROUP IN ANTHROPOLOGY Columbus I
12:00- Business meeting
1:15 Chair: LAURENCE O MICHALAK (UC-Berkeley)

240 BORNEO RESEARCH GROUP Columbian
12:15- Business meeting
1:15 Chair: VINSON SUTLIVE (William and Mary)

242 COUNCIL ON ANTHROPOLOGY AND EDUCATION New Orleans
12:15- Business meeting of the Ad Hoc Committee for the Study of Cultural Transmission
1:15 Chair: MARION LUNDY DOBBERT (Minnesota)

243 HEALTH TIPS FOR FIELDWORKERS: HOW NOT TO GET SICK IN THE TROPICS San Francisco
12:15- Panel discussion about common health hazards and the ways to avoid them and treat them; topics include methods of water purification, safe and unsafe foods, pros and cons of various pharmacologic regimens for preventing travelers diarrhea and general strategies for therapy of the various clinical types of diarrhea. Immunization guidelines for international travel will be reviewed as well as malaria prophylaxis and hepatitis prevention.
Chair: DENNIS MULL, MD (UC-Irvine)

244 SAPIR CENTENARY CONFERENCE Ogden
12:30- Committee meeting to discuss plans for the Ottawa 1984 Conference
2:00 Chair: RICHARD J PRESTON (McMaster)

245 FINANCE COMMITTEE Skyway Suite 273
1:00 Executive session

246 CONCEPTUAL FRAMEWORKS FOR DEVELOPMENTAL ANTHROPOLOGY Grand Ballroom D South
Chair: HARLAND PADFIELD (Oregon State)
1:30 RAYMOND WIEST (Manitoba) Political Conservatism as a Response to Capitalization and Rural Proletarianization
1:45 VICTORIA L JORALEMON (UC-Los Angeles) The Growth of Social Stratification in a Context of Rapid Agricultural Development (Tubuai, French Polynesia)
2:00 DEBORAH MERRILL SANDS (Cornell) The Mixed Subsistence-Commercial Production System in the Peasant Economy of Yucatan, Mexico
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2:30 ALLEN H BERGER (St Joseph's) Community, Family, and Class: The Ties That Bind in Highland Sardinia
2:45-3:00 ANNE LOVELL (Columbia) and SUSAN MAKIESKY-BARROW (New York State Psychiatric Institute) Homelessness, Labor Markets, and Need

2:47 EFFECTS OF COMPUTERS ON LEARNING WITH IMPLICATIONS FOR MINORITIES
(Council on Anthropology and Education) Picasso
Organizer/Chair: RICHARD A NAVARRO (Michigan State)
1:30 RICHARD A ZIMMER (Sonoma State) Field Report on Social Learning Through Board/Computer Fantasy Games for Minority Children
1:45 ESTEVEN DIAZ and LUIS MOLL (UC-San Diego) Bilingual Computer Literacy
2:00 RICHARD P DURÁN (Educational Testing Service) Computers and the Education of Minority Children
2:15 EMILY VARGAS ADAMS (Austin, TX) Computer-Based Computer Learning Program for Mexican-American Families: Educational Equity and Initial Program Results
2:30 Discussant: JOSEPH P SOTKA (Army Research Institute)
2:45-3:00 Discussion

2:48 SIR E E EVANS-Pritchard: TEN YEARS AFTER
Organizer/Chair: JOHN W BURTON (Connecticut)
1:30 ALDAN SOUTHALL (Wisconsin) Nath Kinship and Social Structure
1:45 MICHAEL KENNY (Simon Fraser) The Mould of El Scob: Reflections on the Life of E E Evans-Pritchard
2:00 ROY WILLIS (Edinburgh) Who Was That Dirty Old Man?
2:15 DEBORAH WINSLOW (New Hampshire) Aristocratic Lineages and Dominant Castes: Evans-Pritchard’s Influence in the Anthropology of India
2:30 JOHN W BURTON Answers and Questions: Evans-Pritchard on Religion
2:45-3:15 Discussion

2:49 “STUDYING UP”: ANTHROPOLOGICAL RESEARCH ON THE ORGANIZATION AND DELIVERY OF CARE TO THE AGED
San Francisco
Organizers: ANN P DILL and CAROL I WEISS (Columbia)
Chair: ANN P DILL
1:30 MARIA D VESPERI (St Petersburg Times) Cultural Barriers to Suicide Intervention Among the Elderly
1:45 LOIS A GRAU (Columbia) Primary Care and Mental Health of the Aged in the US and United Kingdom
2:00 ANN P DILL Coordinating Care for the Elderly: A Study of Interorganizational Exchange
2:15 LINDA NICHOLS (Veterans Administration Medical Center, Memphis) Changing the System: A Team Care Example
3:00 Discussant: ED WELLIN (Wisconsin-Milwaukee)
3:15-3:30 Discussion

2:50 ETHNIC INTERACTION AND CULTURAL INTEGRATION IN THE SEPIK
Haymarket
Organizers/Chairs: DAVID M LIPSET (UC-San Diego) and RICHARD SCAGLION (Pittsburgh)
1:30 RHODA METRAUX (American Museum of Natural History) A Closer View—A Wider Horizon
2:00 RICHARD SCAGLION Abelam Migration and Cultural Exportation
2:15 PAUL B ROSCOE (Hobart and William Smith) Migration, Diffusion, and Adaptation: The Yangoru Boiken of the East Sepik Province, Papua New Guinea
2:30 NANCY A MCDOWELL (Franklin and Marshall) Trade and Power in the Middle Yuat Region
2:45 Question Period/2:50 Break
3:00 DAVID M LIPSET Seafaring Sepiks: An Analysis of Murik Trade
3:15 KATHLEEN BARLOW (UC-San Diego) The Role of Women in Regional Trade, Murik Lakes, Papua New Guinea
3:30 NANCY LUTKEHAUS (Columbia) “Pigs for Their Ancestors”: The Manam Role in Regional Integration
3:45 MARY TAYLOR (HUBER) (Princeton) Trade and the Articulation of an Interethic Community in Wewak
4:00 Discussant: DONALD F TUZIN (UC-San Diego)
4:15 Discussion
5:00

251 COMPUTER SOFTWARE APPLICATIONS IN ANTHROPOLOGY Acapulco
Organizers: JAMES DOW (Oakland) and RODNEY KIRK (Central Michigan)
Chair: JAMES DOW
1:30 SARAH M NELSON (Denver) Worth 1000 Words, Graphics Software in Anthropology
1:45 ROBERT A BENFER and ROSS G HILLMAN (Missouri-Columbia) Archeological Profiles from Elevations: Program Slice for Microcomputers
2:00 H RUSSELL BERNARD (Florida) New Techniques in Microcomputer Applications for Anthropologists
2:15 MICHAEL J EVANS (Florida) Computer Software Applications for Use in Micronesia
2:30 Question Period/2:35 Break
2:45 JAMES DOW Communications and Conferencing Software for Anthropology
3:00 RODNEY C KIRK Loosening Up Tied Ends
3:15 FLORENCE KALM (Hunter-CUNY) Pejoratives and Power Politics in the Caribbean
3:30 JOHN COLE and ROBERT PAYNTER (Massachusetts-Amherst) The Myth of the Pristine Primitive
3:45- Discussion
4:00

252 ETHNOGRAPHIC FANTASIES: THE SOCIAL SIGNIFICANCE OF PERSISTENT STEREOTYPES Grand Ballroom D North
Organizer/Chair: MIRIAM LEE KAPROW (Syracuse and Research Institute for the Study of Man)
1:30 IVAN BRADY (SUNY-Oswego) Creatures of Our Own Surmise: Cannibals in the South Seas
1:45 MIRIAM LEE KAPROW Stereotypes of Savages: Reflections of the Social Order
2:00 SHARON W TIFFANY (Wisconsin-Whitewater) Women of Other Worlds: An Anthropological Romance
2:15 DOROTHY HAMMOND and ALTA JABLOW (Brooklyn-CUNY) Gilgamesh and the Sundance Kid
2:30 Question Period/2:35 Break
2:45 FLORENCE KALM (Hunter-CUNY) Pejoratives and Power Politics in the Caribbean
3:00 JOHN COLE and ROBERT PAYNTER (Massachusetts-Amherst) The Myth of the Pristine Primitive
3:15 Discussant: ANTHONY GIRTON (Cambridge)
3:30 Discussant: JOAN VINCENT (Barnard-Columbia)
3:45- Discussion
4:00

253 FAMILY FIELDWORK: BRINGING CHILDREN INTO THE FIELD New Orleans
Organizer/Chair: JOAN CASSELL (Center for Policy Research)
1:30 MELANIE C DREHER (Columbia) Setting Priorities and Making Concessions: Children and Fieldwork
1:45 MORTON KLAAS (Barnard) and SHEILA KLAAS (New York, NY) Birthing in the Bush: Participant Observation in Trinidad
2:00 JOAN CASSELL “Oh No, They’re Not My Shoes!”: Fieldwork in the Blue Mountains of Jamaica
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2:15 RENATE L FERNANDEZ (Rutgers) Family Growth, Development, and Change in the Field
2:30 Question Period/2:35 Break
2:45 JONATHAN WYLIE (Watertown, MA) Daddy's Little Wedges: Being a Child in the Field
3:00 GERTRUDE E HUNTINGTON (Michigan) Anthropologists' Children as Field Assistants
3:15 NANCY SCHEPER-HUGHES (UC-Berkeley) "I've Been to the First World and the Second; I'm Not so Sure How I Feel About the Third": Managing Culture-Shocked Children in the Field
3:30 Discussion
4:00

THE DANUBE IN PREHISTORY, REVISITED  Columbus I
Organizers/Chairs: TIMOTHY KAISER and BARBARA A VOYTEK (UC-Berkeley)
1:30 BARBARA A VOYTEK Mesolithic/Neolithic Interaction in the Danube Basin: Childe's Model Seen Today
1:45 JUDITH RASSON (Wilkes) Modeling the Spread of the Neolithic in Europe
2:00 PETER I BOGUCKI (Princeton) Neolithic Adaptations in Central Europe 25 Years After Childe
2:15 HASKEL J GREENFIELD (Grad Center-CUNY) V Gordon Childe and the Paleoeconomy of the Balkans
2:30 Question Period/2:35 Break
2:45 TIMOTHY KAISER Technology and Production in the Vinča Culture
3:00 PETAR GLUMAC (UC-Berkeley) Gordon Childe and the Study of Metallurgy
3:30 H ARTHUR BANKOFF and FRED WINTER (Brooklyn-CUNY) Gordon Childe and the Age of Metals
4:00 RUTH TRINGHAM (UC-Berkeley) Social Transformation or Diffusion? Childe's View of the Danube
4:15 Discussant: BERNARD WAILES (Pennsylvania)
4:30 Discussion
5:00

ETHNOHISTORY AND ARCHEOLOGY: DO WE HAVE A TRULY CONJUNCTIVE APPROACH?  Columbus K
Organizers/Chairs: KENNETH L BROWN and SUSAN M KELLOG (Houston)
1:30 SUSAN M KELLOGG Aztec Wills in the 16th Century: Material Items and Cultural Change
1:45 SUSAN T EVANS (Catholic) Using Ethnohistory to Study Aztec Settlement Patterns
2:00 KENNETH L BROWN Archeology, Ethnohistory, and the Quiche Maya: A Study of Social Organization
2:15 TERESITA MAJEWSKI (Missouri) and KENNETH L BROWN Of Toltecs, Documents, and the Nontesting of Dogmatic Thought: The Prehistoric Quiche Maya
2:30 Question Period/2:35 Break
2:45 ANTHONY P ANDREWS (New College-South Florida) Archeological Identification of Historically Known Places: Surveying Sites and Documents of 16th-Century Yucatan
3:00 MICHAEL K TRIMBLE (Missouri) Patterns of Death: A Critical Reevaluation of the 1837-38 Missouri River Native American Smallpox Epidemic
3:15 Discussant: EDWARD CALNEK (Rochester)
3:30 Discussant: THOMAS CHARLTON (Iowa)
3:45 Discussant: STEVEN MINTZ (Houston)
4:00 Discussion
4:30

RECENT RESEARCH ON POLITICS AND LAW (Association for Political and Legal Anthropology)  Grand Ballroom A
Organizer/Chair: SALLY FALK MOORE (Harvard)
1:30 MIRIAM GOHEEN (Harvard) Land Tenure and Leadership: Land and Politics in the NSO Chiefdom, Cameroon
1:45 JANET HOSKINS (Harvard) Priests, Orators, Princes, and Big Men: Shifting Categories of Sumbanese Leadership
2:00 JOHN M WATANABE (Harvard) The Conventions of Legitimation: The Cargo System in Western Guatemala
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2:30 M ELAINE COMBS-SCHILLING (Columbia) Meaning and Power: Islam and Independence Movements in North Africa

2:45 Question Period

3:00 VIVIAN J ROHRL (San Diego State) Compensatory Conflict Resolution


3:30 DEBORAH L MACK (Northwestern) Social Consequences of Diya in a Stratified Society


4:00 Question Period

4:15 JOSEPH C BERLAND (Intercultural Research Institute, Japan) Structure and Organization of Gypsy Law in Southwest Asia

4:30 MARY S MCCUTCHEON (Guam) The Challenge Threshold for Land Cases in Palau

4:45 Discussion

5:00

257 ETHNOGRAPHIC APPROACHES TO SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY IN INDUSTRIAL SOCIETIES Atlanta
Organizers: FRANK A DUBINSKAS (Stanford) and SHARON TRAWEEK (MIT)
Chair: FRANK A DUBINSKAS

1:30 STEVE WOOLGAR (Brunel, UK) Research Interaction in an Ethnographic Study of Solid State Physics

1:45 DANIEL SEGAL (Chicago) From Entropy to Chaos: Slippages in the Discourse of Science

2:00 FRANK A DUBINSKAS Scientists versus Managers: Conflicts Over “Time” in Genetic Engineering Firms

2:15 MARIKO FUJITA (Stanford) “Robots Are Coming!”: A Comparison of American and Japanese Attitudes Toward Robotics Aid for the Elderly

2:30 JEANETTE L BLOMBERG (Palo Alto Research Center) The Social Organization of the Office: Implications for Successful Placement of Office Information Systems

2:45 Question Period

3:00 NANCY E PFUND (Stanford) Technological Tensions in the US

3:45 CAROL MACLENNAN (US Department of Transportation) The Rites of Property: Science and Magic in Health and Safety Regulation

4:00 Discussant: MARY T DOUGLAS (Northwestern)

4:15- Discussion

4:45

258 RESPONSIBILITY AND EVIDENCE IN ORAL DISCOURSE—II Buckingham
Organizers: JUDITH T IRVINE (Brandeis) and JOEL SCHERZER (Texas)
Chair: BAMBI B SCHIEFFELIN (Pennsylvania)

1:30 JOEL C KUIPERS (Wesleyan) Rhetoric of Quotation in Weyewa

2:00 DONALD L BRENNIES (Pitzer) Evidence and Documentation in an Occasionally Literate Society

2:15 WALLACE L CHAFE (UC-Berkeley and SUNY-Albany) Human versus Divine Authority in Seneca Speaking Styles

2:30 TULLIO MARANHAO (Rice) Narrative in Oral Discourse

2:45 Question Period

3:00 JANE H HILL (Wayne State) The Voices of Don Gabriel

3:15 A DURANTI (Rome) The Identity of the Sender in a Samoan Orator’s Speech

3:30 ANTHONY C WOODBURY (Texas-Austin) Attributed Speech in Central Alaskan Yupik Eskimo Discourse

3:45 JUDITH T IRVINE Sources of Responsibility for Talk

4:00- Discussion

4:30

159 INVITED SESSION REFLECTIONS UPON EXPERIENCE (Society for Humanistic Anthropology) Field
Organizers: BRUCE T GRINDAL (Florida State) and GELYA FRANK (Southern California)
Chair: BRUCE T GRINDAL

1:30 GILBERT KUSHNER (South Florida) Elegy for a Teacher
1:45  JOHN L GWALTNEY (Syracuse) First Ladies, First Lessons
2:00  JANET SISKIND (Rutgers) Which Side?
2:15  Question Period/2:20 Break
2:30  BRUCE T GRINDAL Strange Laughter
2:45  KARLA 0 POEWE (Lethbridge) Strange Pain
3:00  RENATO ROSALDO (Stanford) Moving Lives
3:15  Discussant: GELYA FRANK
3:30  Discussant: BARBARA MYERHOFF (Southern California)
3:45  -
4:00  Discussion
5:00  -

260  AAA PLACEMENT SERVICE WORKSHOP 4: OPPORTUNITIES IN MUSEUM WORK
2:00-  DuSable
3:50  Leader: MARY ELIZABETH KING (University Museum, New Mexico State)
      Explores opportunities for anthropologists in museum work, with particular reference to curatorial positions. Attendance is by registration only. For more information, see staff at the Placement Service Center registration desk.

261  THE ROLE OF SEASONALITY IN THE ORGANIZATION OF SOUTHEAST ASIAN HUNTER-GATHERERS  Columbus G
Organizers: KARL L HUTTERER and J PETER BROSIIUS (Michigan)
Chair: KARL L HUTTERER
2:00  J PETER BROSIIUS Resource Diversity and Seasonality in Southeast Asian Foraging Adaptations
2:15  KIRK M ENDICOTT (Dartmouth) Seasonal Variations in the Foraging Economy of the Batek of Malaysia
2:30  P BION GRIFFIN (Hawaii) Agta Foragers and Seasonality in the Humid Tropics
2:45  Question Period/2:50 Break
3:00  JAMES F EDER (Arizona State) Seasonal Foraging Camps as a Basis for Inferences About an Aboriginal Hunting-Gathering Economy
3:15  KARL L HUTTERER Seasonal Organization of Southeast Asian Foragers and Models for Prehistory
3:30  Discussant: A TERRY RAMBO (East-West Center)
3:45  Discussant: RICHARD W WRANGHAM (Michigan)
4:00  Discussant: RICHARD W WRANGHAM (Michigan)
4:30  -

262  SIBLING RELATIONSHIPS INLOWLAND SOUTH AMERICA  Water Tower
Organizer/Chair: JUDITH SHAPIRO (Bryn Mawr)
2:00  JUDITH SHAPIRO The Sibling Relationship in Lowland South American Societies: General Considerations
2:15  DONALD POLLOCK (Rochester) Siblings and Siblingship in Culina Social Organization
2:30  DAVID PRICE (Cornell) Nambiquara Brothers: The Sibling Relationship in Egalitarian Politics
2:45  KENNETH M KENSINGER (Bennington) Cashinahua Siblingship
3:00  Question Period/3:05 Break
3:15  JANET M CHERNELA (Instituto Nacional de Pesquisas de Amazonia) "My Sister Sings Alone": Kotiria (Uanano) Women and Siblings
3:30  JONATHAN D HILL (Indiana) Cross- and Same-Sex Sibling Relations in Northern Arawakan Myth and Social Life
3:45  Discussant: ELLEN BASSO (Arizona)
4:00  Discussant: JANET GOODALE (Bryn Mawr)
4:15  Discussant: RAYMOND KELLY (Michigan)
4:30  -
5:00  -

NEW  SOCIETY FOR AMERICAN ARCHAEOLOGY  Burnham
2:00-  Meeting of the Executive Committee
5:00  -
263  KINSHIP, MARRIAGE, AND INCLUSIVE FITNESS  Grand Ballroom B
Organizer/Chair: NANCY A BERTE (Northwestern)
2:00  WILLIAM IRONS (Northwestern) Household Fissioning and Nepotism in a Turkmen Society
2:15  NANCY A BERTE Interdomestic Labor Exchange and Marriage Alliance
2:30  BOBBI LOW and KAY NOONAN (Michigan) Resource Distribution and Reproductive Strategies
2:45  Question Period/2:50 Break
3:00  JOHN HARTUNG (SUNY-Downstate) Daughter Inheritance as a Paternity Strategy
3:30  PAUL E BUGOS (Northwestern) Infanticide, Sex Ratio, and Warfare Among the Ayoreo Indians of Bolivia and Paraguay
3:45  Question Period/3:50 Break
4:00  Discussant: MALCOLM DOW (Northwestern)
4:15  Discussant: NAPOLEON A CHAGNON (Northwestern)
4:30-  Discussion
5:00

264  INVITED SESSION AN ETHNOGRAPHY BY ANY OTHER NAME (1983 Program Editorial Board) Gold Coast
Organizer/Chair: MICHAEL AGAR (Maryland)
2:00  MICHAEL AGAR Introduction
2:15  ALTON L BECKER (Michigan) Discussant: Ethnography as Language Learning
2:30  ROY G D'ANDRADE (UC-San Diego) Discussant: Aspects of Ethnography
2:45  LISA R PEATTIE (MIT) Discussant: Ethnography, Policy, and Grounded Theory
3:00  HARRY F WOLCOTT (Oregon) Discussant: Fieldwork Techniques or Ethnography
3:15  Question Period/3:20 Break
3:30  HOWARD S BECKER (Northwestern) Discussant: Ethnography and Sociology
3:45  ROBERT BOGDAN (Syracuse) Discussant: Who Owns Ethnography?
4:00  SYLVIA SCRIBNER (CUNY) Discussant: Giving Away Ethnography
4:15-  Discussion
5:00

265  ANTHROPOLOGY IN PSYCHIATRIC EDUCATION AND PRACTICE  Columbian
Organizers: GARY S HURD (Medical College of Georgia) and BILLYE Y S FOGLEMAN (Tennessee)
Chair: GARY S HURD
2:00  GARY S HURD I'm a Real Doctor, But . . .
2:15  VIVIAN GARRISON (New Jersey Medical School) The Anthropologist as Mental Health Professional
2:30  THOMAS M JOHNSON (Southern Methodist) Consultation Psychiatry as Anthropological Praxis
2:45  LORNA A RHODES (Maryland) Anthropological Approaches to Clinical Practice
3:00  Question Period/3:05 Break
3:15  BILLYE Y S FOGLEMAN Future Directions for Training Medical Anthropologists in Psychiatric Settings
3:30  HOWARD F STEIN (Oklahoma) "E Pur Si Nuove" (And Yet It Does Move): In Search of a Reality Principle for Psychiatry, Medicine, and Anthropology
3:45  HAZEL H WIEDMAN (Miami) Anthropological Strategies for Change in Psychiatry
4:00  EDWARD F FOULKS (Pennsylvania) Ecosystems and Psychiatry
4:15  Discussant: EDWARD F FOULKS
4:30  Discussant: E MANSELL PATTISON (Medical College of Georgia)
4:45-  Discussion
5:00

266  AMERICAN ETHNOLOGICAL SOCIETY  Ogden
3:00-  Meeting of the Executive Board
5:00
XXIIND CONFERENCE ON AMERICAN INDIAN LANGUAGES: ALGONQUIAN, HOKAN AND SALISH GRAMMAR
(Society for the Study of the Indigenous Languages of the Americas) Belmont
Organizer: VICTOR GOLLA (George Washington)
Chair: KENNETH W WHISTLER (UC-Berkeley)
3:00 CATHERINE A JOLLEY (Smithsonian and Ohio State) The Role of the Particle in Fox Tense and Aspect
3:15 MARGARET LANGDON (UC-San Diego) Conjunctions and Adverbs in Yuman Languages
3:30 AKIRA Y YAMAMOTO (Kansas), LUCILLE J WATAHOMIGIE, MALINDA POWSKY, JORIGINE BENDER and JOSIE MANAKAJA (Peach Springs School District, Arizona) “Say” Construction in Hualapai
3:45 CATHERINE O'CONNOR (UC-Berkeley) A Reexamination of Switch-Reference in Northern Pomo
4:00 Question Period/4:05 Break
4:15 ROSS SAUNDERS (Simon Fraser) and PHILIP W DAVIS (Rice) Counting Things in Bella Coola
4:30 BRENT D GALLOWAY (SSHRCq Nooksack Pronouns, Transitivity, and Control
4:45 DONNA B GERDTS (SUNY-Buffalo) A Surreptitious Person/Animacy Hierarchy in Halkomelem
5:00- Discussion
5:30

INVITED SESSION: TELELECTRONICS AND MONITORING RAPID CULTURE CHANGE
(Society for Applied Anthropology) Picasso
Organizer/Chair: REED D RINER (Northern Arizona)
3:15 TED C LEWELLEN (Richmond) The Telectronic Revolution in the Wallersteinian “World Capitalist System”
3:30 LEONARD H ALGER (Northern Arizona) Applications of Remote Sensing Technology in Monitoring Rapid Culture Change
3:45 GEORGE M GUILMET (Puget Sound) Impact of the Computer Revolution on Human Cognition
4:00 Question Period/4:05 Break
4:15 ROBERT B TEXTOR (Stanford) The Ethnographic Monitoring of Rapid Change: Will Microcomputers Exacerbate Existing Inequalities of Life Chances?
4:30 JUNE ANNE ENGLISH (UC-Santa Barbara) Millennialism in the Holistic Health Movement
4:45 Discussant: REED D RINER
5:00- Discussion
5:15

DIVERSIFICATION IN RURAL PRODUCTION SYSTEMS
(Anthropological Study Group on Agrarian Systems) Grand Ballroom D South
Organizer/Chair: MICHAEL PAINTER (Institute for Development Anthropology)
3:15 TIMOTHY FINAN (Arizona) Diversification Strategies and the Persistence of Small Farms in North Portugal
3:30 ANGELIQUE HAUGERUD (Northwestern) Economic Diversification and Agricultural Decline in a Highland Kenyan Peasantry
3:45 WILLIAM L PARTRIDGE (George State) Factors That Induce Diversification or Simplification of Mazatec Farming Systems
4:00 RODERICK E BURCHARD (Manitoba) Coca Leaf, Substitution, and Food Production in Peru and Bolivia: A Reappraisal
4:15 PATRICK FLEURET (USAID) Policy and Production Diversity
4:30 Discussant: THAYER SCUDDER (Institute for Development Anthropology)
4:45 Discussant: EMILIO F MORAN (Indiana)
5:00- Discussion
5:15

AFRO-AMERICAN ANTHROPOLOGISTS: AN ASPECT OF THE ANTHROPOLOGY OF ANTHROPOLOGY
Columbus H
Organizer/Chair: IRA E HARRISON (Tennessee)
Friday Afternoon, November 18

3:30  HUBERT B ROSS (Atlanta) Carolyn Bond Day: Pioneer Black Female Physical Anthropologist

3:45  IRA E HARRISON Louis E King, the Alone Ranger—Pioneer Black Anthropologist

4:00  RAE ALEXANDER-MINTER (CUNY) Katherine Dunham: Fieldwork Experiences in the West Indies and Its Relationship to the Development of Afro-American Dance

4:15  GEORGE C BOND (Columbia) Allison Davis: An Intellectual Portrait

4:30- Discussion

5:00

271  CHINESE MOBILITY  San Francisco
Organizer/Chair: RUTH ANN SANDO (Falls Church, VA)

3:45  RUTH ANN SANDO Movers and Shakers in Taiwan: Young Migrants and Their Rural Parents

4:00  CHARLOTTE IKELS (Harvard) Parental Migration in Old Age: The Problem or the Solution?

4:15  ANN MAXWELL HILL (Scranton and College Misericordia) Chinese Migration Into Upland Southeast Asia

4:30  JUDITH STRAUCH (Tufts) Changing Village Life in Hong Kong: Immigrants in an "Emigrant" Community

4:45- Discussion

5:00

NEW  REPORT OF THE AAA ADVISORY COMMITTEE ON CONDITIONS IN GUATEMALA
5:30- Field
7:00  Chair: CAROL A SMITH (The Wilson Center)

NEW  MEET THE CAP/IAN OPEN FORUM WITH THE AAA COMMITTEE ON ANTHROPOLOGY AS A PROFESSION  Du Sable
5:30- An open meeting to learn about CAP activities and to exchange with committee members view on future CAP functions.
7:00  Chair: GWEN STERN (International Survey Research Corporation)

272  AAA COMMITTEE ON THE STATUS OF WOMEN IN ANTHROPOLOGY AND NATIONAL WOMEN'S ANTHROPOLOGY CAUCUS  New Orleans
5:30- Informal discussion with members of COSWA, the NWAC, the COSWA panel, and COSWA guest of honor Lorna Marshall. No-host cash bar
7:00

273  COUNCIL ON ANTHROPOLOGY AND EDUCATION/SOCIETY FOR APPLIED ANTHROPOLOGY  Hong Kong
5:30- Business meeting of the CAE/SfAA Policy Committee on Culture and Bilingual Education and the Committee on Spanish Speaking Concerns in Education
7:00  Chairs: RICHARD NAVARRO (Michigan State) and MARIETTA SARAVIA-SHORE (Columbia)

274  ISSUES OF INFORMED CONSENT AND AUTONOMY  (AAA Committee on Ethics)
5:30- Atlanta
7:00  Chair: JOAN CASSELL (Center for Policy Research)

275  ANTHROPOLOGICAL STUDY GROUP ON AGRARIAN SYSTEMS  Gold Coast
5:30- Business meeting
7:00  Chair: WILLIAM L PARTRIDGE (George State)

276  COUNCIL ON ANTHROPOLOGY AND EDUCATION  Ogden
5:30- Business meeting of the Committee on Educational Futures
7:00  Chair: ROBERT J MILLER (Wisconsin-Madison)

277  THE AYMARA FOUNDATION INC  Buckingham
5:30- Business meeting
7:00  Chair: LUCY T BRIGGS (Dartmouth)
278  REFUGEES IN THE US  McCormick
5:30- Informal discussion to exchange information concerning refugees in many parts of the US and to develop a network of researchers interested in research on refugee resettlement, adaptation, and problems.
7:00 Organizer: PAMELA A DEVOE
Chair: ANN R RYNEARSON (International Institute)

279  SOCIETY FOR THE ANTHROPOLOGY OF WORK  Picasso
5:30- Business Meeting
7:00 Chair: THOMAS GREAVES (Trinity College)

280  THE SECOND ANNUAL POETRY EVENT: OPEN READING  Haymarket
5:30- The reading is open to anyone but each participant will be limited to 10 minutes; if possible, contact the chair in advance.
7:00 Chair: EDWIN N WILMSEN (Boston)

281  OPEN MEETING: WHAT IS MARXIST ANTHROPOLOGY  Water Tower
5:30- Informal discussion
7:00 Chair: DAVID HAKKEN (SUNY Utica)

282  COUNCIL ON ANTHROPOLOGY AND EDUCATION  Wright
5:30- Business meeting of the Committee on the Teaching of Anthropology
7:00 Chair: PATRICIA J HIGGINS (SUNY Plattsburgh)

283  SOCIETY FOR ANTHROPOLOGY IN COMMUNITY COLLEGES  Columbian
5:30- Business meeting
7:00 Chair: DENNIS E SHAW (Miami-Dade Community College)

284  SOCIETY FOR LATIN AMERICAN ANTHROPOLOGY  Columbus K
5:30- Business meeting
7:00 Chairs: JACK R ROLLWAGEN (SUNY-Brockport) and LARISSA LOMNITZ (UNAM)

285  MEDICAL ANTHROPOLOGY WINE AND CHEESE ROUNDTABLE  Grand Ballroom D North
5:30- Attendance is by subscription. For more information, see staff at advance registration desk.
7:00 Organizer: PETER KUNSTADTER (Hawaii-Honolulu)
1—Critical Issues in Environmental and Occupational Health
   Coordinator: KATHERINE BROWN
2—Medical Anthropology and Disease Control Programs
   Coordinator: PETER BROWN (Emory)
3—The Anthropologist as Broker: Mediating Conflict Between the Public Health Department and a Religious Sect
   Coordinator: JOY C CLAUSEN (Utah)
4—Child Abuse and Child Neglect: Ethical and Methodological Issues in Research
   Coordinator: LIZABETH HAUSWALD (UC Berkeley)
5—People Who Don't Get Sick: Biological and Social Approaches to Research
   Coordinators: A J KELSO (Colorado) and PETER KUNSTADTER
6—Another Crosscultural Look at Conception, Pregnancy, and Childbirth
   Coordinator: CAROL LADERMAN (Fordham)
7—Buddhist-Based Psychotherapies
   Coordinator: DAVID K REYNOLDS (ToDo Institute)
8—Anthropology in Clinical Settings
   Coordinators: THOMAS MARETZKI (Hawaii) and NOEL CHRISMAN (Washington)

FRIDAY EVENING, NOVEMBER 18

286  RECEPTION FOR NEW MEMBERS  Acapulco
6:00- All new members and members attending their first annual meeting are invited to this reception hosted by Association officers.
7:00
287 FILM SCREENINGS Grand Ballroom A
Organizer: PETER S ALLEN
6:00 TWO LAWS (Australian Consulate) Carolyn Strachan

288 BIENVENIDOS A CHICAGO DE LA COMMUNIDAD HISPANO (Council on Anthropology and Education Committee on Spanish-Speaking Concerns in Education) Belmont
Informal discussion with local educators and community leaders about issues of importance to Hispanics in Chicago and the nation. Music with no-host cash bar

289 COUNCIL ON ANTHROPOLOGY AND EDUCATION/SOCIETY FOR APPLIED ANTHROPOLOGY CULTURAL AND EDUCATIONAL FUTURES RESEARCH COMMITTEE Burnham
No-host cash bar

290 ASSOCIATION OF THIRD WORLD ANTHROPOLOGISTS Atlanta
7:00 Business meeting followed by dinner in honor of Francis Hsu

291 WASHINGTON ASSOCIATION OF PROFESSIONAL ANTHROPOLOGISTS San Francisco
7:00 Praxis Award Ceremony and Reception. No-host cash bar

292 BARNARD COLLEGE ANTHROPOLOGISTS REUNION Addams
7:00 Reception

293 ANNUAL BUSINESS MEETING Regency Ballroom A and B
8:00 Chair: DELL H HYMES, President

SATURDAY MORNING, NOVEMBER 19

NEW AAA PLACEMENT SERVICE WORKSHOP 5: OPPORTUNITIES IN INTERNATIONAL DEVELOPMENT Du Sable
8:00- Leaders: MONY FIKRY (International Development Consultant), ALAN HOBEN (Boston), and TWIG JOHNSON (US-AID)
Explores opportunities for anthropologists in international development, particularly with federal agencies (AID, USDA), private development and other international organizations (UN, World Bank), and private consulting and training firms. Attendance is by subscription only. For more information, see staff at the Placement Service Center registration desk.

300 LANGUAGE FOR STATUS, POWER, AND SOLIDARITY Field
8:00 SUSAN L FLINSPACH (Iowa) The Role of Unified Basque in the Basque Nationalist Movement
8:15 BONNIE A URCIUOLI (Chicago) Language and Ideology: Drawing the Lines
8:30 MONICA HELLER (Ontario Institute for Studies in Education) Language and Social Identity in a Toronto French-Language School
8:45 SANDI MICHELE DE OLIVEREIRA MEDEIROS (Texas) The Dynamics of Portuguese Address Forms
9:00- Discussion
9:15

301 POLITICAL ECONOMY—1 Haymarket
Chair: CAROLE COUNIHAN (Boston)
8:00 JAMES W HAMILTON (Missouri) Political-Economy of Early Scottish Peasantry
8:15 ERIC B ROSS (Florida) Race Relations, Neo-Fascism and Industrial Crisis in Britain
8:30 ALICE E INGERSON (Johns Hopkins) The Form and Content of Class Consciousness Under the Portuguese Dictatorship
8:45- Discussion
9:00
302 CONTRIBUTIONS TO PSYCHOLOGICAL ANTHROPOLOGY Columbian
Chair: CHARLES HARRINGTON (Columbia)
8:00 JAMES S OSTLER (New Mexico) Individual Strategies of Dream Use in Contemporary New Mexico
8:15 WILLIAM W DRESSLER (Alabama) Stress and Sorcery in Three Societies
8:30 CATHERINE LUTZ (SUNY-Binghamton) Warring Emotions: The Cultural Construction and Destruction of Emotions in War
8:45 MARK J GEHRIE (Chicago) Psychopathology in the People's Republic of China
9:00- STEVEN NACHMAN (Miami) Lies My Informants Told Me
9:15

303 ETHNOSEMANTICS Belmont
Chair: ERICA MCCLURE (Illinois-Urbana-Champaign)
8:00 STEVEN HARMON, WANDA GRIFFITH, and ANNE BOLIN (Colorado-Denver) Once More Into the Breach: Is Objectivity Possible in the Assessment of Sex Differences in Language Use?
8:15 DANIEL K EDES (Rochester) Romanian Children's Knowledge of Personhood
8:30 JAY SMITH NORICKS (Cal State-Chico) Cognitive Validity in Relation to Parsimony and Sufficiency in Structural Semantic Analysis
8:45 SANDRA DERRIG (Washington) Markedness Relations Among Crosscultural Metaphors in Kadayan Malay
9:00- ALLEN R MAXWELL (Alabama) Lexical Data and Freudian Symbolism: Sex and Shape
9:15

304 CULTURAL ECOLOGY Columbus H
Chair: DEMITRI SHIMKIN (Illinois-Urbana-Champaign)
8:00 CHARLOTTE GYLENHAAL-DAVIS (Alabama) Agro-Ecosystem Structure, Crop Yield, and Nutrient Cycling: An Experimental Study of Shifting Agriculture
8:15 ROBERT W HEFNER (Boston) Agricultural Innovation in Highlands Java
8:30 CANDACE S GREENE (Oklahoma) Effects of Ecological Adjustment on Southeastern Indian Basketry
8:45 NORMAN D THOMAS (Texas A&M) The Role of Wild Foods Among Huastec Horticulturalists
9:00 JOHN ANTICI (Grad Center-CUNY) The Cultural Ecology of the Erie Canal
9:15- JEAN-LUC CHODKIEWICZ (Manitoba) Ecology of Domination
9:30

305 ENCULTURATION AND KNOWLEDGE ACQUISITION Picasso
Chair: SONYA SALAMON (Illinois-Urbana-Champaign)
8:00 DANIEL A WAGNER (Pennsylvania) Literary Acquisition in Rural and Urban Morocco
8:15 CAROLA MURRAY (San Francisco State and UC-Berkeley) and DOUGLAS CAMPBELL (UC-Berkeley) “All Through with Your Craziness?”: Unexpected Social Competence in Severely Disabled Adolescents
8:30 KATHRYN A BEACH (SUNY-Binghamton) What's Worth Knowing: Knowledge Acquisition Among Dairymen
8:45 SUZANNE FALGOUT (Oregon) Persons and Knowledge in Ponape
9:00 MARIAN J MCWHORTER (Houston Community) The Mother-Daughter Relationship: A Determining Factor in Educational Aspirations and Changing Roles of African Women
9:15- Discussion
9:30

306 CERAMIC ANALYSES IN ANTHROPOLOGY Acapulco
Chair: BARRY LEWIS (Illinois-Urbana-Champaign)
10:45 WILLIAM A LONGACRE (Arizona) Pottery Use-Life in a Kalinga Village, Northern Luzon, the Philippines
11:00 ROBERT C HENRICKSON (Toronto) Craft Production of Pottery in Bronze Age Central Western Iran
11:15 NANCY L BENCO (SUNY-Binghamton) Organization of Ceramic Production in an Early Islamic Society
11:30 LINDA PFEIFFER (UC-Santa Barbara) Archeological Identification of Pottery Manufacturing Centers: The Example of Rio Arriba
11:45 REBECCA L PAGE (Purdue) Ceramic Exchange and Centralization Trends of the Prehispanic Maya
12:00 CHARLES C KOLB (Pennsylvania State) Classic Teotihuacán Granular Wares: Ceramic, Technological and Cultural Interpretations

307 ANTHROPOLOGICAL USES OF DEMOGRAPHY Grand Ballroom A
Chair: PETER KUNSTADTER (East-West Center)
8:00 CAROLYN HENNING BROWN (Whitman) Demography and Rank Involution in North Bihar
8:15 STEVEN J FOLMAR (Case Western Reserve) Preference for Sons in Central Nepal
8:30 RAINER L BAUER (UC-Berkeley) Household, Kinship, and Community in Rural Spanish Galicia
8:45 GEORGE A COLLIER (Stanford) Late Marriage in Western Andalusia
9:00 BRIAN DEEVEY (Missouri-Columbia) Kinship and Change in Southern Thailand
9:15 PETER KUNSTADTER Ethnicity, Ecology, and the Demographic Transition in Northwestern Thailand
9:30 Discussion

308 INDIGENOUS MEDICAL KNOWLEDGE IN SOUTHEAST ASIA: WHO CAN HEAL AND WHY? Buckingham
Organizers: DANIEL H WEISBERG (UC-San Francisco) and JULIANE SCHOBER (Illinois-Urbana-Champaign)
Chair: MARK R WOODWARD (Illinois-Urbana-Champaign)
8:00 DANIEL H WEISBERG Knowing a Healer, Having a Cure: The Transfer and Possession of Indigenous Cures in a Northern Thai District
8:15 JULIANE SCHOBER Causes and Cures of Affliction: Burmese Notions of Personhood in Indigenous Medical Knowledge
8:30 LOUIS GOLOMB (George Mason) Curing and Sociocultural Separatism in South Thailand
8:45 Question Period/8:50 Break
9:00 MARK R WOODWARD Spiritual Power and Medical Knowledge: Sacred and Profane Dimensions of Javanese Curing
9:15 BERTHA MO (UC-Berkeley) Sprains, Strains, and Fractures—Lay and Specialist Knowledge of Chinese Bonesetting in Peninsular Malaysia
9:30 Discussant: CLARK E CUNNINGHAM (Illinois-Urbana-Champaign)
9:45 Discussion

309 GENDER RELATIONS AND STATE FORMATION Grand Ballroom B
Organizer/Chair: MONA ETIENNE (Ecole des Hautes Etudes en Sciences de Sociales)
8:00 MONA ETIENNE Introduction
8:15 ALAN M KLEIN (Northeastern) The Impact of the Fur Trade on 19th-Century Plains Indian Women
8:30 VIANA M MULLER (New School for Social Research) State Formation and Gender Stratification in Early Western Europe: The Germans, Anglo-Saxons, and Welsh
8:45 CONSTANCE SUTTON (New York) Women, Trade, and Warfare in Yoruba City-States
9:00 Question Period/9:05 Break
9:30 CHRISTINE WARD GAILEY (SUNY-Old Westbury) Ambiguity to Abstraction: Kinship and Gender in Tongan State Formation
9:45 Discussant: KAREN SACKS (Business and Professional Women's Foundation)
10:00 Discussion
10:15

NEW SOCIETY FOR AMERICAN ARCHAEOLOGY Ogden
8:00 Meeting of the Executive Committee
11:30

310 RECENT RESEARCH IN HUMAN ECOLOGY AND BEHAVIORAL BIOLOGY Columbus I
Organizer/Chair: MARK V FLINN (Michigan)
8:15  MARK V FLINN  The Behavioral Ecology of Mating and Kinship in a Trinidadian Village
8:30  KRISTEN HAWKES, K HILL, H KAPLAN and A HURTADO (Utah) Who Works for Whom? Sexual Division of Labor Among Ache Hunter-Gatherers
8:45  RICHARD W WRANGHAM and ELIZABETH A M ROSS (Michigan) Individual Differences in Activities, Family Size, and Food Production Among Lese Horticulturalists of Northeast Zaire
9:00  Question Period/9:05 Break
9:30  GENE M MESHER (Michigan) Interindividual Association Patterns Amongst Ituri Horticulturalists
10:00 Discussant: RICHARD D ALEXANDER (Michigan)
10:15 Discussant: RAYMOND HAMES (Nebraska)
10:30- Discussion
10:45

311  FAMILY STUDIES AS EXAMPLES OF A BIOCULTURAL APPROACH TO AGING  (Association for Anthropology and Gerontology) San Francisco Organizer: PETER J MAYER (Institute for Medical Research) Chair: LINDA COOL (Santa Clara)
8:00  LINDA COOL  Introduction
8:15  J KEVIN ECKERT, YEWOUBDAR BEYENE and MARIE HAUG (Case Western Reserve) Menopause: A Two-Culture Comparison
8:30  MELVYN C GOLDSTEIN, SIDNEY SCHULER and JAMES L ROSS (Case Western Reserve) The Extended Family and the Elderly in the Third World: A Cautionary Tale from Nepal
8:45  COLLEEN L JOHNSON (UC-San Francisco) The Divorce Chain, Family Reorganization, and the Mental Health Status of Older People
9:00  Question Period/9:05 Break
9:15  ADOLPH GREENBERG (Miami), DENNIS A FRATE (Mississippi), and DEMITRI SHIMKIN (Illinois) Chronic Disease Management in Multigenerational Extended Families
9:30  PETER J MAYER  No Secular Trend in Inheritance of Adult Longevity 1675-1900
9:45  C JEAN DEROUSSEAU, SUZANNE OCHOA (New York) and DONALD S SLADE (Northwestern) Aging in Macaque Matrilines on Cayo Santiago
10:00- Discussion
10:30

312  THE ROLE OF LINGUISTICS IN ETHNOGRAPHY AND DEVELOPMENT—IN MEMORY OF WILLIAM E CARTER  Gold Coast Organizer/Chair: M J HARDMAN (Florida)
8:30  M J HARDMAN  Language and Linguistics for Anthropology: The Aymara Example
8:45  ANDREW W MIRACLE (Texas Christian) Aymara Joking Behavior
9:00  LUCY T BRIGGS (Dartmouth) Linguistics, Anthropology, and Literacy: An Aymara Model
9:15  MICHAEL D PAINTER (Institute for Development Anthropology) Food for Thought: Production for Use Among the Peruvian Aymara
9:30  JANE L COLLINS (SUNY-Binghamton) The Structure of the Domestic Unit Among the Aymara
9:45  ROBERT W WERGE (US Department of Agriculture) Peasants, Potatoes, and Development Projects: The Use of Andean Ethnology in Planned Change
10:00  CHARLOTTE I MILLER (US Department of Agriculture) Ethical and Technical Issues Concerning the Roles of Anthropologists in International Development: Project Design, Implementation, Monitoring, and Evaluation
10:15- Discussion: Quaker Circle
11:00

313  ISSUES IN THE STUDY OF AMERICAN SOCIETY  New Orleans Organizer/Chair: DELMOS J JONES (Grad Center-CUNY)
8:30  JUDITH HERBSTSTEIN (Grad Center-CUNY) The New Immigration to New York: The Social Construction of Marginality
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Time</th>
<th>Event</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>8:45</td>
<td>EVE HOCHWALD (Grad Center-CUNY) Emerging Cultural Patterns in the Contemporary US: The Case of the Automated Workplace</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9:00</td>
<td>JOAN MONTBACH (Grad Center-CUNY) Technical Assistance and Community Organizations</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9:15</td>
<td>Question Period/9:20 Break</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9:30</td>
<td>PATRICIA SACHS (Grad Center-CUNY) How Do We Feel? Perceptions of Work by Working and Nonworking Americans</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9:45</td>
<td>JOAN TURNER (Grad Center-CUNY) Ethnicity and Class: Politics and Class on Manhattan’s Lower East Side</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10:00</td>
<td>Discussant: MICHAEL AGAR (Maryland)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10:15</td>
<td>Discussant: LEITH MULLINGS (City and Grad Center-CUNY)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10:30-</td>
<td>Discussion</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11:00</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**314 MINORITY STATUS AND SCHOOLING: IMMIGRANTS VERSUS NONIMMIGRANTS**

(Council on Anthropology and Education) Atlanta
Organizers: JOHN U OGBU (UC-Berkeley) and MARGARET A GIBSON (Cal State-Sacramento)
Chair: GEORGE D SPINDLER (Stanford)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Time</th>
<th>Event</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>8:00</td>
<td>CHERYL K CRAWLEY (UC-Berkeley and Crow Bilingual Materials Center) Cultures Out of Sync: Education on the Crow Indian Reservation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8:15</td>
<td>NOBUO K SHIMAHARA (Rutgers) Black School Performance and Socialization</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8:30</td>
<td>CATHIE JORDAN and ROLAND G THARP (Kamehameha Educational Research Institute) Specifying Sources of Academic Underachievement for Minority Cultural Groups: The Hawaiian Case</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8:45</td>
<td>VICTOR MELENDEZ (Hispanic Health Council), JEAN J SCHENSUL (Connecticut), and MARIA G BORRERO (Hispanic Health Council) Educational Co-Adaptation in Urban School Systems: The Puerto Rican Case</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9:00</td>
<td>Question Period/9:05 Break</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9:15</td>
<td>DAVID A DRURY (UC-Berkeley) Class, Caste, and Family Education Strategies in Urban India</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9:30</td>
<td>LINDA S KAHN (UC-Berkeley) From Minority to Majority Group? Social Change and Schooling in Quebec</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9:45</td>
<td>JOHN U OGBU Indigenous and Immigrant Minority Education: A Comparative Perspective</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10:00</td>
<td>SIGNITHIA FORDHAM (American) Afro-Caribbean and Black American School Performance in Washington, DC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10:15</td>
<td>Question Period/10:20 Break</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10:30</td>
<td>CONCHA DELGADO-GAITAN (Stanford) An Alternative Perspective on Mexican Children’s Competence</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10:45</td>
<td>GRACE PUNG GUTHRIE (Ontario Institute for Studies in Education) The Education of Chinese Immigrant Children: A Comparative Ethnography</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11:00</td>
<td>MARGARET A GIBSON Success Theory and School Performance: Punjabis in the US</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11:15</td>
<td>Discussant: GEORGE D SPINDLER</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11:30-</td>
<td>Discussion</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12:00</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**315 SYMBOLISM**

Water Tower
Chair: EMIKO OHNUKI-TIERNEY (Wisconsin)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Time</th>
<th>Event</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>8:30</td>
<td>ANNE W BEAMAN (Boston) Order Out of Chaos: The Symbolic Use of Space as a Cultural Adaptation to Nomadism</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8:45</td>
<td>CORNELIA A KAMMERER (Chicago) Constructed Meanings: An Analysis of the Akha House</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9:00</td>
<td>J DAVID SAPIR (Virginia) Spirit and the Female Agnates in Kujamaat Thought</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9:15</td>
<td>ALLEN F ROBERTS (Albion and Michigan-Ann Arbor) The “King of Beasts” Is Not the Lion</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9:30</td>
<td>EMIKO OHNUKI-TIERNEY Structure &amp; Process in Symbolic Anthropology</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9:45</td>
<td>JANE FAJANS (UC-Santa Cruz) Rethinking Nature and Culture</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10:00</td>
<td>Question Period/10:05 Break</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
CHRISTINE E GRAY (Chicago) Metawars: Thai Political Rhetoric
ANN GRODZINS GOLD (Chicago) Kinship with the Dead: Approaches to Mortality in a Rajasthan Village
JOHN D RICHARDS (Wisconsin-Milwaukee) 400 Rabbit: Aztec Elders and the Concept of Soul Intoxication
AUDREY SHALINSKY and ANTHONY P GLASCOCK (Wyoming) Removing the Liminal: The Dual Function of Killing in Nonindustrial Societies
JERRY E HANSON (Wisconsin-Milwaukee) Cultural Symbols and Competition Among Farmers of a Midwest Community
ROBERT A BRIGHTMAN (Newberry Library) Cree-Ojibwa Images of Infrahuman Animals

316 INVITED SESSION PUBERTY AND SEXUAL PROPRIETY: A COMPARISON OF ADOLESCENT LIFE IN SEVEN SOCIETIES (Society for Psychological Anthropology) Grand Ballroom D North
Organizers: BEATRICE WHITING, JOHN WHITING, and ROBERT LEVINE (Harvard)
Chair: IRVEN DEVORE (Harvard)
MITCHELL S RAINER (Harvard) Is Adolescence a Cultural Universal?
DOUGLAS D ANDERSON (Brown) Physiological and Sociological Factors in the Adolescent Experience
DOUGLAS A DAVIS (Haverford) A Comparative Examination of Intracultural Variation in Sexual Propriety
MARIDA HOLLOS and PHILIP LEIS (Brown) Descent and Permissive Adolescent Sexuality in Two Ijo Communities
WANNI W ANDERSON (Harvard) Adolescent Sexuality and Autonomy
VICTORIA K BURBANK (Harvard) Sexuality and Aggression
SUSAN S DAVIS (Trenton State) Sexual Maturation, Cultural Constraint, and the Concept of Self

317 INVITED SESSION DIRECTIONS IN THE ANTHROPOLOGICAL STUDY OF LATIN AMERICA: A REASSESSMENT (Society for Latin American Anthropology) Toronto Organizer/Chair: JACK R ROLLWAGEN (SUNY-Brockport)
ANTHONY LEEDS (Boston) Dialectical Chains and Hierarchies of Systems and Our Units of Study: Some Thoughts on Latin American (and Other) Studies
WILLIAM W STEIN (SUNY-Buffalo) Peruvianist Social Anthropology: An Appraisal of Recent Work
NANCIE L GONZALEZ (Maryland) Indigenismo and Ethnicity as Modernizing Forces
ERIC R WOLF (Lehman-CUNY) The Vicissitudes of the Closed Corporate Community
JUNE NASH (City-CUNY) Demography and Development: The Politics of Population in Bolivia
BILLIE R DEWALT (Kentucky) Building a Policy-Relevant Anthropology of Agrarian Systems in Central America and Mexico
### 10:45 - 11:00
**JACK R ROLLWAGEN**
Reconsidering Basic Assumptions: The Implications for Anthropological Research of the Diversity of Puerto Rican Cultural Systems in the US

11:00-11:30

### 318
**ARTIFACTS AND SYMBOLS OF MAYA CULTURE: STRUCTURE, ORDER, AND HISTORY**
Columbus K

- 9:00 **WENDY ASHMORE** (Rutgers) Ideological Structure in Ancient Maya Settlement Patterns
- 9:15 **MARY ELLEN MILLER** (Yale) A Rationale for the Placement of Funerary Pyramids at Tikal, Guatemala
- 9:30 **FLORA S CLANCY** (New Mexico) Compositional Codes in Classic Maya Sculpture
- 9:45 **ARTHUR MILLER** (Maryland) Making Myth and History of Chichen Itza
- 10:00 **PRUDENCE RICE** (Florida) Reptiles and Rulership in the Peten Postclassic
- 10:15 Question Period/10:20 Break
- 10:30 **DON S RICE** The Accession of Maya Kings: Regeneration, Transformation, and Political Power
- 10:45 **DAVID FREIDEL** (Southern Methodist) and **LINDA SCHELE** (Texas-Austin) Structural Transformation in Maya Political Religion

11:00 Discussant: **GEORGE STUART** (National Geographic Society)
11:15 Discussant: **MARSHALL SAHLINS** (Chicago)

### 11:30 - 12:00

### 319
**BRIEF RESEARCH REPORTS**
McCormick

Chair: **DAVID K EVANS** (Wake Forest)

(Each paper will be followed by brief discussion.)

- 9:00 Introduction
- 9:05 **ELLEN R KINTZ** (SUNY C-Geneseo) Preliminary Analysis of the Round Rooms at a Classic Maya City: Coba, Quintana Roo, Mexico
- 9:15 **PERRY L GNIVECKI** Rural Akkadian Household Organization (ca 2334-2154 BC)
- 9:25 **ROSEMARY A JOYCE** (Illinois-Urbana-Champaign) Excavations at Cerro Palenque, Honduras: A Terminal Classic (Fine Paste) Site of the Ulua Valley
- 9:35 **RUSSELL N SHEPTAK** (Wisconsin-Madison) Geographic Information in Alvarado’s Repartimiento of San Pedro de Puerto de Caballos, Honduras
- 9:45 **BRUCE LOVE** (UCLA) The Aluxoob of Yucatan: Tricksters or Gods?
- 9:55 Break
- 10:10 **SUSAN GREENBAUM** (South Florida) Afro-Cubans in Tampa, Florida: Conflicting Identities and Ambiguous Boundaries in Local Ethnic Relations
- 10:20 **ROBERT E T ROBERTS** (Roosevelt) A Comparison of Egyptian/Non-Egyptian Marriages in Egypt and the US
- 10:30 **K S NAIR** (Wisconsin-Milwaukee) Assimilation and Pluralism in a Multiethnic Urban System
- 10:40 **RUSSELL A JUDKINS** (SUNY C-Geneseo) Recent Developments in Factionalism and Conservatism Among Allegany Seneca
- 10:50 **WILLIAM GARLAND** (Western Michigan) This Town Won’t Die: Revitalization in Bangor, Michigan

11:00 Break
11:10 **JANE STONE** (Montana State) An Ethnographic Approach to Assessment of the Social Impacts of Computer Applications
11:20 **RICHARD MADDOX** (Stanford) Honor and Religion in Spain: A Comment on Cultural Diversity
11:30 **DAVID K EVANS** (Wake Forest) Saba Island: A Hypertensive’s Enigmatic Utopia
11:40 Discussion

### 320
**AAA COMMITTEE ON ETHICS**
Hong Kong

9:00 Executive Session

### 322
**PROBLEMS IN USING THE GRID/GROUP MODEL OF CULTURAL ANALYSIS**
Acapulco

Organizer/Chair: **MARY T DOUGLAS** (Northwestern)
8:15 MARY T DOUGLAS Introduction
8:30 MICHAEL THOMPSON (International Institute of Applied Systems Analysis) A Poverty of Distinction
8:45 JONATHAN L GROSS (Columbia) and STEVE RAYNER (Oak Ridge National Laboratory) Measuring the Grid/Group Variables
9:00 Question Period/9:05 Break
9:15 STEVE RAYNER and JONATHAN L GROSS Grid/Group as a Model of Social Change
9:30 BILL J HARRELL (SUNY-Utica) Social Structure and Manumission
9:45 GERALD MARS (Middlesex Polytechnic) A Grid/Group Analysis of Alternative Soviet Style Economic Activity
10:00 Discussion
10:30

323 THE STUDY OF ORGANIZATIONAL CULTURE Field Organizer/Chair: HELEN B SCHWARTZMAN (Northwestern)
9:30 HELEN B SCHWARTZMAN A Turn Toward Culture in Organizational Research
9:45 KATHLEEN L GREGORY (Northwestern) Discovering Multiple Organization Cultures and “Culture Conflicts” Using Native View Paradigms
10:00 STEVEN S FOLDES (Northwestern) The Rationality of Organizational Culture: Physicians in HMOs
10:15 JOAN MATHEWS (Northwestern) Organizational Culture and Communication in Clinical Settings
10:30 Question Period/10:35 Break
10:45 S ZEV KALIFON (Northwestern) Self-Help Groups Providing Services—Change and Development
11:00 CAROL S GOLDIN (Northwestern) Between Policy and Implementation: A Cultural Perspective on Work in a Mental Health Center
11:15 Discussant: GWEN STERN (International Survey Research)
11:30—12:00 Discussion

324 WORKSHOP: COMPUTER SIMULATION: CULTURAL EVOLUTION Horner Leaders: CARL L LEWIS (Genesee Community College), MICHAEL DAVIS, and GENE MUEHLBAUER (Lake Forest College)
Attendance is by advance registration.

325 MAKING CONVERSATION: CULTURE, DISCOURSE STYLE, AND LINGUISTIC STRUCTURE Haymarket Organizer/Chair: SUSAN GAL (Rutgers)
9:30 PAUL KAY (UC-Berkeley) Knowledge About Language May Be Knowledge of Language: Double-Hedged Sentences
9:45 EMILY MARTIN (Duke) Metaphors and Women’s Bodies
10:00 KATHRYN A WOOLARD (Pennsylvania) El Saben Aque: An Analysis of Code Manipulations in the Course of the Telling of a Joke
10:15 BEATRIZ LAVANDERA (CONICET-CIAFIC, Argentina) Grammatical Morphology in Discourse
10:30 Question Period/10:35 Break
10:45 RAY MCDERMOTT (Columbia) Culture and Collusion in Discourse
11:00 SUSAN GAL Discourse Style and Language Attrition: The Interaction of Usage and Structure
11:15 DEBORAH TANNEN (Georgetown) Conversation as a Means to Coherence in the World
11:30 MICHAEL SILVERSTEIN (Chicago) Language and Gender Asymmetry: At the Intersection of Structure, Usage, and Ideology
11:45 Discussion
12:00
### XXIIND CONFERENCE ON AMERICAN INDIAN LANGUAGES: SYNTAX AND SEMANTICS
(Society for the Study of the Indigenous Languages of the Americas)

**Organizer:** VICTOR GOLLA (George Washington)
**Chair:** MARIANNE MITHUN (SUNY-Albany)

- **9:30** KAREN M BOOKER (Kansas) The Auxiliary Use of "Be" in Creek
- **9:45** AARON BROADWELL (Harvard) A Semantic Cryptotype in Mississippi Choctaw
- **10:00** JAMES COLLINS (UC-Berkeley) Notes on Tolowa Morphosyntax
- **10:15** HARRIET E MANELIS KLEIN (Montclair State) Want, Need, Think in Guaymi: Morphosyntax and Semantics
- **10:30** THOMAS E PAYNE (Summer Institute of Linguistics and UC-Los Angeles) Viewpoint and Grammatical Relations in Guaymi
- **10:45** LAURENCE KRUTE-GEORGES (SUNY-Stony Brook) Metaphor in Morphology: The Case of Piaroa

### THE SOCIAL ORGANIZATION OF KNOWLEDGE AND PRACTICE
(Columbia)

**Organizer/Chair:** JEAN LAVE (UC-Irvine)

- **9:30** JEAN LAVE Theoretical Implications of Knowledge-In-Use
- **10:00** MARY E BRENNER (UC-Irvine) The Practice of Arithmetic in Liberian Schools
- **10:15** MICHAEL MURTAUGH (UC-Irvine) The Practice of Arithmetic by US Grocery Shoppers
- **10:30** Question Period/10:35 Break
- **10:45** OLIVIA DE LA ROCHA (UC-Irvine) The Reorganization of Practice in the Kitchen
- **11:00** SYLVIA SCRIBNER (CUNY) Organization of Knowledge of Work
- **11:15** Discussant: WILLETT KEMPTON (Michigan State)
- **11:30** Discussant: HUGH GLADWIN (Florida International)
- **11:45** Discussion

### INVITED SESSION RECENT RESEARCH IN COGNITIVE STUDIES: THE ROLE OF CULTURAL UNDERSTANDING IN EVERYDAY TASK PERFORMANCE
(American Ethnological Society)

**Organizers/Chairs:** HOLLY F MATHEWS (East Carolina) and BONNIE A NARDI (Missouri-St Louis)

- **9:45** BONNIE A NARDI The Use of Extended Natural Discourse in Cognitive Studies
- **10:00** HOLLY F MATHEWS Predicting Decision Outcomes: Are We Guilty of Placing the Cart Before the Horse in Anthropological Studies of Decision Making?
- **10:15** LINDA C GARRO (Manitoba) Evaluating Decision Models: Explanation and Prediction Belong in the Same Cart
- **10:30** Question Period/10:35 Break
- **10:45** G MARK SCHOEPFFLE (Dine Bi'olta Associates) Discourse Analysis and Decision Modeling in the Study of Political Decision Making
- **11:00** G ELIZABETH RICE (Arizona State) Influences of General (Cultural) Knowledge on Prose Processing Strategies
- **11:15** Discussant: BARBARA ROGOFF (Utah)
- **11:30** Discussion

### THE FUTURE OF FORMER FORAGERS IN SOUTHERN AFRICA AND AUSTRALIA—I: THE IMPACT OF THE PAST ON THE PRESENT
(Columbus H)

**Organizers:** CARMEL SCHRIRE (Rutgers) and ROBERT J GORDON (Vermont)
**Chair:** CARMEL SCHRIRE

- **9:45** ANNETTE HAMILTON (Macquarie) The Roots of Colonial Policy Toward Hunter-Gatherers in Southern Africa and Australia
- **10:00** ROBERT J GORDON Bushmen as Bandits: Notes Toward an Anthropology of Policy Toward Hunter-Foragers
- **10:15** LYNDALL RYAN (Griffith University, Australia) The Invention of Extinction in Tasmania
- **10:30** P J UCKO (Southampton) Academic Anthropology and Aboriginal Anthropology in Australia
- **10:45** Question Period/10:50 Break
11:00 JANE C GOODALE (Bryn Mawr) The Role of Tiwi Women in Development
11:15 J BECKETT (Sydney) Indigenous Minorities in a Welfare State: The Australian Case
11:30 Discussant: M J MEGGITT (Queens-CUNY)
11:45 Discussion
12:00

330 DEMOGRAPHIC ANTHROPOLOGY: RECENT APPLICATIONS OF DEMOGRAPHIC METHODS AND THEORY Grand Ballroom A
Organizer/Chair: MALCOLM DOW (Northwestern)
10:00 EUGENE A HAMMEL (UC-Berkeley) Effects of Aging and Historical Trends on Intellectual Productivity
10:15 MALCOLM DOW, NAPOLEON CHAGNON and JAMES CHEVERUD (Northwestern) Yanomamo Demography: Mortality
10:30 DONALD SADE, MALCOLM DOW and DIANE CHEPKO-SADE (Northwestern) Multi-State Life Tables for Male Rhesus Monkeys
10:45 JANE BUIKSTRA and LYLE KOENIGSBERG (Northwestern) Paleodemography: A Critical Review
11:00 ALAN C SWEDLUND (Massachusetts) and RICHARD S MEINDL (Kent State) Childhood Mortality in 19th-Century New England: Issues and Methods
11:15 Discussant: NANCY HOWELL (Toronto)
11:30 Discussion
12:00

331 SOCIAL ORGANIZATION Columbus G
Chair: JOHN VAN WILLIGEN (Kentucky)
9:00 JANE F COLLIER (Stanford) Children and Property in an Andalusian Village
9:15 SUZANNE GASKINS (Chicago) The Role of Children in Mayan Social Gatherings
9:30 JOHN VAN WILLIGEN Exchange Relationships in Social Networks of Older People in a Rural Kentucky County
9:45 JOHN C RUSSELL (UC-Davis) Cultural Influences on Social Support Networks Among Rural Ranchers
10:00 JOCELYN LINNEKIN (Lake Forest) The Structure of Sentiment in Hawaiian Social Organization
10:15 Question Period/10:20 Break
10:30 NICOLE SAULT (UC-Los Angeles) Is There Choice? Inheritance of Godparent Ties Among the Zapotec of Oaxaca, Mexico
10:45 JOEL P MARRANT (Linfield) Midwives and Godparents in Maramure Romania
11:00 RICHARD J PARMENTIER (Smith) Systematic Ambiguity in Palauan House Networks
11:30 Discussion
11:45

332 AAA PLACEMENT SERVICE WORKSHOP 6: OPPORTUNITIES FOR PHYSICAL ANTHROPOLOGISTS Du Sable
10:00- Leader: LETITIA OLIVIERA (Tennessee Valley Authority)
11:50 Explores a variety of opportunities for physical anthropologists, with particular emphasis on those opportunities in the nonacademic sector.

333 JAPAN Buckingham
Chair: PAUL NOGUCHI (Bucknell)
10:30 SUSAN M DARLINGTON (Michigan) The Ethnographies of Two Japanese Villages: A Comparison
10:45 BARBARA DARLINGTON ITO (Iowa) Women's Entrepreneurship, Family Form, and Succession in Urban Japan
11:00 NANCY R MORRISON (Michigan) Menopause in Japan: Reactions to Anomaly
11:15 KUNIKO MIYANAGA (British Columbia) Action First, Reflection Second: A Ritual Way of Thinking
11:30 ATSUKO IMAMURA (Pennsylvania) Address and Reference in Rural Japan: Individual, House Name, and Community
Saturday Morning—Afternoon, November 19

11:45- Discussion
12:00

334  ART AND EXPRESSION  Grand Ballroom B
Chair: JAY RUBY (Temple)
10:30  CATHERINE M CAMERON (Cedar Crest College) Patronage and Artistic Change
10:45  CAROL GHIORSI HART (Indiana) Artists as Anthropologists
11:00  JAY RUBY Photography and Death in America
11:15  EVELYN A EARLY (Notre Dame) Syrian Performance and Aesthetics in Everyday Life
11:30- Discussion
12:00

335  FILM: LATAH: A CULTURE-SPECIFIC ELABORATION OF THE STARTLE REFLEX  Columbus I
11:00  RONALD C SIMONS (Michigan State) and GUNTER PFAFF
11:15- Film (38 min)
12:00

336  RITUAL AND RITES OF PASSAGE IN ETHNOTHERAPY  San Francisco
Chair: CAROL HILL (Georgia State)
10:45  DONALD JORALEMON (UC-Los Angeles) Symbolic Space and Ritual Time in a Peruvian Healing Session
11:00  ELAINE CHILDS-GOWELL (Seattle, WA) Healing Ritual Metaphors in Modern Urban Psychotherapy
11:15  GLENNIS M HODGSON (Boise State) Psychic Surgery in the Philippines: An Example of American Participation
11:30  PEARL KATZ (Maryland) Ritual in Psychoanalysis
11:45- Discussion
12:00

SATURDAY AFTERNOON, NOVEMBER 19

337  TABLE TALK  Belmont
12:00- Attendance is by subscription. For more information, see staff at advance registration desk
2:00
1—VICTORIA BRICKER (Tulane)
   Anthropological Ethnohistory
2—JANE E BUIKSTRA (Northwestern)
   Mortuary Site Archeology and Reburial Issues
3—ROBIN FOX (Rutgers)
   Anthropology and Traditional Views of Human Nature
4—SARAH B HRDY (Peabody Museum-Harvard)
   Reproductive Strategies of Female Primates
5—DELL H HYMES (Pennsylvania)
   Linguistic Anthropology
6—ROY RAPPAPORT (Michigan-Ann Arbor)
   Some Recent Trends in Ritual Studies
7—BRADD SHORE (Emory)
   Culture and Morality: The Limits of Cultural Relativism

338  RECENT DEVELOPMENTS IN FOUR SUBFIELDS OF ANTHROPOLOGY: AN OVERVIEW
12:00- (Society for Anthropology in Community Colleges) Columbian
1:30  Panel discussion providing information on updating undergraduate introductory anthropology courses.
Chair: CAROLYN A EASTWOOD (DuPage)
Participants: ROBERT B PICKERING (Field Museum), CHARLOTTE M OTTEN (Northern Illinois-Rockford), CECIL H BROWN (Northern Illinois), NAPOLEON A CHAGNON (Northwestern), BERTHA B QUINTANA (Montclair), CHARLES O ELENBAUM (DuPage)
339  NATIONAL WOMEN'S ANTHROPOLOGY CAUCUS  Acapulco
12:00-  Business meeting
1:30  Chairs: JO RAINIE RODGERS (California State-Hayward) and KATHLEEN HALL (Chicago)

340  ETHICAL ISSUES IN EDUCATIONAL ANTHROPOLOGY (Council on Anthropology and Education) New Orleans
12:00-  Informal discussion to explore and determine the need and purview of a CAE Committee on Ethics and prepare a recommendation for the CAE Board.
1:30  Organizer: RICHARD A NAVARRO (Michigan State)
  Chair: RICHARD WARREN (California Polytechnic State)

NEW
341  MANUFACTURING DANGER: THE POLITICS AND CULTURE OF INDUSTRIAL RISK AND POLLUTION  Burnham
12:00-  A workshop to develop theoretical and methodological approaches for analyzing industrial risk and pollution. Representative topics will be occupational hazards in industrialized and socialist countries; manifest and latent functions of the environmental movement; exporting of chemical industries and toxic wastes to the Third World.
2:00  Organizer: MIRIAM LEE KAPROW (Research Institute for the Study of Man)

342  NEW AREAS FOR ANTHROPOLOGY IN PRECOLLEGIATE EDUCATION (Council on Anthropology and Education Committee on the Teaching of Anthropology) Du Sable
12:00-  A workshop to explore the possibilities for including anthropological expertise and knowledge in such precollegiate or extracollegiate arenas as museums, libraries, ethnic and international schools and camps, gifted programs, as well as in regular classrooms, and to determine whether focusing more attention on the precollegiate (or extracollegiate) level would benefit collegiate anthropology.
1:30  Organizer/Chair: ELLEN C K JOHNSON
  Participants: RUTH O SELIG (National Museum of Natural History), EDITH M FLEMING, JOAN S WIDER, JEANNE M FULGINITI, ELENA BRADUNAS, ELLEN C K JOHNSON

343  SOCIETY FOR THE STUDY OF THE INDIGENOUS LANGUAGES OF THE AMERICAS  Gold Coast
12:00-  Business meeting
1:30  Chair: M DALE KINKADE (British Columbia)

344  SOCIETY FOR ECONOMIC ANTHROPOLOGY  Columbus G
12:00-  Business meeting
1:30  Chair: SUITI ORTIZ (Boston)

345  ASSOCIATION OF POLITICAL AND LEGAL ANTHROPOLOGY  Columbus I
12:00-  Business meeting
1:30  Chair: SALLY FALK MOORE (Harvard)

346  AMERICAN ETHNOLOGICAL SOCIETY  Grand Ballroom D North
12:00-  Business meeting
1:30  Chair: JUNE HELM (Iowa)

347  ANTHROPOLOGICAL RESEARCH GROUP ON HOMOSEXUALITY  San Francisco
12:00-  Business meeting
1:30  Chair: LARRY GROSS (Pennsylvania)

348  SOCIETY FOR THE ANTHROPOLOGY OF VISUAL COMMUNICATION  Ogden
12:00-  Meeting of the Board of Directors
1:30
ANTHROPOLOGICAL RESEARCH ON SOCIALIST SOCIETIES  Addams
12:15-1:15  Informal discussion to share information and to develop specific projects to advance
the anthropological study of socialist societies.
Organizer: DAVID A KIDECKEL (Central Connecticut State)
Chair: DANIEL ROSENBERG (Earham College)

SOCIETY FOR APPLIED ANTHROPOLOGY/COUNCIL ON ANTHROPOLOGY AND EDUCATION  Picasso
12:15-1:15  Business meeting of the Joint Committee on Cultural Futures Research
Chair: REED D RINER (Northern Arizona)

COUNCIL ON ANTHROPOLOGY AND EDUCATION  Water Tower
12:15-1:15  Business meeting of the Committee on Women in Schools and Society
Chair: THELMA S COOK (British Columbia)

ANTHROPOLOGY OF REPRODUCTION STUDY GROUP  Buckingham
12:15-1:15  Business meeting
Chair: KEVIN R O'REILLY (Centers for Disease Control)

WORKSHOP: COMPUTER SIMULATION: CULTURAL EVOLUTION  Horner
12:30-2:30  Attendance is by advance subscription
Leaders: CARL L LEWIS (Genessee Community College), MICHAEL DAVIS, and GENE
MUEHLBAUER (Lake Forest College)

POLITICAL ECONOMY—II  Haymarket
Chair: MARY HELMS (North Carolina-Greensboro)
1:30  MURIEL DIMEN (Lehman-CUNY) On Social Reproduction
1:45  KRISTIN KOPTIUCH (Texas-Austin) Petty Commodity Production, Social Texts, and the
Current Crisis of "Labor Market Maladjustment" in Egypt
2:00  WILLIE L BABER (Purdue) Political Economy and Social Change: The Bissette Affair and
Local-Level Politics in Morne-Vert
2:15-2:30  Discussion

LAW AND CONFLICT MANAGEMENT  Field
Chair: JOSEPH F FOSTER (Cincinnati)
1:30  RUDOLPH BLIER (Northwestern) Fighting with Words: The Role of Song Poetry in
Tamberma Conflict Resolution
1:45  KENNETH D TOLLEFSON (Seattle Pacific) Conflict Management and Acculturation
2:00  AARON PODOLEFSKY (West Virginia) Dispute Handling in Highlands New Guinea
2:15  ELIZABETH PURDUM (Florida State) Communication in a Southern Small Claims Court:
Who Wins and Why
2:30-2:45  Discussion

EPIDEMIOLOGY IN PHYSICAL ANTHROPOLOGY  Grand Ballroom A
Chair: LINDA K KLEPINGER (Illinois-Urbana-Champaign)
1:30  KAREN S RICE (Utah) Performance of Critical Activities in a Schistosomiasis-Stressed
Environment
1:45  DEANNA J TRAKAS (Institute of Child Health, Athens) Favoism and Jaundice in Greece:
The Interaction of Culture and Epidemiology
2:00  ROULETTE W SMITH (Stanford) Is Kuru Caused by Transmission of Autotoxins and/or
Autovirions?
2:15  DENNIS WIEDMAN (Florida International) The Diabetic Genotype as an Adaptive Advantage in Human Evolution
2:30-2:45  Discussion
357  CLASS AND CULTURE: THEORETICAL AND EMPIRICAL PERSPECTIVES  Acapulco
Organizers: DAVID M ROSEN (Fairleigh Dickenson) and BRETT WILLIAMS (American)
Chair: HAROLD A GOULD (Illinois-Urbana-Champaign)
1:30  TONY L WHITEHEAD (North Carolina-Chapel Hill) Differentiating Between the Influence
of Culture and Class on Dietary Behavior
1:45  BRETT WILLIAMS Homes as a Metaphor for Clouding Class and Construing Culture
2:00  DAVID M ROSEN Class and Unemployment: Cultural Perspectives
2:15  MICAELA DI LEONARDO (American) Class, Gender, and Mass Media as Ethnic Boundaries
2:30  Discussant: JAN BRUKMAN (Wenner-Gren)
2:45  Discussant: DOUGLAS MIDGETT (Iowa)
3:00- Discussion
3:15

358  RETHINKING EDUCATION AND SOCIALIZATION IN THE THIRD WORLD (Association of Third World Anthropologists)  Picasso
Organizer/Chair: FRANK A SALAMONE (Elizabeth Seton)
1:30  MARK S FLEISCHER (Washington State) Language and Development in Eastern Indonesia
1:45  ALICE SCHLEGEL (Arizona) The Universality of Adolescence
2:00  FRANK L PASQUALE (Self-Help Center) Hsu’s Concept of American Core Values and the Character of American “Moral Education”
2:15  Discussant: ROBERT TEXTOR (Stanford)
2:30  Discussant: DAVID SPAIN (Washington)
2:45  Discussant: ROBERT C HUNT (Brandeis)
3:00- Discussion
3:15

359  RITUALS OF DEATH: ANTHROPOLOGY AND HISTORY IN THE INTERPRETATION OF SYMBOLIC BEHAVIOR  San Francisco
Organizer/Chair: LAWRENCE J TAYLOR (Lafayette)
1:30  PETER METCALF (Virginia) “Hour of Death”: Mentalité Versus Ritual Analysis
1:45  WILLIAM ARENS (SUNY-Stony Brook) The Demise of the King and the Meaning of Kingship
2:00  LAWRENCE J TAYLOR Gardens and Gravestones: Death Symbolism in Anthropology and History
2:15  JOYCE F RIEGELHAUPT (Sarah Lawrence) Cemetery as Settlement: Death in 19th-Century European Rural Life
2:30  SUSAN A NILES (Lafayette) The Death of the Hero: Sacred Battlegrounds in Inca Religion
2:45  Discussant: JAMES FERNANDEZ (Princeton)
3:00- Discussion
3:15

360  THE FUTURE OF FORMER FORAGERS IN SOUTHERN AFRICA AND AUSTRALIA—II: THE FUTURE FROM PRESENT TRENDS  Columbus H
Organizers: ROBERT GORDON (Vermont) and CARMEL SCHRIRE (Rutgers)
Chair: ROBERT GORDON
1:30  RICHARD B LEE (Toronto) Foragers and the State: Government Policies toward the San in Botswana and Namibia
1:45  EDWIN WILMSEN (Boston) The Impact of Land Tenure Policies on the Future of the San
2:00  ROBERT K HITCHCOCK (Nebraska) Development Planning, Government Policy, and the Future of the Basarwa in Botswana
2:15  MEGAN BIESELE (Center for the Study of Human Adaptation and Rice) The Morama Project and the Future of the San: An Applied Ethnobotanical Study
2:30  Question Period/2:35 Break
2:45  CARMEL SCHRIRE The Impact of Environmental Changes on Australian Aborigines
3:00  FRED R MYERS (New York) Illusion and Reality: Aboriginal Self-Determination in Central Australia
3:15  Discussant: W P CARSTENS (Toronto)
3:30- Discussion
4:00

361 INDIOS AND INDIGENISMO AT THE END OF THE 20TH CENTURY IN MEXICO (Society for Latin American Anthropology) Toronto Organizer/Chair: MARTHA REES (UNAM)
1:30 BARTOLOMÉ ALONSO (Instituto Indigenista Interamericano, Mexico) Ethnolinguistics and Indigenismo
1:45 OSCAR ARCE QUINTANILLA (Instituto Indigenista Interamericano, Mexico) Indigenismo and Private Organizations
2:00 MARICLAIRE ACOSTA (UNAM) Mexico's New Indians: Guatemalan Refugees
2:15 ANDRÉS AUBRY (Instituto de Asesoría Antropológica de la Region Maya, Mexico) The Mayan Indians and Private Organizations
2:30 Question Period/2:35 Break
2:45 CIRILA SÁNCHEZ (Consejo Nacional de Pueblos Indígenas, Mexico) Indigenous Movements in Mexico
3:00 SALOMÓN NAHMAD SITTÓN (Instituto Indigenista Interamericano, Mexico) The Future of Indigenismo and the INI
3:15 GUILLERMO BONFIL (Museo de Culturas Populares, Mexico) The Indian Utopian Revolution
3:30 Discussant: FÉLIX BÁEZ JORGE (Instituto Nacional Indigenista, Mexico)
3:45 Discussant: MARTHA REES
4:00- Discussion
4:30

362 ISSUES IN DEVELOPMENT: VIEWS OF NORTH AMERICAN AGRICULTURE (Anthropological Study Group on Agrarian Systems) Columbus I Organizer: JUDITH LISANSKY (Illinois-Urbana-Champaign)
Chairs: JUDITH LISANSKY and SUSAN CAROL ROGERS (Illinois-Urbana-Champaign)
1:30 JUDITH LISANSKY Social Costs of Rural Transformation: Evidence from the Corn Belt
1:45 SEENA B KOHL (Webster) Women's Participation in Agriculture, Household Dynamics, and Enterprise Decisions
2:00 DEBORAH R FINK (Iowa State) Farm Women, Development, and Marginality in the US
2:15 JANE H ADAMS (Illinois-Urbana-Champaign) Farmer Organization and Class Formation
2:45 Question Period/2:50 Break
3:00 MONICA L HEPPEL (Mount Vernon) Preservation of US Farming and Farmland
3:15 MARTHA J DAUGHDRILL (American) Urban Growth and Family Farmers: Strategic Responses
3:30 SUSAN CAROL ROGERS Land Tenure and the Structure of Agriculture in the Corn Belt
3:45 PEGGY F BARLETT (Emory) The Transformation of Agriculture: Parallels in Developed and Developing Countries
4:00- Discussion
4:30

363 ISSUES IN ENVIRONMENTAL ANTHROPOLOGY: IMPLEMENTATION OF THE NATIVE AMERICAN RELIGIOUS FREEDOM ACT (Committee of Anthropologists in Environmental Planning) New Orleans Organizer/Chair: DOROTHEA J THEODORATUS (Cal State-Sacramento)
1:30 JOHN SINGLEY (JWK International Corporation) and FRANCIS LEONE (US Department of Energy) Implementation of the Native American Religious Freedom Act: A Case Study
1:45 JOYCE GRIFFIN (Northern Arizona) Skating in the Sistine Chapel: The San Francisco Peaks and (Non-)Implementation of the Native American Religious Freedom Act
2:00 DOROTHEA J THEODORATUS Gasquet-Orleans: View from the End of the Road
2:15 Question Period/2:20 Break
2:30 M KAY MARTIN (HER Corporation) MX Missiles and Mother Earth: A Test Case for PL 95-341
2:45 CLINTON M BLOUNT (Theodoratus Cultural Research, Inc) The Religious Sites Inventory: An Assessment of Native American Views and Reactions
3:00 FLORENCE C SHIPEK (Wisconsin-Parkside) Religious Freedom and Reburial of Excavated Human Remains
3:15 STEVE TALBOT (District of Columbia) Denial of Native American Religious Freedom from Allotment to Collier, 1887-1945
3:30 Discussant: JANET JORDAN (De Mers and Thompson)
3:45 Discussion
4:15

364 HEALTH AND ILLNESS IN JAPAN (Social Science Research Council) Buckingham
Organizer/Chair: EDWARD NORBECK (Rice)
1:30 WILLIAM E STESLICKE (Michigan) Health and Illness in Japan: An Overview
1:45 SUSAN ORPETT LONG (Western Illinois) Health Providers—The Professionals
2:00 DAVID K REYNOLDS (ToDo Institute) Psychotherapy and Psychotherapists
2:15 MARGARET LOCK (McGill) Health Seeking Behavior: Getting Medical Aid
2:30 JANE TEAS (Harvard) Health-Fostering and Health-Impairing Behavior
2:45 Question Period/2:50 Break
3:00 CHRISTIE W KIEFER (UC-San Francisco) Care of the Aged in Japan
3:15 Discussant: GEORGE A DEVOS (UC-Berkeley)
3:30 Discussant: MICHAEL R REICH (Harvard)
3:45 Discussion
4:30

365 FAMILY, GENDER, AND SEXUAL MOVEMENTS IN CONTEMPORARY SOCIETY
Grand Ballroom B
Organizer/Chair: SUSAN HARDING (Michigan)
1:30 SUSAN HARDING Containing Sin in a Fundamental Christian Community
1:45 REBECCA E KLATCH (Harvard) Perceptions of Gender Among Women of the New Right
2:00 FAYE GINSBURG (Graduate Center-CUNY) Body Politics: A Study of Abortion Activists
2:15 LINDA D WOLFE (Florida) Sexual Attitudes of University Students
2:30 Question Period/2:35 Break
2:45 MARIANNE GULLESTAD (Bergen, Norway) Kitchen-Table Society
3:00 CAROLE S VANCE (Columbia) Unnatural Acts: Gender and Sexuality in Contemporary Feminism
3:15 GAYLE RUBIN (Michigan) Ideologies of Sexuality in Feminist Thought
3:30 Question Period/3:35 Break
3:45 Discussant: SUE-ELLEN JACOBS (Washington)
4:00 Discussant: CAROL STACK (Duke)
4:15 Discussion
4:45

366 REVISIONIST VIEWS OF MESOAMERICAN PREHISTORY: CHALLENGES TO THE
DOGMA Columbus K
Organizers/Chairs: DAVID C GROVE (Illinois-Urbana-Champaign) and SUSAN D GILLESPIE (Illinois State)
1:30 DIANE Z CHASE (Princeton) Perceiving the Past: Typologies and the Preclassic Period in the Maya Lowlands
1:45 ARTHUR A DEMAREST (Vanderbilt) External Influence on the Rise of Maya Civilization: A View from the Source
2:00 ARLEN F CHASE (Pennsylvania) The Early Classic Period in the Southern Maya Lowlands: Temporal and Spatial Preconceptions and Alternatives
2:15 PHIL C WEIGAND (SUNY-Stony Brook) The Character of Civilization in Classic West Mexico
2:30 Question Period/2:35 Break
2:45 DONALD E MCVICKER (North Central College) The “Mayanized Mexicans”
3:00 CHARLES E LINCOLN (Harvard) The “Toltec” at Chichen Itza
3:15 SUSAN D GILLESPIE Who Were the Toltecs, and How Do We Know?
3:30 Discussant: KENNETH L BROWN (Houston)
3:45 Discussant: DAVID C GROVE
4:15 Discussion
4:45
367 AAA PLACEMENT SERVICE WORKSHOP 7: EMPLOYMENT OPPORTUNITIES THROUGH INTERNSHIPS AND VOLUNTARIISM Du Sable
2:00-4:00 Leader: ALVIN W WOLFE (South Florida)
Explores job hunting strategies in a variety of employment settings, including local and regional organizations, public and private settings; special attention to internships and voluntarism as useful strategies, and participant observation for survival in job hunting. Attendance is by registration only. For more information, see staff at the Placement Service Center registration desk.

368 SOCIALIZATION AS PROCESS: THE ROLE OF AGENTS AND CULTURE IN SOCIAL INTERACTION
Columbian
Organizers: KAREN A WATSON-GEGEO (Harvard) and STEPHEN T BOGGS (Hawaii)
Chair: KAREN A WATSON-GEGEO
2:00 STEPHEN T BOGGS Culture and Socialization: A Process Approach
2:15 DAVID Y H WU and WEI-LAN WU (East-West Center) Childrearing in China: The Issue of the One-Child Family
2:30 KAREN A WATSON-GEGEO and DAVID W GEGEO (Boston) Family Differences in Goals and Strategies for Interaction: Theoretical Implications for Socialization and Language Acquisition
2:45 Question Period/2:50 Break
3:00 KATHERINE DEMUTH (Indiana) On Becoming Well Behaved: Linguistic Strategies Used in Communicating Social Norms and Values to Basotho Children
3:15 MAXWELL M KATZ and DAVID FORBES (Harvard) Socialization in the Peer Group: The Role of Disagreements
3:30 CHARLES L BRIGGS (Vassar) Repetition Elicitation Devices and the Acquisition of Meta-communicative Competence
3:45 Discussant: BAMBI B SCHIEFFELIN (Pennsylvania)
4:00- Discussion
4:30

369 INVITED SESSION PRIMATE MODELS FOR THE EVOLUTION OF HUMAN BEHAVIOR
(American Association of Physical Anthropologists) Grand Ballroom D North
Organizer/Chair: WARREN G KINZEY (City-CUNY)
2:00 S C STRUM (San Diego) and W MITCHELL (Michigan) Baboon Models and Muddles
2:15 NANCY M TANNER (UC-Santa Cruz) The Chimpanzee Model Revisited: Questions of Ancestral Retention and Parallel Evolution in Common and Pygmy Chimpanzee
2:30 RICHARD W WRANGHAM (Michigan) Apes as Archetypes for Human Behavior
2:45 WARREN G KINZEY An Adaptive Primate Model for Human Monogamy
3:00 Question Period/3:05 Break
3:15 ROBERT W SUSSMAN (Washington-St Louis) Species-Specific Dietary Patterns in Primate and Human Dietary Adaptations
3:30 JOHN G FLEAGLE (SUNY-Stony Brook) The Fossil Record of Primate Behavior
3:45 RICHARD POTTS (Yale) Archeological Reconstructions of Early Hominid Socioecology: A Critique of Primate Models
4:00- Discussion
4:30

Organizers/Chairs: ELIZABETH M EDDY (Florida) and ANDREW W MIRACLE JR (Texas Christian)
2:00 ELIZABETH EDDY Introduction
2:15 WILLIAM L PARTRIDGE (Georgia State) Culture, Community, and Corporation: Spheres of Interaction
2:30 DWIGHT L SCHMIDT (Florida) The Arensberg and Kimball Community Model as System
2:45 GWEN K NEVILLE (Southwestern) Learning Culture Through Ritual: The Family Reunion
3:00 Question Period/3:05 Break
3:15  FREDERICK D ERICKSON (Michigan State) Event Analysis and the Anthropology of Education
3:30  ALEXANDER MOORE (Southern California) The Task Force as a Model for Academic Departments
3:45  Discussant: CONRAD M ARENSBERG (Columbia)
4:00  Discussant: MARION L DOBBERT (Minnesota)
4:15- Discussion
4:45

371  INVITED SESSION: TOWARD A CRITICAL MEDICAL ANTHROPOLOGY  (Society for Medical Anthropology)  Atlanta
Organizers: JOHN H JOHNSEN (Utica) and HANS A BAER (Southern Mississippi)
Chair: HANS A BAER
2:00  HANS A BAER Toward a Critical Medical Anthropology
2:15  JOHN M DONAHUE (Trinity) The State, the People, and Health Care in Nicaragua
2:30  MERRILL SINGER (Connecticut) Toward a Political Economy of Alcoholism
2:45  MICHAEL FREEDMAN (Syracuse) and JOHN H JOHNSEN Popular Involvement in US Health Planning: An Investigation on the Results in a Health Systems Agency
3:00  LANI H DAVISON (Connecticut) Malnutrition in Haiti: A World-System Perspective
3:15  Question Period/3:20 Break
3:45  Discussant: RAY ELLING (Connecticut)
4:00  Discussant: CHARLES HUGHES (Utah)
4:15- Discussion
5:00

372  THE HONOR/SHAME COMPLEX AND THE CONCEPT OF MEDITERRANEAN UNITY  Columbus G
Organizers: DAVID D GILMORE, MARIKO TAMANOI and SARAH UHL (SUNY-Stony Brook)
Chair: DAVID D GILMORE
2:00  MICHAEL A MARCUS (HRAF) Honor and Social Change in a Region of Eastern Morocco
2:15  MARIKO TAMANOI The Moral System in Two Cultures: Mediterranean and Japan
2:30  MICHAEL HERZFELD (Indiana) On a Hardening of the Categories: The Horns of the Mediterraneanist Dilemma
2:45  DAVID D GILMORE Class Position and Notions of Honor/Shame in Andalusia
3:00  Question Period/3:05 Break
3:15  MAUREEN J GIOVANNINI (Boston) An Historical-Materialist Approach to the Honor/Shame Construct
3:30  J DAVIS (Kent, United Kingdom) State and Family in the Mediterranean
3:45  KATHLEEN KILLORIN (New Mexico) Regional Variations in the Honor-Shame Complex: The Case of Aragonese University Women
4:00  CAROL L DELANEY (Chicago) Seeds of Honor, Fields of Shame
4:15- Discussion
4:45

373  WORKSHOP: COMPUTER SIMULATION: CULTURAL EVOLUTION  Horner
Leaders: CARL L LEWIS (Genessee Community College), MICHAEL DAVIS and GENE MUEHLBAUER (Lake Forest College)
Attendance is by advance subscription.

374  THE STATE AND BEYOND: PROBLEMS AND PERSPECTIVES IN THE ETHNOGRAPHY OF POWER  Haymarket
Organizers: EDWARD C HANSEN (Queens/Grad Center-CUNY) and THOMAS M WILSON (Grad Center-CUNY)
Chair: EDWARD C HANSEN
2:45  JOSIAH HEYMAN (Grad Center-CUNY) Patterns of Locality and Vulnerability to Supra-local Decisions: The Case of the US-Mexican Border
3:00 GERALDINE GRANT (Queens-CUNY) Looking for a Home: International Migrants in Multiple Political Fields
3:15 I W TWIG JOHNSON (USAID) The State Is Not Omnipotent: Problems and Perspectives in Development Policy
3:30 GARY W MCDONOGH (South Florida) History and Power: Themes of Group Identity Within the State
3:45 Question Period/3:50 Break
4:00 EDWARD C HANSEN and THOMAS M WILSON Citizen and Constituencies in Ireland and Spain Since the Formation of the EEC
4:15 ALESSANDRO SCASSELLATI (Grad Center-CUNY) The EEC, Major Capital Groups, and Political Constituencies: The Italian Case
4:30 Discussant: JOHN COLE (Massachusetts-Amherst)
4:45 Discussion
5:00

375 SOCIETY FOR PSYCHOLOGICAL ANTHROPOLOGY Wright
3:00 Meeting of the Executive Board

376 AUSTRONESIAN CULTURES AND THE CONCEPT OF PLACE Grand Ballroom A
Organizers/Chairs: LAMONT C LINDSTROM and NANCY M LUTZ (Tulsa)
3:00 JOAN LARCOM (Mount Holyoke) Putting Kinship in Its Place: An Example from Mewun, Vanuatu
3:15 ROBERT L RUBINSTEIN (Philadelphia Geriatric Center) Notions of Place and Person on Malo, Vanuatu
3:30 LAMONT C LINDSTROM Place and Landscape on Tanna (Vanuatu)
3:45 NANCY M LUTZ The Ritual Definition of Place in Adonara
4:00 ELIZABETH G TRAUBE (Chicago) The Empty Center: Place and Time in Mambai Narrative Discourse
4:15 THOMAS P GIBSON (London School of Economics) Space, Spirits, Sacrifice, and Society Among the Buid of Mindoro, Philippines
4:30 Discussion
5:00

377 METALANGUAGE Gold Coast
Organizers/Chairs: BRUCE MANNHEIM (Michigan) and STEVEN FELD (Pennsylvania)
3:00 BRUCE MANNHEIM Emic Metalanguages
3:15 DENNIS TEDLOCK (Boston) The Origin and Nature of Speech Among the Quiche Maya
3:30 G H HERDT (Stanford) Metaframes for Subjective and Intersubjective Accounts: Some Melanesian Examples
3:45 ARJUN APPADURAI (Pennsylvania) Agricultural Discourse and Social Science Talk: An Example from India
4:00 Question Period/4:05 Break
4:15 BARBARA TEDLOCK (Tufts) The Metalanguage of Zuni Aesthetics
4:30 STEVEN FELD Kaluli Musical Discourse and Discourse About Music
4:45 Discussant: ELLEN B BASSO (Arizona)
5:00 Discussant: JAMES BOON (Cornell)
5:15 Discussion
5:30

378 XXIIND CONFERENCE ON AMERICAN INDIAN LANGUAGES: THE FORMAL ANALYSIS OF DISCOURSE (Society for the Study of the Indigenous Languages of the Americas)
Belmont
Organizer: VICTOR GOLLA (George Washington)
Chair: HARRIET E MANELIS KLEIN (Montclair State)
3:00 DAVID L SHAUL (UC-Berkeley) A Sociolinguistic Analysis of Hopi Radio Commercials
3:15 AMELIA RECTOR BELL (Rochester) To Clear the Path: Creek Oratory and the Politics of Peace
3:30 BARIK VAN WINKLE (Chicago) Where It's At: Giving Spatial Directions in Washoe English
3:45 Question Period/3:50 Break
4:00 VIRGINIA D HYMES (Pennsylvania) Poetic and Rhetorical Structure in Warm Springs Sahaptin Narratives
4:15 JUDITH BERMAN (Pennsylvania) Deictic Auxiliaries and Discourse Marking in Boas’ Kwak’wala Texts
4:30 STEVEN M EGESDAL (Hawaii) Indefinite Agent Inflection in Thompson Salish Narrative
4:45 Discussion
5:00

379 EDUCATION FOR THE MEDICAL SHAMAN: ISSUES IN PRIMARY CARE MEDICAL EDUCATION (Council on Anthropology and Education) Picasso Organizer/Chair: MARGARET A GARBERINA (New Mexico)
3:30 ROBERT F HILL (Oklahoma) Long-Term Adaptation to Interfamilial Sexual Abuse: Implications for Medical Training
3:45 MARIO F PACHECO (New Mexico) A Field-Based Medical Education Program for Teaching Community Medicine and Epidemiology: A Case Study
4:00 ALONZO C ATENCIO (New Mexico) Medical Student Characteristics Affecting Future Health Care Delivery: Implications for Medical Education
4:15 MARGARET A GARBERINA Alternatives in Medical Education
4:30 Discussant: OTTO VON MERING (Florida)
4:45 Discussion
5:00

380 A PHOTOGRAPHER’S CONTRIBUTION TO ANTHROPOLOGY Organizer/Chair: RAY BARNHARDT (Alaska)
3:00 JOHN COLLIER JR (San Francisco) Searching for Principles of Human Development and Education
3:15 MALCOLM COLLIER (San Francisco) Perspectives on Crosscultural Relations and Change
3:30 RAY BARNHARDT John Collier, Jr and Crosscultural Education in Alaska
3:45 Discussant: JOHN ADAIR (Alaska)
4:00 Discussant: DON RUNDSTROM (Santa Fe, NM)
4:15 Discussant: RON RUNDSTROM (Santa Fe, NM)
4:30 Discussion
5:00

3:30 BRIAN TORREN (Sperry Corporation) Robots: Past, Present, Future
3:45 ARTHUR HARKINS Ethnorobotics Through Ethnotronics
4:00 BEATRICE MILLER (Qualitative Systems Analysts, Madison, WI) Robotized Wheaties: The Next “Breakfast of Champions”?
4:15 ROBERT J MILLER No People Need Apply: The Factory as Robot
4:30 Discussant: RODNEY C KIRK (Central Michigan)
4:45 Discussant: MORTON KLASS (Columbia)
5:00 Discussion
5:15

382 RITUAL San Francisco Chair: JAMES PEACOCK (North Carolina-Chapel Hill)
3:30 PAMELA R FRESE (Sweet Briar) The Symbol Complex in American Life Cycle Rituals
3:45 PAMELA QUAGGIOnO (Columbia) Symbolic Communication in Domestic Religious Ritual: Food Altars to St Joseph in Sicily
4:00 STEPHEN D GLAZIER (Connecticut) “Syncretism” in Afro-Caribbean Religions
4:15 N ROSS CRUMRINE (Victoria) The Fiesta-Drama, Cultural Survival, and Enduring Peoples: Northwest Mexico and Peru
4:30 JOHN HOMIAK (Brandeis) Africa Rejoined: Symbols of Ritual Transition in Rastafari Culture
4:45 JAY C FIKES (Michigan) Huichol Indian Cosmology, Ritual, and Ecological Adaptation
5:00 Discussion
5:15

383 QUAKER ANTHROPOLOGISTS Addams
5:30 Informal discussion
7:00 Organizer: PEGGY SANDAY (Pennsylvania)

384 NEW PERSPECTIVES IN ARCHEOLOGY: THE VIEW ON THE HILL Atlanta
5:30 Congress passes laws, including appropriations for federal agencies, that affect the
7:00 conduct of archeology in the US. This informal discussion provides an opportunity for ar·
cheologists and others with direct experience on Capitol Hill to discuss their views with
interested colleagues.
Chair: LESLIE E WILDESEN (AAA Congressional Fellow)
Participants: RUTHANN KNUDSON (Woodward-Clyde Consultants Inc), PHILIP SPESER
(Foresight), LORETTA NEUMANN (House Interior Committee Staff), ALAN DOWNER (Il·
inois Department of Conservation), FRED WENDORF (Southern Methodist)

385 THE THREAT TO HUMAN SURVIVAL: ANALYZING AND ORGANIZING AGAINST
5:30 NUCLEAR WAR (Anthropologists for Human Survival) Columbus G
7:00 Informal discussion about the role of anthropologists in the face of rapidly increasing
preparations for nuclear war; topics also to include war preparation, psychic numbing,
and the progress and problems encountered in organizing Anthropologists for Human
Survival.
Organizer: NINA SCHILLER
Chairs: DAVID SURREY (St Peters College) and HANNAH LESSINGER (Columbia)

386 COUNCIL ON ANTHROPOLOGY AND EDUCATION Columbus I
5:30 Presidential Address and business meeting.
7:00 Chair: JEAN J SCHENSUL (Connecticut)
     Presidential Address: GEORGE SPINDLER (Stanford)

387 SOCIETY FOR THE ANTHROPOLOGY OF VISUAL COMMUNICATION San Francisco
5:30 Business meeting
7:00 Chair: JACK R ROLLWAGEN (SUNY-Brockport)

388 SOCIETY FOR PSYCHOLOGICAL ANTHROPOLOGY New Orleans
5:30 Business meeting
7:00 Chair: BEATRICE B WHITING (Harvard)

NEW INTERNATIONAL JOURNAL OF AMERICAN LINGUISTICS Wright
5:30 Meeting of the Editorial Board
7:00

389 SOCIETY FOR MEDICAL ANTHROPOLOGY Toronto
5:30 Business meeting
7:00 Chair: BENJAMIN D PAUL (Stanford)

SATURDAY EVENING, NOVEMBER 19

390 FILM SCREENINGS Regency Ballroom D
Organizer: PETER S ALLEN (Rhode Island College)
6:00 THE WATER OF WORDS: A CULTURAL ECOLOGY OF A SMALL ISLAND IN EASTERN
INDONESIA (Documentary Educational Resources) Toby Volkman
6:30 THE MEDIUM IS THE MASSEUSE: A BALINESE MASSAGE (Documentary Educational
Resources) Toby Volkman
7:00 FELIX SANCHEZ (UC Extension Media Center) Dan Bickley
7:30 HAA SHAGOON (UC Extension Media Center) Dan Bickley
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8:00 GREAT BRANCHES, NEW ROOTS: THE HMONG FAMILY (Hmong Film Project) Rita LaDoux
8:30 MAN OF LIGHTNING Gary Moss

NEW INTERNATIONAL UNION OF ANTHROPOLOGICAL AND ETHNOLOGICAL SCIENCES
6:30 COMMISSION ON THE STUDY OF PEACE Buckingham
Chair: M MARGARET CLARK (UC-San Francisco)
Open meeting to discuss the organization and activities of the Commission

391 THE SOCIETY FOR HUMANISTIC ANTHROPOLOGY Columbian
7:00 No-host cash bar with musical, dance, and theatrical performances by anthropologists.

392 COUNCIL ON ANTHROPOLOGY AND EDUCATION Columbus K
7:00 No-host cash bar and roundtable discussions
1—Applying Educational Anthropology: Applications of Community Ethnography to Problems in Minority Education
Facilitators: CATHIE JORDAN and BARBARA HARRISON
2—Issues in Cognitive and Linguistic Studies of Education
Facilitators: JAMES L BUSCHMAN and SARAH MICHAELS
3—Beyond the College Classroom: Reaching New Audiences
Facilitators: PATRICIA J HIGGINS, RUTH O SELIG, ELLEN C K JOHNSON, and JOAN WIDER
4—Ethnographic Educational Evaluation: Multisite Analysis
Facilitators: DAVID FETTERMAN, ELAINE SIMON, and JEANNE FULGINITI
5—New Directions in Transnational and Crosscultural Issues in Education and Child Development
Facilitators: DANIEL A WAGNER, FRANK A SALAMONE, and MARGARET C WHEELER
6—Effective Teaching Strategies
Facilitators: JOHNNETTA B COLE and YOLANDA T MOSES
7—Culture and Ideology in Education
Facilitators: HENRY T TRUEBA, ABDIL ABEL MALDONADO-GUZMAN, and RICHARD A NAVARRO
8—Transitions Into Work for Women and Men
Facilitators: T VIRGINIA COX and MARGARET A EISENHART
9—Robotics and Communication
Facilitators: REED RINER and ROBERT J MILLER
10—Cultural Transmission: Ongoing and Needed Research
Facilitators: MARION LUNDY DOBBERT and FRED HESS

393 SOCIETY FOR MEDICAL ANTHROPOLOGY Hong Kong
7:00 No-host cash bar

394 SOCIETY FOR PSYCHOLOGICAL ANTHROPOLOGY New Orleans
7:00 No-host cash bar

395 PRESENTATION OF AWARDS and DISTINGUISHED LECTURE Regency Ballroom
9:00 Chair: NANCY O LURIE, President
Presentation of Awards
Stirling Award for Contributions to Psychological Anthropology. Presented for the Society for Psychological Anthropology by Naomi Quinn, Chair, Selection Panel.
Alfred Vincent Kidder Award. Presented for the American Anthropological Association by W James Judge, Member, Selection Panel.
WATSON SMITH
Margaret Mead Award. Presented for the Society for Applied Anthropology by Sue-Ellen Jacobs, President, and for the American Anthropological Association by Nancy O Lurie, President.
RUTHANN KNUDSON (Woodward-Clyde Consultants)
Distinguished Service Awards. Presented for the American Anthropological Association by Dell H Hymes, Chair, Selection Panel.

WILLIAM N FENTON (SUNY-Albany)
CHARLES F VOEGELIN and FLORENCE M VOEGELIN (Indiana)

Distinguished Lecture

Anti Anti-Relativism

CLIFFORD GEERTZ (Institute for Advanced Study, Princeton)

SUNDAY MORNING, NOVEMBER 20

400 FORUM OF PRESIDENTS Sandburg
8:00 Breakfast meeting

401 SOCIETY FOR MEDICAL ANTHROPOLOGY Wright
8:00 Meeting of the Executive Committee

NEW SOCIETY FOR APPLIED ANTHROPOLOGY Horner
8:00 Meeting of the Executive Committee

402 REPRODUCTIVE BIOLOGY AND SOCIOBIOLOGY Grand Ballroom D North
Chair: DANA RAPHAEL (Human Lactation Center)
8:00 MARJORIE R ESMAN (Louisiana State) "Cultural Fitness" and the Persistence of Cultural Systems
8:15 KATHLEEN M MACQUEEN (SUNY-Binghamton) The Effect of Loss of Estrus on Hominid Reproductive Strategies
8:30 MELISSA J KNAUER (Toronto) Breastfeeding and Postpartum Fertility in Canadian Urban Women
8:45 BETH A CONKLIN (UC-Berkeley/San Francisco) The Effect of Environmental Illumination on Menstrual Periodicity
9:00- MARILYN L POLAND (Wayne State) Variation in Human Semen Quality Over Time
9:15

403 ANTHROPOLOGICAL TEACHING AND REPORTING Columbus K
Chair: JUDITH A SHULIMSON (Eskimo Heritage Program)
8:00 JUDITH A SHULIMSON Training Indigenous Fieldworkers for Cultural Research
8:15 JOHN D RHOADES (St John Fisher) Validity and the Contexts of Ethnography
8:30 PAUL R TURNER (Arizona) The Anthropology of Anthropologists
8:45 TIMOTHY ASCH (Southern California) New Methods for Making Anthropological Film for Research and Teaching
9:00- PETER C BIELLA (Temple) Ilparakuyo Maasai Film Practice: Toward an Epistemology of Ethnographic Film
9:15

404 EXPRESSIVE MANIPULATION IN VERBAL ART Belmont
Chair: THOMAS KOCHMAN (Illinois-Chicago)
8:15 VERA MARK (Texas-Austin) Multifunctional Views of Gascon Verbal Art
8:30 JOAN E GROSS (Texas) Many Voices from One: Linguistic Manipulation by Liegeois Puppeteers
8:45 MARY F DILLON (Chicago) The Structuring of Narrative in Relationships: Teller, Audience, and Characters in Aymara Narrative
9:00 THOMAS D BLAKELY (Brigham Young) For Listening Eyes: Interpretation of Language and Gesture in Central African Palavers
9:15 WILLIAM H MCKELLIN (Toronto) Story and Allegory: Manipulating Genres in Managalese Oratory
9:30- Discussion
9:45
405  CHINESE FAMILY UNDER MODERNIZATION  Columbus I
Organizer: SHU-MIN HUANG (Iowa State)
Chair: BERNARD GALLIN (Michigan State)
8:00  BERNARD WONG (Wisconsin) Immigration Policies, Economic Adaptation, and the
Chinese-American Family
8:15  CHUNG-MIN CHEN (Ohio State) Agricultural Reform and Its Impacts on Chinese Family
8:30  SHU-MIN HUANG Diversifying Rural Farm Families in Taiwan
9:00  Discussant: FRED CHIU (Chicago)
9:15-  Discussion
9:30

406  ISSUES IN ENVIRONMENTAL ANTHROPOLOGY: SOCIAL AND CULTURAL IMPACTS
OF SURFACE MINING  (Committee of Anthropologists in Environmental Planning)
Acapulco
Organizer/Chair: BENITA J HOWELL (Tennessee-Knoxville)
8:00  BENITA J HOWELL Introduction
8:15  THOMAS J MALONEY (Southern Illinois-Edwardsville) EXMIBAUINCO: Regional and Na­
tional Impact of Nickel Mining in East-Central Guatemala Since 1955
8:30  DARREL MILLER (William and Mary) Gold Mining in the Brazilian Amazon: Economic and
Social Effects
8:45  LYNN ARNOLD ROBBINS (Western Washington) The Crow-Shell Oil Coal Mine: Social
Impact Planning
9:00  Question Period/9:05 Break
9:15  Film: HELEN M LEWIS (Appalshop Films) Strip Mining in Appalachia
9:45  HELEN M LEWIS Commentary on Film
10:00  USHER FLEISING (Calgary) Community Relocation in the Western Canadian Coal Fields: A
Case Study
10:15  Discussant: RICHARD N LERNER (Army Corps of Engineers)
10:30-  Discussion
10:45

407  BRIEF RESEARCH REPORTS: ARCHEOLOGY  Columbus G
Chair: PRESTON STALEY (Illinois-Urbana-Champaign)
8:00  Introductory Remarks
8:10  JONATHAN E BOWEN (Ohio Historical Society) The Return of the “Hill People”: Late
Woodland People in an Upper Mississippian World
8:20  WILLIAM ANDREFSKY JR (SUNY-Binghamton) Lithic Raw Material Use and Prehistoric
Interaction Networks
8:30  HARRY O HOLSTEIN (Jacksonville State) Lithic Scatters and Ceramic Spatters, the
Prehistoric Cultural Dynamics of Minor Tributary Sites in Northeast Alabama
8:40  SALLY MCBREARTY (Illinois-Urbana-Champaign) The Sangoan/Middle Stone Age Transi­
tion at the Muguruk River Site, Western Kenya
8:50  ERIC N VAN HARTESVELDT (Missouri-Columbia) Acculturation in Roman Britain, or Why
the Natives Stayed Native
9:00  RALPH M ROWLETT (Missouri-Columbia) Titelberg Iron Age Mint Foundry Complex
9:10  CAROLINE S STEELE (SUNY-Binghamton) Rise and Fall as a Core-Periphery
Phenomenon
9:20-  ØYSTEIN LABIANCA (Andrews) The Return of the Nomad: An Analysis of the Process of
Bedouinization in Jordan
9:30

408  PLURALISTIC HEALTH CARE DELIVERY  Gold Coast
Chair: NOEL J CHRISMAN (Washington)
8:00  ELIZABETH L BRUTVAN (Governors State) Changing Priorities of the Allied Health Practi­
tioner
8:15  NOEL J CHRISMAN Popular Health Care Among Medical Patients
8:30  JACQUELYN SLOMKA (Michigan) Interactions of Indigenous and Scientific Medical
Beliefs and Practices in a Moroccan City
9:00  SUE G LURIE (Oklahoma) and GORDON A LURIE (Toronto) Negotiating Situated Roles in
a Transitional Health Care System: Emerging Professionalization of Nursing in Hong
Kong
9:15  CAROL B FAAS (Florida) Hawking Health Within Chiropractic Practice-Building Seminars: Moving Beyond Health Professional Marginality
9:30  TONI TRIPP-REIMER and MIRIAM MARTIN (Iowa) Utilization of Health Care Practitioners Among Four Ethnic Groups of European Descent
9:45- Discussion
10:00  409  ANTHROPOLOGY OF SOCIAL CLASS  Haymarket
   Chair: RUBIE S WATSON (Pittsburgh)
   8:15  MICHAEL L BLIM (Temple) Industrialization and Class Structure in Central Italy
   8:30  JOHN Eidson (Cornell) Lower Middle-Class Culture?
   8:45  KANIKA SIRCAR (Chicago) Perceptions of "The Countryside" and Community Structure in England
   9:00  ELVIN HATCH (UC-Santa Barbara) Runholders and Settlers: Class Relations in Turn-of-the-Century Rural New Zealand
   9:15  Question Period/9:20 Break
   9:30  SUSAN GREENHALGH (UC-Berkeley) Inequality on Taiwan: Demographic or Social Differentiation?
   9:45  NATHANIAL C RAYMOND (Massachusetts-Boston) Class Change in Yucatan, Mexico
   10:00  DAVID S SURREY (St Peters) Networking by Class Among Vietnam-Era War Exiles in Canada
   10:15- Discussion
   10:30  410  COMPLEMENTARITY, GENDER, AND THE DIVISION OF LABOR IN THE SOUTHERN ANDES  Grand Ballroom B
   Organizers: DEBORAH CARO (Johns Hopkins) and MARY ANN MEDLIN (North Carolina-Chapel Hill)
   Chair: BILLIE JEAN ISBELL (Cornell)
   8:00  MARY ANN MEDLIN Weaving Relations: Women, Kin, and Status in Calcha, Bolivia
   8:15  CATHERINE J ALLEN (George Washington) "The Mamakkuna Wouldn't Like It": Female Power in an Andean Community
   8:30  INGE M HARMAN (Cornell) Women and Cooperative Work in the Southern Bolivian Andes
   8:45  DEBORAH CARO Land Tenure and Women's Status Among Alpaca Herders in the Southern Andes
   9:00  Question Period/9:05 Break
   9:15  VALERIE ESTES (UC-Berkeley) Separate Purse Strings: Household Economic Organization Among Women Factory Workers in La Paz, Bolivia
   9:30  Discussant: LIBBETT CRANDON (Connecticut)
   9:45  Discussant: KAY B WARREN (Princeton)
   10:00- Discussion
   10:15  411  MEDICAL ANTHROPOLOGY—I  Skyway Suite 265
   Chair: ANN C BURSON (Illinois-Chicago)
   8:00  HOLLY PETERS-GOLDEN (Johns Hopkins) Media Portrayal of Cancer: Divergent Perceptions of Healthy Individuals and Breast Cancer Patients
   8:15  DOUGLAS A FELDMAN (John Jay-CUNY) AIDS: Differential Response to a Health Epidemic
   8:30  EILEEN VAN SCHAIK (Kentucky) The Meaning of Nerves in Eastern Kentucky
   8:45  CECIL G HELMAN (London) "Real Angina," "Pseudo-Angina" and "Folk Angina": The Interplay of Lay and Medical Explanatory Models
   9:00  Question Period/9:05 Break
   9:15  JILL E KORBIN and PAMELA M ZAHOREK (Case Western Reserve) Health Beliefs and Behaviors Among US Urban School Children
   9:30  SETHA M LOW (Pennsylvania) Cultural Symptoms and Symbolic Meanings: A Crosscultural Examination of "Nervios"
   9:45  CAROLYN L OLSEN, R B ROTHENBERG, J COHEN and E BRADLEY (New York Health Department) Social Variables and Health Outcome Among Diabetics Attending a Diabetes Education Program
10:00  RUTH P WILSON (Stanford) Health Beliefs, Health Behavior, and Hypertension in Urban Black American Communities
10:15  BRUCE A BERNSTEIN (Connecticut) Why Do Haitians in Immokalee, Florida Have Such Low Blood Pressure?

412  DEFINITIONAL ISSUES OF CULTURAL TRANSMISSION/ACQUISITION—I (Council on Anthropology and Education) Columbian
Organizer/Chair: G ALFRED HESS JR (Northwestern)
8:00  MARION LUNDY DOBBERT and MARY ANNE PITMAN (Minnesota) Testing a Systems-Based Theory of Cultural Transmission: The Holistic Definition of Patterning
8:15  DEBRA G DAVIDSON (North Carolina-Chapel Hill) Transmission of Gender Role Knowledge
8:30  DOROTHY HOLLAND (North Carolina-Chapel Hill) and MARGARET EISENHART (Virginia Polytechnic Institute) Peer Groups and Culture Acquisition
8:45  Question Period/8:50 Break
9:00  KATHRYN M BORMAN (Cincinnati) Cultural Transmission in the Workplace
9:15  NORRIS BROCK JOHNSON (North Carolina-Chapel Hill) Cro-Magnon Art, Upper Paleolithic Caves, and the Transmission of Culture
9:30  SHERRIE K AKINSANYA (Lagos) Defining Cultural Transmission for Classroom Teachers
9:45  Question Period/9:50 Break
10:00 WILLIAM G BYRNE (Olive-Harvey) Defining the Area of Research: Educational Anthropology and Curriculum Transmission/Acquisition
10:15  Discussant: GEORGE SPINDLER (Stanford)
10:30  Discussion
11:00

413  SIGN LANGUAGE EVOLUTION: IMPLICATIONS FOR LINGUISTIC THEORY  Water Tower
Organizers/Chairs: WILLIAM WASHABAUGH (Wisconsin-Milwaukee) and ADAM KENDON (Connecticut College)
8:30  WILLIAM WASHABAUGH The Role of Community in Sign Language Evolution
8:45  NANCY FRISHBERG (New York, NY) Sign Language Evolution: The Case of Adamorobe, Ghana
9:00  DEBRA STEPHENS and KEVIN TUITE (Chicago) Metaphoric Gesture
9:15  SUSAN J GOLDIN-MEADOW (Chicago) Language Development Without a Language Model
9:30  Question Period/9:35 Break
9:45  KENNETH KAYE (Northwestern) How Adults Prepare Infants to Receive Language
10:00 ADAM KENDON How Gestures Can Become Like Words
10:15 WILIAM C STOKOE (Gallaudet) Gestural Survivals of Language
10:30 MICHAEL JUSTIN (Wisconsin-Milwaukee) Patterns of Emblematization Variation
10:45  Discussant: JANE M HILL (Wayne State)
11:00  Discussant: NAOMI BARON (Brown)
11:15  Discussion
11:30

414  ETHNOSOCIOTOLOGY AND RELATED APPROACHES TO INDIAN CULTURE  Grand Ballroom D South
Organizer/Chair: MICHAEL MOFFAT (Rutgers)
8:30  MICHAEL MOFFATT Ethnosciology as a Paradigm
8:45  JOAN G MILLER (Chicago) The Developmental Acquisition of American and Hindu Cultural Conceptions of the Person
9:00  JUDY F PUGH (British Columbia) Subjectivity, Illness, and Change: Five Scenes from Contemporary Ayurveda
9:15  RICHARD KURIN (Southern Illinois-Carbondale) Humoral Thought in Hindu and Muslim Ethnosociologies
9:30  Question Period/9:35 Break
9:45  MARGARET EGNOR (Hobart and William Smith) Love in a Tamil Family
10:00  MELINDA A MOORE (Chicago) The House Is the Center: Geography and Relatedness in Kerala Hindu Culture
10:15  GLORIA G RAHEJA (Colgate) Auspiciousness in North Indian Social Life
10:30  FRÉDÉRIQUE APPFEL MARGLIN (Smith) The Hindu Single Goddesses: Marriage and Malevolence Revisited
10:45  NICHOLAS B DIRKS (Caltech) Lineages and Subcastes in a Tamil Little Kingdom: Ethnosociology in an Historical Dimension
11:00  Discussant: PAULINE KOLENDA (Houston)
11:15  Discussant: OWEN LYNCH (New York)
11:30  Discussion
12:00  

NEW PLACEMENT SERVICE WORKSHOP 8: CULTURAL RESOURCE MANAGEMENT
9:00  Leader: ANNETTA CHEEK (National Park Service)
11:00  Exploring opportunities in cultural resource management, in both the public and private sectors. Attendance is by registration only. For more information, see staff at the Placement Service Center registration desk.

415 WHAT'S IN IT FOR THE LOCALS: APPLIED ANTHROPOLOGY'S ROLE IN DEVELOPMENTAL CHANGE
Acapulco
Chair: CONRAD ARENSBERG (Columbia)
11:00  DAVID L BROWMAN (Washington-St Louis) Pastoralism and Development in the Andean Altiplano
11:30  SUSAN STONICH DUDA (Kentucky) The Importance of Highland Cultivators to Economic Development in Southern Honduras
11:45  LORETTA A RYAN (Columbia) The Uses of History in Urban Change
12:00  VERONICA M FRIEL-SIMON (Arlington, VA) Planning and Design of Foreign Aid Housing in Developing Countries Needs Anthropological Participation
12:00  Discussion
12:30  

416 THE CHANGING CARIBBEAN: ANTHROPOLOGICAL ISSUES AND APPROACHES
Toronto
Organizers/Chairs: LINDA BASCH (UNITAR) and FRANK MCGLYNN (Pittsburgh-Greensburg)
8:00  LINDA BASCH Caribbean Migration Research: Prevailing Views and Alternative Models
8:15  FRANK MCGLYNN Rural Production and Reproduction: History and Political Economy in the Caribbean
8:30  ELISABETH H OAKES (Massachusetts) Class Theory in the Caribbean
8:45  DIANE J AUSTIN (Sydney) Social and Symbolic Change Among Pentecostalists in Urban Jamaica
9:00  A LYN BOLLES (Bowdoin) The Caribbean Super-Woman: Myth or Reality
9:15  Question Period/9:20 Break
9:30  SUSAN LOWES (Columbia) The Formation of a “Brown” Middle Class in Antigua, West Indies, 1830–1930
9:45  FRANK E MANNING (Western Ontario) The Politics of Carnival
10:00  FAYE V HARRISON (Stanford) The Politics of Social Outlawry in Urban Jamaica
10:15  GLENN R SMUCKER (Milwaukee, WI) Politics and Class Differentiation in Rural Haiti
10:30  Discussant: JOHNETTA B COLE (Massachusetts-Amherst)
10:45  Discussant: SIDNEY MINTZ (Johns Hopkins)
11:00  Discussant: VERA RUBIN (Research Institute for the Study of Man)
11:15  Discussant: RAYMOND T SMITH (Chicago)
11:30  Discussion
12:00  

### INVITED SESSION ANTHROPOLOGY AND EPIDEMIOLOGY: DIALOGUE AND DEBATE

(Society for Medical Anthropology) Grand Ballroom A
Organizers: SANDRA M GIFFORD (UC-San Francisco/Berkeley) and RONALD STALL (UC-San Francisco)
Chair: CRAIG R JANES (UC-San Francisco)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Time</th>
<th>Session Title</th>
<th>Presenter(s)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>8:30</td>
<td>Dilemmas in Anthropodemology</td>
<td>SANDRA M GIFFORD</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8:45</td>
<td>All that Man Holds Dear: An Ethnohistory of Mortality Statistics in 1870s San Francisco</td>
<td>LINNEA KLEE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9:00</td>
<td>The Contributions of Anthropology to Health Services Epidemiology</td>
<td>JAMES A TROSTLE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9:15</td>
<td>Cultural Categories and Epidemiology: Illness, Disease, and Back Pain</td>
<td>KIDY CORBED</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9:30</td>
<td>Question Period/9:35 Break</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9:45</td>
<td>&quot;Stress,&quot; Health, and Disease: Patterns of Illness Among Samoan Migrants to California</td>
<td>CRAIG R JANES</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10:00</td>
<td>The Influence of Socioeconomic Variables on the Nutrient Intakes of White Women and Black Women</td>
<td>MARY LAGIOS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10:15</td>
<td>Alcohol Use and Aging: Medical Anthropology and the Elucidation of an Etiological Framework</td>
<td>RONALD STALL</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10:30</td>
<td>Ethnomedicine and Its Contribution to the Epidemiology of Infectious Diseases</td>
<td>MARILYN K NATIONS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10:45</td>
<td>Discussant: FREDERICK L DUNN (UC-San Francisco)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11:00</td>
<td>Discussant: LOUISA FLANDER (UC-San Francisco)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11:15</td>
<td>Discussant: MICHAEL GORMAN (Centers for Disease Control-Atlanta)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11:30</td>
<td>Discussion</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### ECONOMIC BOOM AND BUST: ETHNIC ADAPTATIONS IN THE MOTOR CITY

Field Organizer/Chair: RORY M BOLGER (Corktown Citizens’ District Council)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Time</th>
<th>Session Title</th>
<th>Presenter(s)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>8:00</td>
<td>Ethnic Interactions in Detroit’s Oldest Neighborhood</td>
<td>RORY M BOLGER</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8:15</td>
<td>Grass Roots Community Organization as a Vehicle for Change</td>
<td>RICHARD D ROBINSON</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8:30</td>
<td>Povetown Lives</td>
<td>RICHARD T WIESKE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8:45</td>
<td>Film: Povetown Lives' (52 min)</td>
<td>RICHARD T WIESKE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9:40</td>
<td>Question Period/9:50 Break</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10:00</td>
<td>Native Americans in Detroit, 1850-1900</td>
<td>C DAVID TEETER</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10:30</td>
<td>Biographical Vignettes as a Device for Description and Analysis of Ethnic Adaptation: Muslims in Old Detroit</td>
<td>BARBARA BILGE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10:45</td>
<td>Factors Contributing to the Rapid Assimilation of Maltese Immigrants in Detroit</td>
<td>JUDITH M CALLEJA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11:00</td>
<td>Discussant: CAROLYN CAMPBELL (Wayne State)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11:15</td>
<td>Discussant: BARBARA C ASWAD (Wayne State)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11:30</td>
<td>Discussant: DAVID HARTMAN (Virginia Commonwealth)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11:45</td>
<td>Discussion</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### JAPANESE IN LATIN AMERICA: ACCOMMODATION, ACCULTURATION, ASSIMILATION

Buckingham
Organizers/Chairs: JAMES P ITO-ADLER (Harvard) and STEPHEN I THOMPSON (Oklahoma)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Time</th>
<th>Session Title</th>
<th>Presenter(s)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>8:30</td>
<td>Ethnicity and Migration: Japanese Assimilation in Mexico</td>
<td>RAMON GUERRA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8:45</td>
<td>Japanese Adaptation in Cuba</td>
<td>DENNISON NASH</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9:00</td>
<td>Cultural Principles from Landscape Change: The Japanese in Paraguay</td>
<td>NORMAN R STEWART</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9:15</td>
<td>Ethnicity and Social Exclusion Among Japanese-Brazilians</td>
<td>ENYA P FLORES-MEISER</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9:30</td>
<td>Question Period/9:35 Break</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
9:45  JOHN B CORNELL (Texas-Austin) Ethnic, Class, and Family Relations in Japanese Survivor Colonies in the Noroeste and Alta Paulista Frontier, Sao Paulo State, Brazil
10:00  JAMES P ITO-ADLER The Japanese in Brazil: A Middleman Minority?
10:15  STEPHEN I THOMPSON Ethnic Persistence: Japanese in Peru and Bolivia
10:30  Discussant: SYLVIA YANAGISAKO (Stanford)
10:45  Discussant: GEORGE L HICKS (Brown)
11:00  Discussion
11:30  

420  ANTHROPOLOGY AND INTERNATIONAL BUSINESS (Association for Anthropological Diplomacy, Politics and Society) New Orleans
Organizer/Chair: HENDRICK SERRIE (Eckerd)
8:30  HENDRICK SERRIE Anthropology and International Business: An Overview
8:45  WALTER J DICKIE (Creative Research Associates) American People: A Native Model from the Business World
9:00  JOHN F SHERRY JR (Florida) "Taking Care of Business": Union Circumvention of Occupational Programming
9:15  Question Period/9:20 Break
9:30  DIANE Z WILHELM (Middlesex County College) Does Anything Go On Saturday Night: An Analytical Model
9:45  MARGO L SMITH (Northeastern Illinois) Culture in International Business
10:00  JO R RODGERS (Cal State-Hayward) Managing the Multinational Firm: Corporate Training Programs
10:15  MARLYS MCCLARAN (UC-Los Angeles) Product Life Cycle and Ethnography
10:30  ELIZABETH B SUMNER-FAUST (Syracuse and Mater Dei) Externalities of American-Guatemalan Agribusiness
10:45  Discussant: RICHARD W STOFFLE (Wisconsin-Parkside)
11:00  Discussion
11:30  

421  SHORT COURSE: OPPORTUNITIES IN DEVELOPMENT ANTHROPOLOGY (Washington 9:00- Association of Professional Anthropologist) Du Sable
2:00  Leader: JOHN MASON
Attendance is by advance registration only

422  WORKSHOP: HOW TO FIND AND OBTAIN A JOB WITH THE FEDERAL GOVERNMENT (Washington Association of Professional Anthropologist) McCormick
9:00-  Chairs: ROBERT WULFF (HUD) and HAL VREELAND (NIMH)
5:00  Attendance is by advance registration only

423  WORKSHOP: MICROCOMPUTER APPLICATIONS FOR ANTHROPOLOGY (Washington 9:00- Association of Professional Anthropologists) Burnham
5:00  Chair: JEROME SMITH (South Florida)
Attendance is by advance registration only

424  COUNCIL ON ANTHROPOLOGY AND EDUCATION Ogden
9:00  Meeting of the Board of Directors

425  ARCHEOLOGY AND EDUCATION: A SUCCESSFUL COMBINATION FOR PRECOLLEGIATE STUDENTS (Council on Anthropology and Education) Columbus K
Organizer: KAREN ANN HOLM (Center for American Archeology)
Chair: PATRICIA J HIGGINS (SUNY-Plattsburgh)
9:30  STUART STRUEVER (Center for American Archeology and Northwestern) The Place of Precollegiate Archeological Education in an Independent Archeological Institution
9:45  JOHN K WHITE (Center for American Archeology) The Use of Precollegiate and Ethnographic Data in Crosscultural Education
10:00  CHARLES W MCNETT, LOUANA M LACKNEY and ANN S FERREN (American) Artifacts, Burials, and Computers: Teaching the ABCs
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Time</th>
<th>Event</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>10:15</td>
<td>BARBARA DYCICH (Wheaton-Warrenville District 200) Developing a Sequential Archeological Curriculum for Grades 6-12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10:30</td>
<td>KAREN ANN HOLM Preparing Teachers to Introduce Archeology into the Curriculum</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10:45</td>
<td>THOMAS GENN COOK (Center for American Archeology) Using Students in Research: The Lagoon Site</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11:00</td>
<td>Discussant: MARK COHEN (SUNY-Plattsburgh)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11:15</td>
<td>Discussion</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11:30</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>426</td>
<td>HEALTH CARE PROVIDERS IN A SOCIOCULTURAL CONTEXT (Council on Nursing and Anthropology) Picasso</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9:30</td>
<td>Organizers: SALLY A HUTCHINSON (Florida) and JANET E WANG (West Virginia)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9:45</td>
<td>Chair: SALLY HUTCHINSON</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10:00</td>
<td>JANE P LAFARGUE (Seattle) Resource Exchange Among Selected Health Care Providers in an Urban Setting</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10:15</td>
<td>PHYLLIS NOERAGER STERN (Dalhoosie) Networking: Strategies for Peer Support and Instruction</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10:30</td>
<td>CATHERINE WEST, VIRGINIA QUINN, SUSAN SCRIMSHAW (UC-Los Angeles) and RUTH ZAMBRANO (Wright Institute) Crosscultural Care in Obstetrics: An Example of Social Transformation of Medicine</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10:45</td>
<td>DEBORAH FIEDLER (Pittsburgh) Women in Medicine: Career Decision-Making and Perceptions of Role</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10:30</td>
<td>Question Period/10:35 Break</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10:45</td>
<td>JULIENE G LIPSON and SUSAN LEWITTER (UC-San Francisco) The Psychiatric Emergency Room: Staff Subculture</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11:00</td>
<td>SALLY A HUTCHINSON Nonprofessional Behavior Among Hospital-Based Nurses</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11:15</td>
<td>Discussant: PAM BRINK (Iowa)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11:30</td>
<td>Discussant: OTTO VON MERING (Florida)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11:45</td>
<td>Discussion</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12:00</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>427</td>
<td>LUST: TOWARD A SEMIOTICS OF DESIRE Grand Ballroom D North</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9:30</td>
<td>Organizers/Chairs: JOYCE CANAAN (Chicago) and JOHN KIRKPATRICK (Wesleyan)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9:45</td>
<td>JOYCE CANAAN Learning to Lust: The Process by Which American Suburban Middle-Class Teenagers Constitute Sexual Desire</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10:00</td>
<td>GEORGE LAKOFF (UC-Berkeley) The Sex-is-a-Destructive-Force Metaphor</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10:15</td>
<td>JOHN P CALAGIONE (Chicago) “I Know She’s Lookin’ at Me”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10:30</td>
<td>Question Period/10:35 Break</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10:45</td>
<td>JOHN KIRKPATRICK “Lust” and Marquesan Personhood</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11:00</td>
<td>SUSAN P MONTAGUE (Northern Illinois) Magi, Migi, Migai, Miegava: From Lust to Magic in the Trobriand Islands</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11:15</td>
<td>FITZ JOHN P POOLE (UC-San Diego) Folk Models of Eroticism in Mothers and Sons: Aspects of Sexuality Among Bimin-Kuskusmin</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11:30</td>
<td>Discussant: VINCENT CRAPANZANO (CUNY)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11:45</td>
<td>Discussion</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12:00</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>428</td>
<td>KOREAN PERSONHOOD: IN MEMORY OF YOUNGSOOK HARVEY-KIM—II (Anthropologists for Korean Studies) Columbus H</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9:00</td>
<td>Organizers: DON CHANG LEE (Georgia Southwestern) and CLARK W SORESEN (Vanderbilt)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9:15</td>
<td>Chair: GEORGE A DEVOS (UC-Berkeley)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9:30</td>
<td>C PAUL DREDGE (Northeastern) Negotiating Face in Korea</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9:45</td>
<td>LAUREL KENDALL (American Museum of Natural History) Old Ghosts and Ungrateful Children: A Korean Shaman’s Self-Diagnosis</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10:00</td>
<td>CHOONG SOON KIM (Tennessee-Martin) The Korean Value System Reflected in a Fortune-Telling Book</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10:00</td>
<td>CLARK W SORESEN The Myth of Princess Pari and the Self-Image of Korean Women</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10:00</td>
<td>Question Period/10:05 Break</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
10:15 MICHIO SUENARI (Sacred Heart) Age Order System in Korea
10:30 EUNHEE K YI (Arizona State) The Position of Women in East Asian Family System
11:00 Discussant: GEORGE A DEVOS
11:15 Discussion
11:45

429 RECENT ANTHROPOLOGICAL PERSPECTIVES ON HEALTH AND ETHNOMEDICINE AMONG HISPANICS Columbus G
Organizers/Chairs: MICHAEL H LOGAN (Tennessee) and BERNARD ORTIZ DE MONTELLANO (Wayne State)
9:45 ANTONIO N ZAVALAETA (Texas Southmost) Differential Changes in the Health Status of the Border Mexican-American Community: 1972-82
10:00 ARTHUR J RUBEL (UC-Irvine) Some Unexpected Health Consequences of Political Relations in Mexico
10:15 KAJA FINKLER (Eastern Michigan) Do Traditional Healers Know More than Their Patients?
10:30 BERNARD ORTIZ DE MONTELLANO and CAROL BROWNER (Wayne State) Herbal Remedies for Reproductive Health and Their Implications for Humoral Medicine
10:45 MICHAEL H LOGAN Multiple Uses for Epazote (Chenopodium Sp): Manifest and Latent Adaptations to Parasitization
11:00 ROBERT T TROTTER II (Pan American) A Risk Analysis of Mexican-American Home Remedies (Remedios Caseros)
11:15 Discussant: LINDA O WHITEFORD (South Florida)
11:30 Discussant: DOUGLAS UZZELL (South Florida)
11:45 Discussion
12:00

430 RESOURCE MANAGEMENT IN NATIVE AMAZONIAN SOCIETIES Columbus I
Organizer/Chair: ANTHONY W STOCKS (Idaho State)
9:45 RAYMOND B HAMES (Nebraska) Time Minimization and Protein Maximization in Amazonian Hunting and Fishing
10:00 LESLIE E SPONSEL (Hawaii) Rivers of Hunger
10:15 ANTHONY W STOCKS Resource Management in a Riverine Ecosystem: The Cocamilla Case
10:30 Question Period/10:35 Break
10:45 STEPHEN J BECKERMAN (Pennsylvania State) Optimal Foraging as Conservation Strategy Among the Colombian Bari
11:00 WARREN E DEBOER (CUNY) Cultural Adaptations in Amazonia: Problems of Focus and Scale
11:15 Discussant: JOHN BODLEY (Washington State)
11:30 Discussion
11:45 Discussion
12:00

431 EXECUTIVE BOARD OF THE ASSOCIATION Skyway Suite 273
10:00 Executive session

432 XXIIND CONFERENCE ON AMERICAN INDIAN LANGUAGES: MAYAN LINGUISTICS (Society for the Study of the Indigenous Languages of the Americas) Belmont
Organizer: VICTOR GOLLA (George Washington)
Chair: NORA C ENGLAND (Iowa)
10:00 JOHN S JUSTESON (New Paltz, NY) Hieroglyphic Evidence for Lowland Mayan Linguistic History
10:15 NICHOLAS A HOPKINS (UAM-Iztapalapa) Knowledge and Use of Dialect Variants in Lowland Chol
10:30 SUSAN M KNOWLES (UAM-Iztapalapa) Positional in Chontal Maya
10:45 CHARLES A HOFLING (Washington-St Louis) Transitivity and Irrealis Constructions in Itza Maya
11:00 JOHN A LUCY (Chicago and Center for Psychosocial Studies) Direct Report on Speech in Yucatec Maya
11:15 CAROL-JEAN MCGREEVY (Pittsburgh) Discourse Styles: Tzotzil Greetings as Ethnic Markers
11:30 Discussion
12:00

433 ETHNOGRAPHY AS A LITERARY FORM Gold Coast
Organizer/Chair: RICHARD M SWIDERSKI (Bridgewater State)
10:15 JOHN B GATEWOOD (Lehigh) A Short History of Ethnographic Genres, or Ways to Write About Other Peoples
10:30 ELLEN C K JOHNSON (Illinois-Urbana-Champaign) The Ethnographic Monograph: Window on Anthropology
10:45 NANCY J SCHMIDT (Harvard) Ethnographic Fiction: Anthropology's Hidden Literary Style
11:00 RICHARD M SWIDERSKI Tragic Ethnography: Literary Dimensions of Malinowski's Argonauts
11:15 RICHARD HANDLER (Lake Forest) and DANIEL SEGAL (Chicago) Jane Austen's Ethnographic Magic
11:30 GARY E DMYTRYK (Stanford) Structure in Post-Structuralist Anthropology
11:45 Discussion
12:00

434 REGIONAL AND HOUSEHOLD ECONOMICS AND WAGE LABOR Grand Ballroom B
Chair: LAUREL H BOSSEN (Pittsburgh)
10:30 JOHN R BORT (East Carolina) Bananas, Fish, and Yams: Adaptations to Wage Labor Involvement by the Guaymi Indians of the Valiente Peninsula, Bocas Del Toro, Panama
10:45 DEBRA SCHUMANN (Johns Hopkins) Family Labor Resources and Household Economic Strategy in a Mexican Ejido
11:00 BRIAN E SCHWIMMER (Manitoba) Local Investment Patterns in Bamenda, Cameroon
11:15 GREGOR DALLAS (Smith) Nineteenth-Century French Industrial Communities: Theoretical and Historical Approaches
11:30 EMLEN MYERS (SUNY-Binghamton) Pottery Production and Distribution in a Medieval Economy
11:45 Discussion
12:00

435 HISTORY OF ANTHROPOLOGY Haymarket
Chair: STAN C WILK (Lycoming)
10:45 NANCY J PAREZO (Arizona State Museum) The Shaping of Southwest Collections
11:00 STAN C WILK Science and Humanism: The Culture-Talk of Ruth Benedict and Leslie White
11:15 MINDIE LAZARUS-BLACK (Chicago) The Victorian Jural Legacy to Kinship Studies: Was Sir Henry Maine a Feminist?
11:30 CHARLES MORRISON (Michigan State) The Hutton Hiatus in Cambridge Anthropology
11:45 Discussion
12:00

436 CROSSCULTURAL STUDIES OF THE MENTAL HEALTH OF CHILDREN Skyway Suite 265
Chair: LINDA K GIRDNER (Illinois-Urbana-Champaign)
10:45 MAUREEN DURKIN-LONGLLEY (Columbia) Psychological Disorders Among Children in an Ethiopian Community
11:00 DANIEL R SCHEINFELD (Institute for Juvenile Research) A Social/Cultural Analysis of Staff's Emotional Reactions to Patients on a Children's Psychiatric Ward
11:15 KATHRYN HOPKINS KAVANAGH (UC-San Francisco) On Being an Enigma: The World of the Childhood Aphasic
11:30 SHARON MITCHELL (UC-Los Angeles) The Patterning of Symptoms of Depression and Anxiety Among Kikuyu Secondary School Students (Kenya)
11:45 Discussion
12:00
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437  FILM: THE TRAIL NORTH (Council on Anthropology and Education) Columbian
11:05  ROBERT ALVAREZ (Cal State-Sacramento) and PAUL ESPINOSA (KPBS-TV)
11:20-12:05  Film (45 min)

438  FILM: ROCK ART TREASURES OF ANCIENT AMERICA  Columbus K
11:35  DAVID S WHITLEY (UC-Los Angeles) and DAVE CALDWELL (Dave Caldwell Productions)
11:50  Film (25 min)
12:15-12:30  Discussion

439  CHILDREN'S NARRATIVES FROM A CROSSCULTURAL PERSPECTIVE (Council on Anthropology and Education Committee on Cognitive and Linguistic Studies) Buckingham
12:00-12:30  Tapes and transcripts of young children's narratives, based on fieldwork in the Solomon Islands, the Warm Springs Indian Reservation, an inner-city Chicago classroom, and a Soviet Union classroom, will be used to discuss transcription techniques and analyses and will be related to broader issues of socialization and access to educational opportunities.
Chair: SARAH MICHAELS (Harvard Graduate School of Education)
Participants: SUSAN PHILIPS (Arizona), KAREN WATSON-GECEO (Harvard), JAMES COLLINS (UC-Berkeley), and SARAH MICHAELS (Harvard)

440  THE HONOR/SHAME COMPLEX AND THE CONCEPT OF MEDITERRANEAN UNITY: A REEXAMINATION  Columbus H
12:00-12:30  Panel discussion to promote comparative, crosscultural and collaborative research among Europeanists and Islamicists concerned with Mediterranean themes. Using the honor/shame construct as a central motif, the panel explores problems of comparing notions of masculinity and femininity, social status, identity, and meaning throughout the area, to ultimately address the question of Mediterranean cultural "unity."
Organizer: M TAMANOI (SUNY-Stony Brook)
Chair: DAVID GILMORE (SUNY-Stony Brook)
Participants: MICHAEL MARCUS (HRAF), MARIKO TAMANOI, MICHAEL HERZFELD (Indiana), DAVID GILMORE, MARINA GIOVANNINI (Boston), and AMAL RASSAM (Queens-CUNY)

441  ETHNOGRAPHY AND POLITICAL PRACTICE IN US SOCIETY (Council on Anthropology and Education/Society for Applied Anthropology Joint Policy Committee on Culture and Bilingual Education) Water Tower
12:00-12:30  Informal discussion about the possibilities and problems of incorporating ethnographic research into programs of social, institutional, and political change in education and other areas of critical concern in US society.
Organizer: MARIETTA SARAVIA SHORE
Chair: ADRIAN T BENNETT (Center for Puerto Rican Studies, Hunter College)

442  THE TRAIL NORTH (Council on Anthropology and Education) Columbian
12:15-12:30  Informal discussion of The Trail North by Paul Espinosa and Robert Alvarez, a half-hour documentary made for public television. Discussion will examine the film's topic, Mexican immigration, and the communication of anthropological research to the public. an issue because of the unique collaboration of the two anthropologists who made the film
Chair: PAUL ESPINOSA (KPBS-TV, San Diego)
Participants: PAUL ESPINOSA, ROBERT ALVAREZ (Cross Cultural Resource Center-Sacramento State), and GEORGE SPINDLER (Stanford)

443  SOCIETY FOR LATIN AMERICAN ANTHROPOLOGY Ogden
12:30  Meeting of the Executive Board
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444  
SOCIETY FOR PSYCHOLOGICAL ANTHROPOLOGY  
Wright  
1:30  
Meeting of the Executive Board

445  
CULTURE CHANGE AND SOCIAL MOVEMENTS  
Haymarket  
Chair: JAMES L WATSON (Pittsburgh)  
1:30  
CAROL CARPENTER (Cornell) Traditional Life-Crisis Rituals in Modern Java  
1:45  
PETER D GOLDSMITH (Chicago) Saints, Sinners, and Sunbathers: Revivalism and the  
Tourist Industry on St Simons Island, Georgia, in the 1920s
2:00  
JAMES PROVINZANO (Wisconsin-Oshkosh) A Black Social Movement in Retrospect  
2:15  
CATHERINE M COLES (Wisconsin-Madison) Social Change and Sociocultural Inte­  
gration in Urban Northern Nigeria
2:30  
LIZABETH HAUSWALD (UC-Berkeley) Social Change and Marital Dissolution on the  
Navajo Reservation
2:45  
K J PATAKI-SCHWEIZER (Papua New Guinea and UC-San Francisco) Enculturation and  
Acculturation in Contemporary Irian Jaya, Republic of Indonesia
3:00  
Discussion

446  
TRAVEL LITERATURE AND ETHNOGRAPHY  
Grand Ballroom B  
Organizer/Chair: CAROLINE B BREITELL (Loyola-Chicago)  
1:30  
HENRY F DOBYNS (Newberry Library) Demographic Accuracy of Spanish Explorers  
1:45  
PAULINE TURNER STRONG (Lake Forest) Australian Aborigines in Explorers' Journals,  
1697-1845
2:00  
KRISTINE L JONES (Chicago) Nineteenth-Century British Travel Accounts of Argentina  
2:15  
CAROLINE B BRETTELL Nineteenth-Century Travel Accounts of the Mediterranean  
Peasant
2:30  
SUSAN NOAKES (Kansas) French Accounts of Neapolitan Culture in the Early Nine­  
teenth Century
2:45  
ROBERT ROTENBERG (DePaul) The Traveler as Outsider in the Preindustrial City  
3:00  
Discussant: DENNISON NASH (Connecticut)
3:15  
Discussion
3:30  

447  
MYTH  
Buckingham  
Chair: SHELDON KLEIN (Wisconsin-Madison)  
1:30  
DANIEL E SEACHORD (Washington State) A Psychological Interpretation of Creation  
Myths
1:45  
EUGENIA SHANKLIN (Trenton State) On the Track of the Boa: An Exercise in Oral History  
and Symbolic Anthropology
2:00  
MICHAEL R DOVE (Rockefeller Foundation) Evidence from Contemporary Myth and  
Ritual Regarding the Origins of Agriculture in Southeast Asia
2:15  
PAUL HOCKINGS (Illinois-Chicago) Why an Ancestress Cult in a Patrilineal Society?  
2:30  
MELINDA BOLLAR WAGNER (Radford) Community and Communitas: America and App­  
alachia
2:45  
PIERRE-YVES JACOPIN (Brandeis) The Language of Myth
3:00  
Discussion
3:15  

448  
LATIN AMERICAN ARCHEOLOGY  
Columbus K  
Chair: PAYSON D SHEETS (Colorado-Boulder)  
1:30  
MARY G HODGE (Michigan) Evolution of Local Administration in the Aztec Empire  
2:00  
TERRY STOCKER (Illinois-Urbana-Champaign) Co-Variance of Postclassic Figurine  
Styles and Political Boundaries in the Basin of Mexico
2:15  
WINIFRED CREAMER (Tulane) and JONATHAN HAAS (Denver) Tribe versus Chieftain in  
Lower Central America
2:30  
JULIE C BENYO (SUNY-Albany) Aspects of Intracommunity Social Structure at La Ceiba,  
Honduras
2:45  
P A URBAN, E M SCHORTMAN (Kenyon) and WENDY ASHMORE (Rutgers) Santa Bar­  
bara Archeological Project (Honduras): Results of the 1983 Season
3:00 FREDERICK W LANGE (Illinois State) and PAYSON D SHEETS Archeological Survey on the Pacific Coast of Nicaragua
3:15 DEBORAH M PEARSSL (Missouri) Utilization of Plant Resources by Prehistoric Populations of the Junin Puna, Peru
3:30 Discussion
3:45

449 TEACHING COMMUNITY COLLEGE ANTHROPOLOGY (Society for Anthropology in Community Colleges) Field
Organizers: DENNIS E SHAW (Miami-Dade) and CHARLES O ELLENBAUM (DuPage)
Chair: CHARLES O ELLENBAUM
1:30 CHARLES O ELLENBAUM Using Fiction to Teach Introductory Anthropology
1:45 DENNIS E SHAW Faces of Culture: The Process of Creating a Television Course in Cultural Anthropology
2:00 RICHARD H FURLow (Broward Community) Teaching Anthropology Students How to Survive in the Real World: Applied Anthropology in Business
2:15 YECHIEL M LEHAVY (Atlantic Community) Reconstruction of Cultural History Through Doing Archeology in a Community College
2:30 FREDERIC J BEDNAREK (Morris) The Use of Film in Teaching Undergraduate Anthropology
2:45 Discussion
3:15

450 AN ETHNOGRAPHIC PROFILE: THE TOJOLABAL MAYA Acapulco
Organizers: JOHN S THOMAS (Missouri-Rolla) and JILL BRODY (Louisiana State)
Chair: JOHN S THOMAS
1:30 JOHN S THOMAS and MICHAEL C ROBBINS (Missouri-Rolla) Material Culture and Social Class in a Tojolabal Community
1:45 JILL BRODY Comparative Discourse Genres of Tojolabal Maya in Linguistic and Cultural Context
2:00 WALTER R ADAMS (Michigan State) Food as a Measure of Cultural Integrity
2:15 Question Period/2:30 Break
2:30 LOUANNA FURBEE (Missouri-Columbia), JOHN S THOMAS and ROBERT A BENFER (Missouri-Columbia) Tojolabal Maya Demography
2:45 JOHN S WHITE (Siemens Corporation) Talk: Determination of the Lexical Meaning of Tojolabal Words for Speaking
3:00 Discussant: ROBERT A BENFER
3:15 Discussion
3:45

451 THE POSTPARTUM PERIOD: AN ANTHROPOLOGICAL PERSPECTIVE Columbus G
Organizer/Chair: LAURENCE KRUCKMAN (Berea)
1:30 LAURENCE KRUCKMAN Introduction
1:45 LINDA H BRIESEMEISTER (Wisconsin-Parkside) An Ethological Study of the First Hour of Fathering
2:00 WENDA R TREVATHAN (North Carolina-Charlotte) Human Maternal Behavior in the First Hour After Birth: Its Relation to Bonding and Postpartum Depression
2:15 J FRANCOIS SAUCIER (Montreal) Perceptions of Medical Personnel by Primiparous Mothers and Fathers
2:30 Question Period/2:35 Break
2:45 CHRIS ASMANN-FINCH (Southern Methodist) and LAURENCE KRUCKMAN The Postpartum Blues in Appalachia and Southern Illinois
3:00 DEBORAH A SULLIVAN (Arizona State) and RUTH BEEMAN (Frontier Nursing Service) Utilization and Evaluation of Maternity Care by American Indians in Arizona
3:15 Discussant: GWEN STERN (Northwestern)
3:30 Discussant: MARIA SORRONDEGUY (Dara Luz)
3:45 Discussion
4:30
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452  NATIVE CULTURES AND CHRISTIANITY IN THE CIRCUMPOLAR REGION  Columbus I
Columbus I
Organizer/Chair: SERGEI KAN (Northwestern)
1:30 SERGEI KAN Memory Eternal: Russian Orthodoxy and the Tlingit Mortuary Complex
1:45 ROBIN RIDINGTON (British Columbia) From Hunt Chief to Prophet: Beaver Indian Dreamers and Christianity
2:00 JENNIFER S H BROWN (Winnipeg) Fur Trade Conditionings of Native Responses to Christianity in the Canadian Subarctic
2:15 SHARON K STEPHENS (Chicago) Christian Missionization in Northern Scandinavia and the Transformation of Sami (Lapp) Shamans' Drums
2:30 Question Period/2:35 Break
2:45 MARJORIE MANDELSTAM BALZER (Harvard Russian Research Center) Siberian Syncretism: Adaptation of Khanty Shamanism to Christianity
3:00 ROBERT R RATHBURN (Milwaukee Public Museum) Religious Persistence and Native Practice Among the Koniag
3:15 RANDALL M JONES (Alaska-Fairbanks) Archdeacon Robert McDonald: Contributions to Gwich'in Athabaskan Leadership
3:30 PAMELA T AMOSS (PM Consulting) The Fish God Gave Us: An Analysis of the First Salmon Ceremony revived
3:45 Discussant: CATHERINE MCCLELLAN (Wisconsin-Madison)
4:00 Discussion
4:30

453  ANTHROPOLOGICAL STUDY OF PHYSICIANS  Toronto
Chair: MIRIAM RODIN (Illinois-Chicago)
1:30 JINNY A HARRIGAN, JOSEPH WEBER and JOHN R KUES (Cincinnati) Perceptions of Extralinguistic Behavior in Doctor-Patient Interaction
1:45 WILLIAM RITTENBERG (Michigan State) Cultural Differences and Interactional Uncertainty Among Foreign Physicians Training in the US
2:00 PATRICIA M SCALZI (Wayne State) The Ethnoecology of Cancer Care Training and Practice in the American Medical Culture
2:15 SITI A SUPRAPTO (Georgetown and Indonesia) A Comparison of Midwife/Patient and Physician/Patient Interaction in West Java
2:30 Question Period/2:35 Break
2:45 RUTH KORNFIELD (Austin Peay) Doctor, Teacher, or Comforter?: Medical Consultation in a Zairian Pediatrics Clinic
3:00 JOSEPH A MAXWELL, LESLIE J SANDLOW and PHILIP G BASHOOK (Michael Reese Hospital) Physicians' Communication Networks and Adoption of Innovations
3:15 ANNE C BURSON (Illinois-Chicago) The Internist Knows Everything and Does Nothing, the Surgeon Knows Nothing and Does Everything, and the Pathologist Knows Everything and Does Everything But A Day Too Late: Group, Stereotype, and Verbal Lore in Medicine
3:30 CLARISSA S SCOTT (Miami) Medical Student Fieldwork in Alternative Healing Systems
3:45 Discussion
4:15

454  ANTHROPOLOGICAL PERSPECTIVES ON THE TIBETANS IN EXILE  Columbus H
Organizer/Chair: ALAN R SANDSTROM (Indiana-Purdue)
1:30 PALJOR TSARONG (Wisconsin-Madison) Chinese Colonialism, Tibetan Refugees, and Anthropologists: Research Problems and Ethics
1:45 ROBERT SCHROEDER (Alaska Fish and Game) Where the Iron Bird Flies . . . Tibetan Lamas in Exile in North America
2:00 MARCIA CALCOWSKI (British Columbia) Deception and Transformation as Curing Strategies Among the Tibetans in Exile
2:15 Question Period/2:20 Break
2:30 TER ELLINGSON and JEANETTE SNYDER (Wisconsin) Beyond India: Tibetan Settlement in Europe, the Middle East, and North America
2:45 PETER GOLD (Indiana-Bloomington) The Annual Rite of Renewal of Tibet in the Refugee Setting
3:00 TJHUPHENT J NORBU (Indiana-Bloomington) Diverse Aspects of Chinese Control in Tibet
3:15  MARY K FAIR (Stanford) Making Sense of Exile: Strategies for Living in Nepal
3:30  Discussant: MELVYN C GOLDSTEIN (Case Western Reserve)
3:45  Discussant: BEATRICE MILLER (Wisconsin-Madison)
4:00- Discussion
4:30

**455  FESTIVALS, PERFORMING ARTS, AND TELEVISION  Gold Coast**
Chair: CLAIRE FARRER (Illinois-Urbana-Champaign)
1:30  KATHLEEN FINE (Illinois-Urbana-Champaign) Indigenous Musical Performance in Ecuador: Pan-Andean Identity, Folklore, and the Nation
1:45  TED SCHEFFLER (New School for Social Research) and MICHAEL HIGGINS (Northern Colorado) Steppin' Into Babylon: Third World Cultural Production
2:00  ARNOLD J HOOK (Alfred) What is the Role of Television in American Culture?
2:15  SUSAN KENT (New Mexico) The Impact of Television Viewing on the Diversity of Household Activities: A Crosscultural Perspective
2:30  ROBERT H LAVENDA (St Cloud State) Morphogenesis, Morphostasis, and Uncertainty in Festivals
2:45  SHELDON SMITH (Wisconsin-LaCrosse) Secular Festivals of the Upper Midwest
3:00  Question Period/3:05 Break
3:15  LAURENCE SALZMANN (ISHI, Philadelphia) Who's Having Fun?
3:30  Film: LAURENCE SALZMANN, JONATHAN GREENE and GAIL KLIGMAN (Chicago) Who's Having Fun? (60 min)
4:30- Discussion
4:45

**456  THE USES OF CULTURE IN DEVELOPMENT STUDIES: EXAMPLES FROM INDIA**
Grand Ballroom D South
Organizer/Chair: DAVID J GROENFELDT (Arizona)
1:30  MURRAY J LEAF (Texas-Dallas) Kinship, Land Reform, and the Indian Constitution
1:45  JEFFREY P BONNER (Michigan-Dearborn) Land Reform and Cultural Change in Haryana, India
2:00  DAVID J GROENFELDT Culture and Credit in Village India
2:15  PAMELA C STANBURY (Arizona) Women in Purdah: Cultural Patterns of Agricultural Change
2:30  Question Period/2:35 Break
2:45  JANICE S HYDE (Syracuse) The Cultural Dynamics of Rural Women's Organizations in Rajasthan
3:00  DONALD W ATTWOOD (McGill) Culture and Innovation in the Creation of an Industry
3:15  Discussant: MURRAY J LEAF
3:30- Discussion
4:00

**457  XXIIND CONFERENCE ON AMERICAN INDIAN LANGUAGES: THE STATE OF OTOMANGUEAN COMPARATIVE STUDIES** (Society for the Study of the Indigenous Languages of the Americas) Belmont
Organizers: TERRENCE KAUFMAN and J KATHERYN JOSERAND (Pittsburgh)
Chair: TERRENCE KAUFMAN
1:30  ERIC P HAMP (Chicago) Perspectives on Otomanguean Reconstruction
1:45  TERRENCE KAUFMAN New Perspectives on Comparative Otomanguean Phonology
2:00  CALVIN RENSCH (Summer Institute of Linguistics) Notes on Tone and Laryngeals in the Otomanguean Languages
2:15  JORGE A SUAREZ (UNAM) Grammatical Reconstruction in Otomanguean
2:30  Question Period/2:35 Break
2:45  J KATHERYN JOSERAND Otomanguean Diversification
3:00  DORIS BARTHOLOMEW (Summer Institute of Linguistics) Otopamean and Otomanguean: Phonology and Syntax
3:15  HENRY BRADLEY (Judson and Summer Institute of Linguistics) Observations About Reconstructing Proto-Mixe-Totecan Grammar
3:30  CAROL C MOCK (Mansfield, MO) A Comparative View of Zapotecan Tense-Aspect
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Time</th>
<th>Event</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>3:45</td>
<td>Thomas Smith-Stark (Colegio de Mexico) Amuzgo Verb Inflection</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4:00-</td>
<td>Discussion</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4:30</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>458</td>
<td><strong>Portuguese Family: Tradition and Change</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Grand Ballroom A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Organizers: Denise Lawrence (Southern California) and Mari Lyn Salvador (New Mexico)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Chair: Denise Lawrence</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1:30</td>
<td>Brian J. O'Neill (Gulbenkian-Lisbon) Bastards, Celibates, and Concubines in a Portuguese Community</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1:45</td>
<td>João de Pina-Cabral (ISCTE-Lisbon) The Subsistence Prototype: Some Further Comments on the Peasant Household and Kin Group of Northwestern Portugal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2:00</td>
<td>Raúl R. Iturra (Gulbenkian and ISCTE-Lisbon) Religious Models for Family Reproduction</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2:15</td>
<td>Denise Lawrence Managing Family Pollution: Sex, Death, and Portuguese Women</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2:30</td>
<td>Anthony Leeds (Boston) Who Is a Mother or Father?: Portuguese Family Dispersion and Parent Roles</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2:45</td>
<td>Question Period/2:50 Break</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3:00</td>
<td>Francisco Ramos (Evora) Influence of Urban Contact on Rural Portuguese Families</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3:15</td>
<td>Mari Lyn Salvador Portuguese Family Albums: An Analysis of Vernacular Photography</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3:30</td>
<td>Jean Mackenzie Colson (Southampton) Family, Property, and Credit: Strategies for Family Survival in an Urban Milieu, Viana do Castelo</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3:45</td>
<td>Discussant: Louise Lampphere (Brown)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4:00</td>
<td>Discussant: Eugène Mendonza (UC-Los Angeles)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4:15-</td>
<td>Discussion</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4:45</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>459</td>
<td><strong>The Anthropology of War and Peace: Culture and Conflict Management in the Modern World</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(Association for Anthropological Diplomacy, Politics, and Society and Association of Third World Anthropologists) New Orleans</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Organizer/Chair: Mario D. Zamora (William and Mary)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1:30</td>
<td>Mario D. Zamora Introduction</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1:45</td>
<td>Paul J. Magnarella (Florida) The US in the Middle East: Peacemaker or Accomplice?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2:00</td>
<td>Kari L. Fritz (Marquette) A Communion of Nations: Cultural Anthropology as It Relates to the Development of International Law</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2:15</td>
<td>Amparo Ojeda (Loyola) Fight, Flight, or Negotiate: Variations of a Theme</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2:30</td>
<td>Darlene Thomas (Institute for Behavior Research) Crosscultural Techniques of Dispute Resolution</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2:45</td>
<td>Question Period/2:50 Break</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3:00</td>
<td>George D. Westermark (Santa Clara) Contemporary Intergroup Conflict in the Papua New Guinea Eastern Highlands</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3:15</td>
<td>J. R. Rayfield (York) The Legacy of Colonialism in Education in West Africa</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3:30</td>
<td>Discussant: Elliot P. Skinner (Columbia)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3:45</td>
<td>Discussant: Richard Salem (Evanston, IL)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4:00</td>
<td>Discussion</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4:15-</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>460</td>
<td><strong>The Ethnography of Formal Education</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Picasso</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Chair: Alan Peskin (Illinois-Urbana-Champaign)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1:30</td>
<td>Timothy J. McCarthy (Cincinnati) Social Organization of an Urban Appalachian Community School</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1:45</td>
<td>Anne M. Reynolds (Arizona) Socialization Events and Interactional Strategies and Routines in a Daycare Center</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2:00</td>
<td>June M. Martin (Michigan State) A Middle School Writing Curriculum in Use: An Ethnographic Study</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2:15</td>
<td>Shelley V. Goldman (College for Human Services) Playing the Game in a Suburban School ... It's Not Whether You Win or Lose</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2:30</td>
<td>Question Period/2:35 Break</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Sunday Afternoon, November 20

2:45 ANN MORISON (Montclair State) Dark Passages: Children Performing Well Without Recognition in Everyday Life
3:00 ARLENE ANANG (Hawaii) and DEBORAH ORBAN (Texas Health Science Center) The Reflexivity of Learning and Social Participation Structures in Professional Development: Case Study Analysis
3:15 RONALD E MERTZ (St Louis Public Schools) The Search for Effective Remedial Teachers: Methodological and Philosophical Issues
3:30 JEAN ANDERSON (Houston Independent School District) Who Wants Computers in the Classroom? Culture Conflict in the Diffusion of an Educational Innovation
3:45- Discussion
4:00

461 GENDER ROLES Grand Ballroom D North
Chair: SYDEL SILVERMAN (Queens/Grad Center-CUNY)
1:30 JUDITH K BROWN (Oakland) From Laborer to Administrator: Changes with Age in the Subsistence Activities of Women
1:45 KAY DAY (Rutgers) Economic Change and Household Power in a Black Sea Island Community
2:00 BARBARA S NOWAK (SUNY·Buffalo) Cooperation and Partnership: A Look at Gender Relations Among Hma' Betisek of West Malaysia
2:15 DAVID HICKS (SUNY·Stony Brook) Femininity in Tetum Religion
2:30 Question Period 2:35 Break
2:45 CYNTHIA L PEARLMAN (Duke) Machismo, Marianismo, and Change in Indigenous Mexico: A Case Study from Oaxaca
3:00 WENDY WEISS (Bryn Mawr) Sexual Hierarchy and Marriage
3:15- Discussion
3:30

462 MEDICAL ANTHROPOLOGY—II Water Tower
Chair: SHARON R KAUFMAN (UC-San Francisco)
2:00 RUTHBETH FINERMAN (UC·Los Angeles) Making It Better: Cost Concepts and Health Care Decision Strategies in the Southern Highlands of Ecuador
2:15 SHARON R KAUFMAN and GAY BECKER (UC-San Francisco) Cultural Factors in Rehabilitation
2:30 JESSICA SCHEER (Columbia) The Liminal Status of Mobility-Impaired Adults in a New York City Neighborhood
2:45 KENYON R STEBBINS (Michigan State) The Impact of Emphasizing Curative (Rather Than Preventive) Health Care Delivery on a Rural Mexican Population
3:00 DEBORAH R GORDON (UC·San Francisco) The Patient as Subject in Biomedical Discourse and Practice
3:15 LAWRENCE A PALINKAS (Naval Health Research Center) Ethnicity and Illness: Considerations of Method and Theory
3:30 BARBARA RYLKO-BAUER (Kentucky) Application of Anthropological Methods to the Study of Health Care in the US
3:45 MOLLY G SCHUCHAT (Behavior Service Consultants) Emergency Departments as Arenas for Family and Ethnic Interactions Affecting Nursing Practice
4:00 JACQUELINE S MITHUN (Minneapolis) Self-Help Groups and Community Development
4:15 GORDON A LURIE (Toronto) and SUE G LURIE (Oklahoma) Role Creation, Sense-Making, and Experiencing Transitional Systems
4:30- Discussion
4:45

463 DEFINITIONAL ISSUES OF CULTURAL TRANSMISSION/ACQUISITION—II (Council on Anthropology and Education) Columbian
Organizer: G ALFRED HESS JR (Northwestern)
Chair: MARION LUNDY DOBBERT (Minnesota)
2:00 ELENA BRADUNAS (American Folklife Center) "We Want Our Children to Know Who They Are." Ethnic Identity Maintenance Through Conscious Cultural Transmission
2:15 RICHARD AMMANN (Wisconsin-Milwaukee) Transmitting Filipino-American Ethnolinguistic Patterns: A Holistic View
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Time</th>
<th>Speaker(s)</th>
<th>Topic</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>2:30</td>
<td>YONGSOOK LEE (Northwestern)</td>
<td>Asian-American Educational Success: Cultural Transmission and Economic Opportunity</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2:45</td>
<td>Question Period/2:50 Break</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3:00</td>
<td>ROBERT BOROFSKY (Hawaii)</td>
<td>Preserving the Pukapukan Past by Creating It Anew in the Present: Cultural Transmission on a Polynesian Atoll</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3:15</td>
<td>JOAN L ERDMAN (Chicago)</td>
<td>Gurus and Teachers: Modernizing India's Performing Arts</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4:00</td>
<td>G ALFRED HESS JR Village Development and Crosscultural Transmission: The Intrapyschic Alteration of “The Blue Shirts”</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4:15</td>
<td>Discussant: HARRY WOLCOTT (Oregon)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4:30</td>
<td>Discussion</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4:45</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**DIRECTED CULTURAL CHANGE: INTERNAL AND EXTERNAL SOURCES**

Skyway Suite 265  
Chair: GIFFORD S NICKERSON (North Carolina State-Raleigh)  
1:30 DOUGLAS R HOLMES (Houston) Peasant-Workers and Social Security in the Friuli Region of Italy  
2:00 JEFFREY HALPERN (Rider) State Planning and Cultural Continuity: A Comparison of the Impact of State Policies on Cultural Continuity in Western Ireland and Newfoundland  
2:15 OTTO O VON MERING (Florida) Bureaucratic Drift and Collision: The Covert Obstacle to Developmental Change in Postindustrial Society  
2:30 WILLIAM S ABRUZZI (Pennsylvania State-Ogontz) Ecological Implications of Industrialization in the Little Colorado River Basin  
2:45 JOANN GLITTEMBERG (Colorado) Urban Resettlement Post-Guatemalan Earthquake  
3:00 JEANNE MARIE STUMPF-CAROME (Flats Oxbow Association) Historic Preservation and a Small Business Community in Urban Industrial America  
3:15 JACK ALEXANDER (New York State Department of Correctional Services) Evaluation and Planned Change in a Prison System  
3:30 MADELYN A IRIS (Erikson Institute) Ethnographic Methods and Program Evaluation  
3:45 Discussion  
4:00
The following indexes scientific sessions by general topic, including ethnic groups and especially geographical regions where groups are located. It is not an index of individual papers, but a guide to sessions treating these topics.

Afghanistan 122
Aging 101, 117, 120, 160, 249, 311, 410
Agriculture 216, 246, 261, 269, 304, 362, 420
Amazon 158, 207, 208, 223, 430
American Indian Languages 151, 210, 267, 326, 378, 432, 457
Andes 108, 112, 122, 133, 208, 213, 221, 309, 312, 317, 359, 410, 415, 419, 455, 462
Anthropology, professional 222, 259, 265, 270, 403
Antilles and Panama 158, 218, 304, 434
Archeology, old world 106, 254
Art 334, 404
Australia, Aboriginals 163, 316, 329, 360, 406, 466
Behavioral biology 263, 310, 311, 369, 402
Bilingual education 217, 247, 312
Borneo 119
Brazil 108, 109, 144, 156, 158, 220, 253, 258, 382, 406, 419
British Isles 113, 146, 153, 170, 223, 249, 301, 330, 374, 409, 451, 464
Bureaucracy 123, 256, 379
Burma 308, 322
Caribbean 113, 153, 162, 165, 204, 209, 252, 253, 263, 302, 310, 317, 371, 382, 419, 427
Central American, prehistoric 150, 255, 318, 366
Ceramic analysis 306
Childhood 163, 253, 331, 436
China 167, 271, 302, 322, 368, 405
Class stratification 228, 314, 357, 409, 416
Conflict management 355, 457
Craft specialization 214
Culture, acquisition/transmission 163, 305, 358, 368, 370, 412, 450, 464
Conceptual systems 165, 207, 252, 258, 327, 368, 376, 377, 414, 456
Conflict management 355, 457
Cognition 166, 218, 258, 303, 327, 328
Computer use 247, 251, 268, 381
Constructive systems 165, 207, 252, 258, 327, 368, 376, 377, 414, 456
Development, human 163, 311, 316, 451
Deviance 204
Disability 147
Discourse and Text, analysis 158, 218, 227, 258, 325, 377, 378, 404, 433
Division of labor 109
Drugs 103, 162
Ecological anthropology 114, 261, 263, 269, 304, 310, 363, 381, 406, 430
Education 102, 105, 126, 127, 129, 144, 212, 217, 259, 305, 314, 358, 379, 380, 403, 425, 437, 453, 460
Energy 220
Environmental impact 220, 363, 406, 415, 430
Epidemiology 356, 364, 417
354, 372, 408, 434, 459
Migration 112, 209, 250, 271, 314, 437, 454
Military 156
Missionaries 452
Myth 158, 447

Narrative 158, 404
Nepal 111, 213, 218, 307, 311
Newfoundland 146, 464
New Guinea, Papua 111, 114, 145, 205, 216, 218, 250, 322, 355, 377, 404, 427, 459
Nigeria 126, 132, 206
North Africa 169, 205, 206, 226, 256, 305, 316, 408, 434
North America, prehistory 155, 202, 210, 214, 220, 255, 438
Nutrition 104, 116, 117, 152
Oceania 109, 250, 329, 368, 376, 409, 427
Organizations, culture of 222, 257
Organizations, ethnography of 102, 257, 323, 412, 418, 420, 469
Pakistan 124, 149, 216, 256, 314
Paleoanthropology 161, 225
Paleontology 106, 161, 203
Pastoralism, nomadian 132, 149, 169, 206
Peasantries 416
Performance 158, 167, 404, 455
Personal systems 143, 207, 259, 316, 428
Peru 112, 113, 146, 207, 209, 216, 312, 317, 336, 382, 419
Philippines 157, 205, 211, 216, 217, 261, 336, 374
Physical anthropology 101, 134, 161, 203, 225, 263, 310, 311, 330, 335, 356, 369, 402
Physicians (see Shaman)
Play 144, 148
Political power 215, 221, 256, 309, 371
Polynesia 108, 111, 206, 213, 218, 219, 223, 246, 252, 258, 302, 304, 309, 314, 331, 427, 463
Psychological anthropology 143, 148, 166, 207, 212, 302, 335, 336, 428
Refugees 209, 454
Regionalism 114, 149, 211, 228, 250, 458
Religion 133, 215, 363, 382
Reproduction, human 116, 125, 310, 402, 451
Reproduction, social 126, 309, 368
Ritual 118, 123, 124, 221, 336, 359, 382
Role 109, 170, 368, 410
Romania 122, 123, 302, 316, 331
Sahara 205, 206
Samoa 101, 218, 219, 258
Schools 102, 126, 127, 129, 144, 222, 247, 314, 327, 412, 460
Seminics 427
Sexuality 109, 316, 365, 427
Shaman 265, 308, 336, 379, 426, 453
Sign language 413
Social organization 331
Sociobiology (see Behavioral biology)
South Africa 101, 132, 219, 329, 360
South America, lowland 131, 145, 158, 221, 262, 312, 330, 355
South Asia 104, 113, 122, 162, 216
Southeast Asia 104, 119, 124, 157, 209, 211, 261, 307, 308, 316, 376, 447
Soviet Union 118, 322
Sport 148
State formation 211, 309
Sudan 124, 133, 205, 256
Systems theory 212, 322, 381, 412
Taiwan 167, 271, 405, 409
Teaching anthropology 222, 259, 265, 312, 379, 403, 425, 438, 449
Technology (archeology) 131, 214, 254, 306
Technology, modern 113, 257, 268, 381
Thailand 104, 133, 271, 301, 308, 315, 316
Tibetans 209, 454
Tourism 167, 446
United States 102, 103, 104, 105, 109, 110, 111, 113, 116, 117, 118, 120, 121, 122, 125, 127, 144, 146, 148, 153, 154, 155, 156, 160, 162, 163, 165, 166, 170, 209, 213, 216, 217, 218, 220, 227, 246,
Topical, Ethnic, and Geographic Index of Sessions


Urban anthropology 313, 418

Visual anthropology 334, 380, 455

War (see Conflict Management) 355, 459

Work 113, 146, 170, 226, 313, 412, 418, 434, 463
INDEX OF PARTICIPANTS

The following includes all individuals listed in the Program. Numbers indicate the sessions in which they are scheduled to participate, not page numbers.

ABERCROMBIE, T A 221
ABERLE, D F 215
ABRUZZI, W S 464
ACOSTA, M 361
ADAIR, J 380
ADAMS, E V 247
ADAMS, J 362
ADAMS, J H 362
ADAMS, J W 228
ADAMS, K J 160
ADAMS, R E W 214
ADAMS, R N 212
ADAMS, W R 450
ADGER, C T 105
ADLER, C L 152
AGAR, M 264, 313
AKINSANYA, S K 412
ALBRECHT, G L 147
ALCOHOL AND DRUG STUDY GROUP
  Business Meeting 177
ALEXANDER, J 464
ALEXANDER, R D 310
ALEXANDER-MINTER, R 270
ALGER, L H 268
ALLEN, C J 410
ALLEN, L 165
ALLEN, L H 152
ALONSO, B 361
ALVAREZ, R 437, 442
AMERICAN ETHNOLOGICAL SOCIETY
  Board of Directors 13, 164, 266
  Business Meeting 346
AMERICAN ETHNOLOGIST
  Editorial Board 115
AMMANN, R 463
AMOSS, P T 452
ANAGNOST, A S 167
ANANG, A 460
ANDERSON, D C 203
ANDERSON, D D 316
ANDERSON, J 460
ANDERSON, M 212
ANDERSON, R T 203
ANDERSON, W W 316
ANDERSON-LEVITT, K M 163
ANDREFSKY, W JR 407
ANDREWS, A P 255
ANDRIOLI, K R 204
ANNUAL BUSINESS MEETING 293
ANTHROPOLOGICAL FILM
  RESEARCH INSTITUTE
  Annual Meeting 174
ANTHROPOLOGY NETWORK ON
  THE ECOLOGY AND EVOLUTION
  OF DISEASE
  Business Meeting 234
ANTHROPOLOGY OF
  REPRODUCTION STUDY GROUP
  Business Meeting 352
ANTHROPOLOGICAL RESEARCH GROUP ON HOMOSEXUALITY
  Business Meeting 347
ANTHROPOLOGICAL STUDY GROUP
  ON AGRARIAN SYSTEMS
  Business Meeting 275
ANTICI, J 304
ANTLER, E P 146
APPADURAI, A 377
APPELL, G N 119
ARCE QUINTANILLA, O 361
ARENS, W 359
ARENSBERG, C M 370, 415
ARMELAGOS, G J 161
ARMSTRONG, J D 110
ARNOLD, M S 108
ARONSON, D R 149
ASCH, T 158, 403
ASHMORE, W 318, 448
ASMANN-FINCH, C 451
ASSOCIATION FOR ANTHROPOLOGY AND GERONTOLOGY
  Business Meeting 233
ASSOCIATION OF POLITICAL AND LEGAL ANTHROPOLOGY
  Business Meeting 345
ASWAD, B C 418
ATENCIO, A C 379
ATTWOOD, D W 456
AUBRY, A 361
AUSTIN, D J 416
AXELROD, P 223
AYMARA FOUNDATION
  Business Meeting 277
BABB, F E 112, 153, 171
BABER, W L 354
BACKSTRAND, J 165
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CAMPBELL GRANT
$19.95

Cambridge University Press
32 East 57th Street • New York, N.Y. 10022
The View from the Top of the Temple: Ancient Maya Civilization & Modern Maya Culture  
Kenneth Pearce  
February 1984  Cloth: $24.95  Paper: $12.95

Trade & Exchange in Early Mesoamerica  
Edited by Kenneth G. Hirth  January 1984  Cloth: $37.50

Civilization in the Ancient Americas: Essays in Honor of Gordon R. Willey  
Edited by Richard M. Leventhal & Alan L. Kolata  
Cloth: $39.95

Elites: Ethnographic Issues  
Edited by George E. Marcus  School of American Research Advanced Seminar Series  December  Cloth: $35.00

Analyzing Activity Areas: An Ethnoarchaeological Study of the Use of Space  
Susan Kent  January 1984  Cloth: $24.95  Paper: $12.95

Explorations in Ethnohistory: Indians of Central Mexico in the 16th Century  
Edited by H. R. Harvey & Hanns J. Prem  
March 1984  Cloth: $35.00

Maya Ruins in Central America in Color  
William M. Ferguson & John Q. Royce  Foreword by Linda Schele  March 1984  Cloth: $35.00

see these and other new titles at our booth

University of New Mexico Press  
Albuquerque, New Mexico 87131
Life and Land Use on the Bahrain Islands
The Geoarcheology of an Ancient Society
Curtis E. Larsen
In this exemplary interdisciplinary study, Larsen combines archeological, geological, historical, and anthropological methods to link Bahrain's present to its past.
Prehistoric Archeology and Ecology series
Paper $9.00 320 pages Illus.
Library cloth edition $20.00

Bison Kills and Bone Counts
Decision Making by Ancient Hunters
John D. Speth
Speth uses and refines a system of analysis based on nutritional utility to explain a bison kill site in southern New Mexico. His study suggests methodological implications for all bone analysts in archeology while it contributes to our knowledge of the subsistence activities of ancient hunters and gatherers.
Prehistoric Archeology and Ecology series
Paper $8.00 260 pages 60 line drawings
Library cloth edition $20.00

Affinity as a Value
Marriage Alliance in South India with Comparative Essays on Australia
Louis Dumont
Cloth $22.00 240 pages

Oedipus in the Trobriands
Melford E. Spiro
A Chicago Original Paperback
$12.95 216 pages
Also available in cloth $26.00

Love and Power in the Peasant Family
Martine Segalen
Translated by Sarah Matthews
Cloth $21.00 216 pages Illus.

Make Prayers to the Raven
A Koyukon View of the Northern Forest
Richard K. Nelson
Cloth $25.00 309 pages 22 b&w photographs

Women, the Family, and Peasant Revolution in China
Kay Ann Johnson
Cloth $23.00 304 pages

Urban Life in Contemporary China
Martin King Whyte and William L. Parish
Cloth $30.00 (est.) 424 pages (est.) Illus.
**The Hunters or the Hunted?**
*An Introduction to African Cave Taphonomy*

**C. K. Brain**

"The Hunters or the Hunted?" is a very important book for paleoanthropology," — Andre Will, *Nature*. "This is a milestone publication by a careful, productive, and creative scholar." — L. R. Binford, *Journal of Anthropological Research*. "[It] is destined to become a classic in the field."

— John D. Speth, *American Scientist*

$17.50  376 pages  226 illustrations

**Michel Foucault**

*Beyond Structuralism and Hermeneutics*

Second Edition

**Hubert L. Dreyfus** and **Paul Rabinow**

$8.95  280 pages

**Three by Claude Lévi-Strauss**

**The Raw and the Cooked**
*Introduction to a Science of Mythology. Volume 1*

$8.95  402 pages  Illus.

**From Honey to Ashes**
*Introduction to a Science of Mythology. Volume 2*

$10.95  512 pages  Illus.

**Structural Anthropology**
*Volume 2*

$10.95  400 pages

**Black and White Styles in Conflict**

**Thomas Kochman**

$5.95  184 pages

**The Religion, Spirituality, and Thought of Traditional Africa**

**Dominique Zahan**

$6.50  186 pages
The Cult of the Goddess Pattini
Gananath Obeyesekere

"This book is a landmark in scholarship. It will be one of the classics on the religion of South Asia. It makes major contributions to religious studies, to anthropology, and to the history of Sri Lanka. Almost every subsection in the book is wholly original, and the presentation is clear and economical." — Richard Gombrich, Balliol College, Oxford University

"A person of wide international culture both humanistic and scientific, Obeyesekere remains committed to the deep study of his own rich Sinhalese heritage of rituals, myths, and symbols. In his work, innovation and tradition meet and mate." — Victor Turner, University of Virginia

From the Journals Division:
Current Anthropology
History of Religions
Journal of Near Eastern Studies
Signs: Journal of Women in Culture and Society

20% DISCOUNT
Please visit us at booth #17 18 &19

The University of Chicago Press
5801 South Ellis Avenue
Chicago, IL 60637
Infanticide:
Comparative And Evolutionary Perspectives
Edited by:
Sarah Blaffer Hrdy, Harvard University
Glenn Hausfater, University of Missouri
A landmark collection of original papers and review articles that will stand for years as the authoritative summary of the evolutionary significance of infanticide.

Navajo Infancy
An Ethological Study of Child Development
James S. Chisholm, University of New Mexico.
An illuminating discussion of the relationship between human nature and culture, combining the concepts and methods of classical ethology, developmental psychology, and social-cultural anthropology.

"...Chisholm's findings surely defy any meaningful division of life into cultural or biological spheres, or any preference for one kind of factor (social, psychological, biological) over another. ...He tries to show exactly how the factors interact; the interactions are profound. ..."
N G. Blurton Jones

“Biological Foundations of Human Behavior”
Series Editors
Richard Wrangham, University of Michigan
Melvin Konner, Emory University
Predicated upon the assumption that the human behavioral sciences are presently at the threshold of explanations via biological causes, the series concentrates on human evolution, human ethology, brain and behavior, biological psychiatry, behavioral genetics, developmental psychobiology, and sociobiology. Although most of the interdisciplinary studies in the series deal with human behavior, relevant topics in other species are covered.

Titles in the series
James S. Chisholm
NAVajo INFANCY. 1983
Irven DeVore/John Tooby
EVOLUTION, ADAPTATION, AND BEHAVIORAL SCIENCE. 1984
Glenn Hausfater/Sarah Blaffer Hrdy
INFANTICIDE. 1984
Horst Steklis/Michael Raleigh
THE VIEW FROM WITHIN: Biological Mechanisms of Primate Social Behavior. 1985

Glenn King
PRIMATE AND PREDATOR: The Evolution of Human Behavior. 1985
Bernard G. Campbell
HUMAN EVOLUTION. 1985
Howard Eichenbaum
Barbara Boardman Smuts
SEX AND FRIENDSHIP IN BABOONS. 1985
"A conventional piece of Saramaka wisdom likens women to hearthstones and men to axe handles. Once a set of hearthstones is fashioned and placed in a house, it is never moved away, just as a girl who is born into a community is expected to stay there and, eventually, produce children for her own lineage. In contrast, an axe handle, carried from place to place, is simply thrown away wherever it happens to break, just as a boy is raised to travel all around, providing offspring for others but leaving none for his own lineage."

— the author

Co-wives and Calabashes is a book about women's lives in one polygamous society. The society is that of the Saramaka Maroons of Suriname. It is a society that anthropologist Sally Price knows well. She has studied the Saramaka for over fifteen years, and spent three years living in the interior of Suriname where she not only observed the traditional role of women, but lived it herself. Out of that experience comes this book about the roles and expectations of Saramaka women... about their relationships with men and with one another... and about the artistic expression of those roles and relationships. A volume in the Women and Culture Series.

$24.00

paper $12.50
CULTURAL, EVOLUTIONARY, AND MORAL INQUIRIES

GUESTS IN THE DRAGON
SOCIAL DEMOGRAPHY OF A CHINESE DISTRICT, 1895-1946
Burton Pasternak. Building on Arthur Wolf and C. S. Huang’s Marriage and Adoption in China, 1845-1945, this study focuses on the relationships among social institutions, domestic decision-making within the family, and demographic trends in rural Taiwan. 208 pp. $35.00

DANGEROUS WIVES AND SACRED SISTERS
SOCIAL AND SYMBOLIC ROLES OF HIGH-CASTE WOMEN IN NEPAL
Lynn Bennett. Shows how the social and symbolic roles of high-caste Nepali women interpenetrate to define their position in patrilineal Hindu society. 352 pp. $27.50

LIFE IS LIKE A CHICKEN COOP LADDER
A PORTRAIT OF GERMAN CULTURE THROUGH FOLKLORE
Alan Dundes. From an analysis of German folklore and literature over a period of several centuries, the author discerns a consistent pattern in the symbolic behavior of the German folk. 176 pp., $17.50

CULTURE AND PSYCHOPATHOLOGY
Juan E. Mezzich and Carlos E. Berganza, Editors. This collection of readings illustrates the ways in which mental health and psychopathology vary within such cultural factors as social class, ethnicity, mobility, urbanization, and other conditions. 512 pp., $37.50

PLAYING WITH FORM
CHILDREN DRAW IN SIX CULTURES
Alexander Alland, Jr. Analyzes how culture affects children in their artistic abilities and the differences between the artistic thought and processes of adults and children in six different countries. 100 photographs. 224 pp. A King’s Crown Paperback, $13.50; $29.50 cl

HUMAN CULTURE
A MOMENT IN EVOLUTION
Theodosius Dobzhansky and Ernest Boesiger. Edited and completed by Bruce Wallace. “Fresh and valuable insights have resulted from a poignant collaboration capping the careers of two scientists... and the devotion of a former student, in addressing the enduring question ‘What does it mean to be human?’”—Library Journal. 176 pp., $18.50

THE HUMAN LEGACY
Leon Festinger. A long-range look at mankind’s evolution as a being excessively dependent on technology and one whose capability for anticipating and solving the problems it creates is rather uncertain. 192 pp., $19.95

CULTURE AND MORALITY
THE RELATIVITY OF VALUES IN ANTHROPOLOGY
Elvin Hatch. “A great deal of material is displayed elegantly in its short space.”—Times Literary Supplement. 168 pp., A King’s Crown Paperback, $12.50; $27.50 cl
TIME AND THE OTHER HOW ANTHROPOLOGY MAKES ITS OBJECT
Johannes Fabian. 224 pp., A King's Crown Paperback, $13.00; $28.00 cl

SOCIAL SCIENCE AS MORAL INQUIRY
Norma Haan, Robert Bellah, Paul Rabinow, and William Sullivan, Editors. 392 pp., $12.00 pa; $40.00 cl

NOW AVAILABLE IN PAPER

THE EVIL EYE
Clarence Maloney, Editor. A dozen original essays survey the evil eye tradition on a country-by-country basis. Illus. 335 pp., $12.50 pa

MAN, MIND, AND SCIENCE A HISTORY OF ANTHROPOLOGY
Murray J. Leaf. "A lively work of immense scope, erudition and importance — a splendid illustration of the lessons of history being applied to the problems of the present." — Journal of the Behavioral Sciences. 376 pp., $12.50 pa

NOT FROM THE APES A HISTORY OF MAN'S ORIGINS AND EVOLUTION UPDATED EDITION

EXPLORING THE CITY INQUIRIES TOWARD AN URBAN ANTHROPOLOGY
Ulf Hannerz. "[Hannerz's] views are informed by sustained research experience as well as a detailed appreciation for the literature. What he has to say deserves the attention of anthropologists, sociologists and urban geographers." — Science. 378 pp., $12.00 pa

BETWEEN SCIENCE AND VALUES
Loren R. Graham. 456 pp., $10.95 pa

CALLIGRAPHY AND ISLAMIC CULTURE
Annemarie Schimmel. Illustrated with 4 color plates, 8 black and white illustrations, and more than 50 calligraphic characters, this is the first work to place calligraphy within the entire spectrum of Islamic culture. NEW YORK UNIVERSITY PRESS. 240 pp., $40.00

THE ETRUSCAN LANGUAGE AN INTRODUCTION
Giuliano Bonfante and Larissa Bonfante. An important and highly original work, this is the first thorough account in English of the Etruscan language. 47 line drawings and 13 half-tones. NEW YORK UNIVERSITY PRESS. 176 pp., $35.00

CHILD'S GROWTH AND SOCIETY
Noboru Kobayashi and T. Berry Brazelton, Editors. Ten scholars study the child from medical, educational, and anthropological approaches. UNIVERSITY OF TOKYO PRESS. 200 pp., $20.00

GEOGRAPHIC VARIATION IN MODERN JAPANESE SOMATOMETRIC DATA AND ITS INTERPRETATION
Makiko Kouchi. UNIVERSITY OF TOKYO PRESS. 100 pp., $22.50

THE CRANNOGS OF SCOTLAND LAKE DWELLINGS IN A LANDSCAPE
Ian Morrison. EDINBURGH UNIVERSITY PRESS. 80 pp., $6.50 pa

Send for our free 1982/83 Anthropology catalog.

For more information about these titles stop by the Columbia University Press booth #24. For adoption consideration, write on departmental stationery to request examination copies from

COLUMBIA UNIVERSITY PRESS
136 South Broadway, Irvington, NY 10533
SMOKY-TOP
The Art and Times of Willie Seaweed
Bill Holm
Chief Willie Seaweed, known throughout the Kwakiutl country as "Smoky-Top," was a major figure in Northwest Coast Indian art. Over 1,200 examples of his work, which is noted for its imagination, craftsmanship, and design, are illustrated and described. Thomas Burke Washington State Museum Monograph 3. 160 pp., 168 illus., 22 in color, map, diagrams, appendixes, bibliog., index. $24.95.

THE BOX OF DAYLIGHT
Northwest Coast Indian Art
Bill Holm
Presents over 200 impressive examples of the major culture groups of the Northwest Coast—Salish, West Coast, Kwakiutl, Bella Coola, Northern Wakashan, Tsimshian, Haida, and Tlingit—ranging from elaborate ceremonial regalia to ordinary items of everyday use. Published with The Seattle Art Museum. 152 pp., 218 illus., including 16 in color, essays, map, bibliog. Cloth. $35.00; paper, $17.95 until 12/31/83 ($19.95 thereafter)

PUEBLO INDIAN TEXTILES
A Living Tradition
Kate Peck Kent
"Will do much to show the world the fascinating textiles produced by the various Pueblos, and thus bring them into their rightful place in public esteem...will immediately become a basic reference tool."—Richard Conn, The Denver Art Museum. Dist. for the School of American Research. 136 pp., 24 color plates, 80 b&w illus., bibliog., index. Cloth, $30.00; paper, $14.95

AGING
An Exploration
David P. Barash
This is a wide-ranging, entertaining introduction to the subject of aging that includes an examination of how a variety of cultures respond to the universal experience of growing older. 232 pp., bibliog., index. $14.95

PRIMATES OF THE WORLD
Distribution, Abundance, and Conservation
Jaclyn H. Wolfheim
This major reference work, based on more than 1,000 sources, is the first book to examine all species of non-human primates from the standpoint of their population status. 854 pp., maps, bibliog. $57.50

TAIRORA CULTURE
Contingency and Pragmatism
James B. Watson
An examination of the ecology of culture in the Central Highlands of New Guinea and how it evolves in an intersocietal field. Anthropological Studies in the Eastern Highlands of New Guinea 5. 580 pp., illus., maps, appendix, bibliog., index. $35.00

University of Washington Press
Box 85569    Seattle, WA 98145
RUTGERS II BOOKS

FOOD, SEX, AND POLLUTION
A New Guinea Religion
Anna S. Meigs
Meigs studies the hundreds of rules about food in Hua society and how they symbolize social relationships and tensions between men and women. "A work of great importance not only for anthropologists and students of Highland New Guinea, but for students of symbolism, religion, and psychology, as well." Ward Goodenough
190 pages. $22.50 cloth

THE LANGUAGE OF SECRECY
Symbols and Metaphors in Poro Ritual
Beryl Bellman
With a Foreword by James W. Fernandez
Bellman studies the Apelle in West Africa, followers of the Poro secret society, and how the paradox of their secrets is the construction that allows them to be told. "Original contributions to the study of secrecy as a social phenomenon and to the study of Poro society as an African phenomenon." Ben G. Blount
Approx. 192 pages. $25.00 cloth

TIBETAN REFUGEES
Youth and the New Generation of Meaning
Margaret Nowak
Using approaches of symbolic anthropology, Nowak analyzes how a young generation of Tibetan refugees manages to interpret the tension between their past in Tibet and their present in India, while interweaving a parallel theme: her own search as a fieldworker, to "rescue meaning" in a strange environment.
Approx. 235 pages. $29.00 cloth

LANGUAGE AND LIVING THINGS
Cecil Brown
Brown assembles data from 188 languages to show uniformity in the way humans name and classify plants and animals at the life-form level of abstraction, finding that life-form categories and terms for them tend to be added to the vocabularies of languages in more or less set sequences.
299 pages. $35.00. February

POLITICAL AUTHORITY IN A SICILIAN VILLAGE
Filippo Sabetti
Sabetti studies the last 200 years of a Sicilian village from the growth of mafia rule to its decline after World War II. "A challenging study of the mafia, of its human and political consequences." Robert H. Evans
296 pages. $32.00 cloth. December

EMIGRATION IN A SOUTH ITALIAN TOWN
An Anthropological History
William A. Douglass
Combining the methods of several disciplines, Douglass examines the causes and consequences of emigration from Agnone, a town in South Italy, to countries all over the world. "A first rate contribution to the field of emigration studies." Samuel Bailey
Approx. 344 pages. $35.00 cloth

FAMILY LIFE IN CENTRAL ITALY, 1880-1910
Sharecropping, Wage Labor and Coresidence
David I. Kertzer
Kertzer suggests that revisionist historians may be right in their assumptions about the nuclear family in some of Europe, but not for central Italy. Concentrating on Bertalia, near Bologna, from 1880-1910, he demonstrates that complex households were common. Kertzer studies conditions that affect family structure and how this structure changes over time.
260 pages. $30.00 cloth

All prices subject to change without notice. Visit with us at booth 28.

Rutgers University Press, 30 College Avenue, New Brunswick, New Jersey 08903
RUGGED INDIVIDUALISM RECONSIDERED
Essays in Psychological Anthropology
FRANCIS L. K. HSU
Hsu illuminates numerous issues, from adolescent turbulence to cultural change. He deals especially with the negative aspects of the American ideal of rugged individualism, which he believes may be the key to this country's major problem—interpersonal violence. 544 pages. $34.50 cloth, $14.95 paper

THEIR NUMBER BECOME THINNED
Native American Population Dynamics in Eastern North America
HENRY F. DOBYNS
"The cutting edge of new scholarship and new thinking on the subject... the conclusions are shattering for much of anthropological and historical work."—Woodrow Borah, University of California
Native American Historic Demography Series, published in cooperation with the Newberry Library Center for the History of the American Indian. 382 pages. Illustrations. $29.95 cloth, $14.95 paper

SPORT AND AMERICAN MENTALITY, 1880-1910
DONALD J. MROZEK
Probing our history, culture, and consciousness, the author shows how sports gained national acceptance and came to occupy a prominent place in our society. 312 pages. Illustrations. $24.95 cloth, $12.95 paper

DON'T GO UP KETTLE CREEK
Verbal Legacy of the Upper Cumberland
WILLIAM LYNWOOD MONTELL
In this historical portrayal of a river and the people who have made their living along its banks and tributaries for 150 years, the author has drawn upon the residents for most of the information, gathering over a period of five years personal recollections and oral traditions. 256 pages. Illustrations. $16.50

FORTHCOMING!
THE BLACK SPIRITUAL MOVEMENT
A Religious Response to Racism
HANS A. BAER
"The Black Spiritual Movement is a genuine contribution to the understanding of Afro-American developments in religious thought. The solid ethnography and history in this book go a long way towards revising the easy generalizations which have passed for knowledge about Black 'fundamentalism.' And like all good work in Afro-American studies, it tells us a great deal about the rest of America as well."—John F. Szwed, University of Pennsylvania. 272 pages. $23.95
New Offerings from Oklahoma

TREATISE ON THE HEATHEN SUPERSTITIONS THAT TODAY LIVE AMONG THE INDIANS NATIVE TO THIS NEW SPAIN, 1629
By Hernando Ruiz de Alarcón
Translated and edited by J. Richard Andrews and Ross Hassig
540 pp., 3 illus., map, notes, apps., gloss., biblio., index.
$48.50 Available in January

THE SHAMAN: Patterns of Siberian and Ojibway Healing
By John A. Grim
264 pp., 19 illus., 2 maps, notes, biblio., index.
$19.95
Available in December

DOGS OF THE CONQUEST
By John Grier Varner and Jeannette Johnson Varner
256 pp., 31 illus., 17 maps, gloss., notes, biblio., index.
$19.95

CHEROKEE DANCE AND DRAMA
By Frank G. Speck and Leonard Broom
In collaboration with Will West Long
160 pp., 12 figs., 22 illus., notes, biblio., index.
$14.95

THE IMPERIAL OSAGES: Spanish-Indian Diplomacy in the Mississippi Valley
By Gilbert C. Din and Abraham P. Nasatir
432 pp., 14 illus., 14 maps, notes, biblio., index.
$59.95

EXPEDITION IN EAST-CENTRAL AFRICA, 1888-1891
A Report
By Carl Wiese
Edited, with an Introduction and Comments by Harry W. Langworthy
400 pp., 22 illus., 5 maps, notes, biblio.
$32.50

Come by the Press booth to see these and many other books

Free catalogs available
University of Oklahoma Press
Dept. 706 1005 Asp Avenue Norman, Oklahoma 73019
Now in paper!
THE WORLD OF THE ANCIENT MAYA
BY JOHN S. HENDERSON. "Attractive and well-written. . . . The most satisfactory book on Maya archaeology for the general reader that has appeared to date."
 Archaeology. "A very welcome addition to the Maya literature and can be recommended without reservation to any reader wishing an up-to-date introduction to the civilization of the ancient Maya."—Hispanic American Historical Review. 79 b&w photos, 54 drawings, 10 color plates. $12.95 paper; $29.95 cloth

AGE AND ANTHROPOLOGICAL THEORY
Co-edited by DAVID I. KERTZER and JENNIE KEITH. With a Foreword by Matilda White Riley. "A first of its kind in anthropology and an invaluable contribution to the emerging interdisciplinary study of age in society and aging over the life course."—From the Foreword by Matilda White Riley, National Institute on Aging.
$12.95 paper; $32.50 cloth

THE TACTICAL USES OF PASSION
An Essay on Power, Reason, and Reality
By F.G. BAILEY. "A distinctive and important contribution to political theory."—James Peacock, University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill. "In this witty, sophisticated book, which builds on his Strategems and Spoils, Bailey explores the relationship between the overt and covert levels of persuasive verbal communications in small-group settings. . . . This is a creative, unique work by a highly competent scholar who has been exploring the relationship between culture and political behavior for over two decades."—Choice.
$9.95 paper; $29.50 cloth

NATIONS AND NATIONALISM
By ERNEST GELLNER. This thoughtful and penetrating book interprets nationalism in terms of its social roots, which it locates in industrial social organization. Gellner's searching analysis accounts for the contemporary strength of nationalism and explains its relative weakness in the past.
$6.95 paper; $24.50 cloth

See these and other fine books at Booth #13
CORNELL UNIVERSITY PRESS
P.O. Box 250, Ithaca, New York 14851
African Philosophy
Myth and Reality
By Paulin J. Hountondji
Translated by Henri Evans
with the collaboration of Jonathan Rée
Introduction by Abiola Irele
$18.50 cloth $8.95 paper
(African Systems of Thought Series)

Gelede
Art and Female Power among the Yoruba
By Henry John Drewal and Margaret Thompson Drewal
$32.50
(Traditional Arts of Africa Series)

Priests and Power
The Case of the Dente Shrine in Nineteenth-Century Ghana
By D.J.E. Maier
$22.50

A Celebration of Demons
Exorcism and the Aesthetics of Healing in Sri Lanka
By Bruce Kapferer
$32.50 cloth $18.50 paper

Music and Poetry in a Colombian Village
A Tri-Cultural Heritage
By George List
$35.00

Modern Kongo Prophets
Religion in a Plural Society
By Wyatt MacGaffey
$22.50 cloth $15.00 paper
(African Systems of Thought Series)

Sex Roles, Family and Community in Turkey
Edited by Cüギャlem Kargölbaşckeditor
$25.00 cloth $12.95 paper

Native American Women
A Contextual Bibliography
By Rayna Green
$19.50

Forthcoming Spring titles
Sharing the Same Bowl
A Socioeconomic History of Women and Class in Accra, Ghana
By Claire C. Robertson

Lives
Chinese Working Women
Edited by Mary B. Sheridan and Janet W. Salaff

Man's Glassy Essence
Explorations in Semiotic Anthropology
By Milton Singer
(Advances in Semiotics Series)

Will You Still Need Me, Will You Still Feed Me, When I'm 84?
By Doris Francis

INDIANA UNIVERSITY PRESS
Tenth and Morton Streets, Bloomington, Indiana 47405
Food in Perspective
Alexander Fenton and Trefor M. Owen
Proceedings of the Third International Conference on Ethnological Food Research, Cardiff, Wales, 1977. Sheds new light on the study of food and the relevance of such study to ethnological research.
ISBN 0-85976-044-8 cloth $50.00

The Anthropology of Pre-Capitalist Societies
Joel S. Kahn and Joseph R. Llobera
A valuable overview of Marxist anthropology from the 1960's to the present.
Series: Critical Social Studies
ISBN 0-333-23417-0 cloth $26.00
ISBN 0-391-02393-4 paper $15.00

Living With the Desert: Working Buildings of the Iranian Plateau
Elizabeth Beazley and Michael Harverson
Examines the materials and methods of building by which, for centuries, ordinary people have made life comfortable under harsh desert conditions.
ISBN 0-333-23417-0 paper $48.00

COMING IN 1984 . . . .

The Journal of Anthropological Research
Special Fortieth Anniversary Issue
including articles by

Gordon Willey
Eugene Hammel
David Pilbeam
Marc Swartz
Stephen Tyler
Lewis Binford
Marvin Harris

Michel Verdon
Robert Netting
Roger Keesing
Elizabeth Colson
Carol and Melvin Ember
Robert Anderson
David Aberle

Special Issue Price, $10; or receive all four issues in 1984 for only $20.

Reserve your copy:
J.A.R. Subscriptions, Dept. of Anthropology
University of New Mexico, Albuquerque, NM 87131
Visit us in Booth 26.

APPALACHIA AND AMERICA
Autonomy and Regional Dependence
ALLEN BATTEAU, editor. This collection of fourteen essays on the family, religion, health, education, and land use deals cogently with the newest form of conflict affecting not only communities in Appalachia, but urban and rural communities in America at large—the struggle for local values and ways of life in the face of distant and powerful bureaucracies. 296 pages $26.00

SEEDTIME ON THE CUMBERLAND
HARRIETTE SIMPSON ARNOW
"An important contribution to our knowledge of early America. It is also a book of great interest, and it should rivet the attention of a wide audience. It is seldom that so fresh a piece of historical writing comes into view. . . . Mrs. Arnow treats in great detail the adventures, perils, household life, agriculture, industry, commerce, religion, and mental outlook of the early settlers of the Tennessee and Cumberland regions"—Allan Nevins. 480 pages Cloth $28.00; Paper $13.00

GENERATIONS
An American Family
JOHN EGERTON "A stunning work of oral history, and the most remarkable portrait of an Appalachian family that I have ever read. This book sets standards as a model that the rest of us will now have to aspire to"—Eliot Wigginton, editor of Foxfire. "A rich contribution to the Americana treasury"—Publishers Weekly. 272 pages $19.50

THE INVISIBLE MINORITY
Urban Appalachians
WILLIAM W. PHILLIBER & CLYDE B. MCCOY, editors. "An important contribution to an understanding of migration from Appalachia and of migration adjustments"—Geographical Review. "A significant contribution to the growing body of knowledge about Appalachians"—Appalachian Educator. "Outstanding. . . . Can provide guidelines for research, a bibliography of methodologies, and a framework for discussing rural to urban migration throughout the world"—Urban Studies. 208 pages $18.00

KENTUCKY QUILTS AND THEIR MAKERS
MARY WASHINGTON CLARKE "A personalized and highly informative book on quilting; her stylistic presentation captures and reflects the most important essence of quilting: the sense of pride, friendship, and community innate to the art"—Tennessee Folklore Society Bulletin. "Mary Clarke's warm, chatty style makes Kentucky Quilts a pleasant book to read, one that makes you long for a rocking chair, the front porch on a sunny afternoon, and the companionship of an experienced quilter busily plying her craft amid a steady stream of conversation"—Early American Life. 136 pages $12.00
FOURTH EDITION

The Ancient Maya
Slyvanus G. Morley & George W. Brainerd
Revised by Robert J. Sharer

The standard work on the New World's most brilliant native civilization—completely revised and greatly expanded to incorporate the findings of an explosion of archaeological research completed since the last edition was published in 1956. Over 400 photographs, drawings, and maps (200 of them new). $28.50

Women, the Family, and Freedom
The Debate in Documents
VOLUME I, 1750–1880 • VOLUME II, 1880–1950

Edited by Susan Groag Bell & Karen M. Offen. Some 264 primary source documents chronicle the public debate that raged in Europe and America over the role of women in Western society. Vol. I, cloth, $32.50; paper, $14.95. Vol. II, cloth, $30.00; paper, $13.95

Haruko's World
A Japanese Farm Woman and Her Community

Gail Lee Bernstein. This study focuses on Haruko and her work routine, family relationships, and social life to provide a description of the dramatic changes that have occurred in the lives of Japanese farm women over the last two decades. Illus. $19.50

We, The Tikopia
A Sociological Study of Kinship in Primitive Polynesia

Raymond Firth. A classic study of tribal society on the island of Tikopia in the Solomon Islands group at a time when these people were almost untouched by Western civilization. The 1963 edition, abridged by the author. Illus. Cloth, $35.00; paper, $10.95

NOW IN PAPERBACK

Long Engagements
Maturity in Modern Japan

David W. Plath. 1980. Cloth, $17.50; paper, $6.95

Stanford University Press
NEW BOOKS IN ANTHROPOLOGY

Peter D. Bell
Peasants in Socialist Transformation: Life in a Collectivized Hungarian Village $25.00

J. Desmond Clark and Steven A. Brandt, Editors
From Hunters to Farmers: The Causes and Consequences of Food Production in Africa $55.00

Liza Crihfield Dalby
Geisha $25.00

Gilbert H. Herdt, Editor
Ritualized Homosexuality in Melanesia $24.95

Stephen J. Kunitz
Disease Change and the Role of Medicine: The Navaho Experience $29.95
A volume in Comparative Studies of Health Systems and Medical Care

Brian Moeran
Lost Innocence: Folk Craft Potters of Onta, Japan $30.00

Rodney Needham
Against the Tranquility of Axioms $22.50

Thomas P. Rohlen
Japan's High Schools $35.00
hardcover, $10.95 paperback

Katherine Verdery
Transylvanian Villagers: Three Centuries of Political, Economic, and Ethnic Change $29.95

Hiroshi Wagatsuma and George A. De Vos
Heritage of Endurance: Family Patterns and Delinquency Formation in Urban Japan $40.00

Robert F. Wasserstrom
Class and Society in Central Chiapas $29.00

Peter Worsley
The Three Worlds $29.95

Michael W. Young
Magicians of Manumanua: Living Myth in Kalauna $24.95
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BROKEN EARTH
The Rural Chinese
STEVEN W. MOSHER

"Broken Earth is one of the best books by a Westerner about the Chinese to emerge since...the death of Mao Tse-tung in 1976."—THE WALL STREET JOURNAL

"A courageous, significant book by one of the few Westerners to overcome the Chinese-foreigner syndrome."—JUDITH SHAPIRO, co-author of Sons of the Revolution

320 pages 921700-8 $17.95

A HOST OF TONGUES
Language Communities in the United States
NANCY FAIRES CONKLIN and MARGARET A. LOURIE

"...essential background information for those who are concerned about educational and social policy issues involved in bilingualism...a very useful textbook for introductory courses on the nature of language, language change, language policy and language attitudes."—ROGER W. SHUY, Georgetown University

314 pages paper 906500-3 $10.95 314 pages cloth 906390-6 $19.95

ANTHROPOLOGY FOR THE EIGHTIES
Introductory Readings
Edited by JOHNETTA B. COLE, University of Massachusetts

"An excellent and important book—which students ought to read in order to attain a sense of the potential anthropology has for addressing the issues of our time."—GERALD D. BERREMAN, University of California, Irvine

576 pages paper 906430-9 $13.95

ETHICS AND VALUES IN ARCHAEOLOGY
Edited by ERNESTENE L. GREEN, U.S.D.A. Forest Service

"...this volume will fill an important gap in the literature."—DAVID HURST THOMAS, American Museum of Natural History

Here is the first authoritative discussion of the key ethical and value issues confronting archaeologists today.

336 pages 912750-5 $34.95

WORLDS OF MUSIC
An Introduction to the Music of the World's Peoples
JEFF TODD TITON, General Editor

"...accurate and up-to-date. The authors know their areas and present warmly written, but factual essays. It is the only text of its type with most of the musical examples included on an accompanying cassette...will make a lasting impression."—JAMES W. KIMBALL, SUNY, Geneseo

400 pages 872600-6 $18.95 2-cassette package available, $9.95 (tent.)

THE FREE PRESS
A Division of Macmillan, Inc.
866 THIRD AVENUE, NEW YORK, N.Y. 10022
NEW FROM ACADEMIC PRESS!

THE AUSTRALOPITHECINE FACE
YOEL RAK

FROM THE FOREWORD: [Rak's] book provides a scholarly historical review and a thoughtful, highly significant analysis of early hominin biology.
—Tim D. White and F. Clark Howell, University of California, Berkeley

1983, 256 pp., $45.00
ISBN: 0-12-576280-1

THE SHANIDAR NEANDERTALS
ERIK TRINKAUS

This is a detailed examination of the human paleontological data provided by the fossils from the Mousterian levels of Shanidar Cave in Iraq.
1983, 528 pp., $47.50
ISBN: 0-12-700550-1

THE CLOUD PEOPLE
DIVERGENT EVOLUTION OF THE ZAPOTEC AND MIXTEC CIVILIZATIONS
Edited by KENT V. FLANNERY and JOYCE MARCUS

A School of American Research Book

Tracing two of Pre-Columbian Mexico's most important civilizations from 10,000 B.C. to the Spanish Conquest, this definitive volume provides one of the most thorough case studies of divergent cultural evolution currently available.
1983, 408 pp., $74.50
ISBN: 0-12-259860-1

THE ORIGINS OF AGRICULTURE
AN EVOLUTIONARY PERSPECTIVE
DAVID RINDOS

1983, c. 312 pp., in preparation
ISBN: 0-12-589280-2

THE ORIGINS OF AGRICULTURE
AN EVOLUTIONARY PERSPECTIVE
DAVID RINDOS

1983, c. 312 pp., in preparation
ISBN: 0-12-589280-2

THE ORIGINS OF AGRICULTURE
AN EVOLUTIONARY PERSPECTIVE
DAVID RINDOS

1983, c. 312 pp., in preparation
ISBN: 0-12-589280-2

INCEST
A BIOSOCIAL VIEW
JOSEPH SHEPHER

FROM THE FOREWORD: [Shepher's] book will not be the final word on this important set of phenomena, but I believe it to be more important than previous works on the subject in pointing the way to rigorous analysis and ultimate, deep evolutionary understanding at all levels of biological and social organization.
—Edward O. Wilson, Harvard University
1983, 230 pp., $24.50
ISBN: 0-12-639460-1

SEE US AT BOOTH #6.
Smithsonian Titles in Anthropology

inua: Spirit World of the Bering Sea Eskimo
William W. Fitzhugh and Susan A. Kaplan, Henry B. Collins, Dorothy Jean Ray, Saradell Ard Frederick, Thomas Ager, contributors

Archaeological Ceramics
Jacqueline S. Olin and Alan D. Franklin, editors

Southwest
Handbook of North American Indians, volume 10
Alfonso Ortiz, volume editor
William C. Sturtevant, general editor

Celebration: A World of Art and Ritual
Folklife Programs and Renwick Gallery, Smithsonian Institution

Celebration: Studies in Festivity and Ritual
Victor Turner, editor

The Ojibwa Dance Drum: Its History and Construction
Smithsonian Folklife Studies, volume 2
Thomas Vennen, Jr.

The Bark Canoes and Skin Boats of North America
Reprint of a Smithsonian classic
Edwin Tappan Adney and Howard I. Chapelle

How Humans Adapt: A Biocultural Odyssey
Donald J. Ortner, editor

The Peoples and Cultures of Ancient Peru
Luis G. Lumbreras

Classics of Smithsonian Anthropology Series

The Eskimo About Bering Strait
Edward W. Nelson

Calendar History of the Kiowa Indians
James Mooney

The Horse in Blackfoot Indian Culture
John C. Ewers

Indians of the Southeastern United States
John R. Swanton

The Indian Tribes of North America
John R. Swanton

Visit Us at Booth #28

Smithsonian Institution Press
P.O. Box 1579
Washington, D.C. 20013
LISTS
427 US and foreign anthropology departments in academic, museum, and research institutions

DETAILS
- Degrees offered in anthropology
- Degree requirements
- Number of students in residence and degrees granted
- Academic year system
- Special resources and facilities
- Faculty/staff names, degrees, and subfields
- Graduate student support available

address all orders to

AAA Publications Department
1703 New Hampshire Av NW
Washington, DC 20009

please enclose payment with orders

$20.00
$12.50 (AAA individual members)
Dominance and Defiance: A Study of Marital Instability in an Islamic African Society, Anthropological Studies No. 6, by Ronald Cohen. Divorce is a well-established practice among the Kanuri of Nigeria, whose marriage rituals, sex roles, and patterns of family dissolution provide insight into universal problems of marriage and the family. $4.00 ($2.50)

Princes of the Earth: Subcultural Diversity in a Mexican Municipality, Special Publication No 2, by Barbara Luise Margolies. Based on fieldwork in a rural Mexican municipality, this study investigates the long-range repercussions of the Mexican Revolution among Indians and Mestizos, shedding light on the study of other American revolutions, historical and current. $4.00 ($2.50)

Formal Methods in Economic Anthropology, Special Publication No. 4, edited by Stuart Plattner. Statistical techniques and formal theory increasingly are being applied to the analysis of empirical data in anthropological research. In this book, eight innovators and scholars in economic anthropology detail analytic style in simulation and fieldwork experience. $4.00 ($2.50)

The Societies of Borneo: Explorations in the Theory of Cognatic Social Structure, Special Publication No. 6, edited by G. N. Appell. Providing a fresh look at the importance of the cognatic society, this collection of papers suggests new directions in theory of kinship and social/cultural organization. $4.00 ($2.50)

The Uses of Anthropology, Special Publication No. 11, edited by Walter Goldschmidt. This collection of reports by leaders in the field details how anthropology is an effective and forceful influence in technology and the course of world events. $7.50 ($5.00)

Health in the Andes, Special Publication No. 12, edited by Joseph W. Bastien and John M. Donahue. Health maintenance in the Andes is the focus of this volume, which examines how Andeans deal with sickness using myth and ritual, how they maintain physical well-being through physiological and cultural adaptation to an environment with dietary restrictions, diurnal temperature climate, and high altitude. Suggestions for improvement of health conditions conclude the essays. $15.00 ($10.00)
PUBLICATIONS

Directory of Practicing Anthropologists, Special Publication No. 13, compiled by Agnes B Chatelain and Louis F Cimino. Addresses, phone numbers, and information on degree status, subfield, and work sector/function of 368 AAA members in the US and 19 other countries who practice anthropology outside colleges, universities, and museums. $6.00 ($4.00)

Getting a Job Outside the Academy, Special Publication No. 14, by AAA Program Staff. A guide for anthropologists who are beginning a search for nonacademic employment. Advice about how to link skills with the needs of nonacademic employers, how to locate employment opportunities in particular nonacademic sectors, and how to manage the work of locating jobs in a new and different environment. Sample resumes and a selected bibliography are included. $4.00 ($2.50)

Culture and Ecology: Eclectic Perspectives, Special Publication No. 15, edited by John G. Kennedy and Robert B. Edgerton. Acknowledges the considerable contribution of Walter Goldschmidt to the discipline of anthropology and develops one of the central themes of his career: ecology-economics. His emphases on biosocial, technological, economic, symbolic, and psychological factors in conducting ecological research are detailed, and a review of his influential Culture and Ecology in East Africa Project is provided. $12.00 ($8.00)

Films for Anthropological Teaching, 7th Edition, 1983, Special Publication No. 16, prepared by Karl G. Heider. This catalog lists and describes 1,575 films used by anthropologists in teaching. It includes: film titles, descriptions, bibliographies, prices and distributions; a geographical listing of films relevant to a cultural area; and a topical index of films relevant to different fields, filmmakers index, and film title index. $15.00 ($10.00)

Please enclose payment, in US funds, with all orders. Amount in parentheses indicates price to members of the American Anthropological Association.

Send order to: American Anthropological Association
1703 New Hampshire Ave, N.W.
Washington, D.C. 20009
Selected Papers from the American Anthropologist

These three volumes, published in commemoration of the 75th anniversary of the American Anthropological Association and in recognition of its major role as the publisher of the nation's oldest and most illustrious anthropological journal, comprehensively represent the trends and interests within anthropology through the various phases of its history, reflecting the highest qualitative standards of the American Anthropologist and the discipline it serves.

1888-1920 edited by Frederica de Laguna
Selections in this volume represent the interests and accomplishments in American anthropology from the establishment of the American Anthropologist through World War I, chosen to exhibit the theoretical, methodological and factual contributions in as many aspects of anthropology as possible, and by as many authors. To illustrate the growth of the discipline, some contemporary surveys and historical summaries, as well as significant book reviews and obituaries, are also included. An introductory essay by A. Irving Hallowell, as well as the editor's Selected Bibliography on the History of Anthropology and introductory notes to the reprinted articles, provide a valuable historical perspective. (This is a reissue of the 1960 edition published by Row, Peterson and Company for the AAA.)

1921-1945 edited by George W. Stocking, Jr.
The interwar period was one of intellectual and institutional diversification in American anthropology, as the students of Franz Boas followed out the diverging leads implicit in their mentor's ambiguous orientation between science and history. Responding to new intellectual influences mediated by departmental affiliations with sociology and the interdisciplinary movement in the social sciences, as well as by fieldwork situations quite different from those of the American Indian reservation, anthropology in the United States turned from historical reconstruction toward synchronic study. Simultaneously, the traditional unity of the field was threatened by "centrifugal forces of specialization" reflected in the creation of new professional organizations in each subdiscipline. In the context of possibilities for government support opened up by the discipline's participation in the war effort, however, the organizational unit of a general science of man was preserved in the restructuring of the AAA after World War II. The editor's introductory essay provides an in-depth historical analysis of the period.

1946-1970 edited by Robert F. Murphy
This volume represents a cross-section of anthropological thought during the past quarter century, providing a sampling from the subfields of anthropology and from its various theoretical and topical directions, and at the same time presenting those essays of greatest merit and influence. The selections, together with the editor's summary history of the discipline during the period, yield a volume that encapsulates the recent history of anthropology, both in the United States and abroad.

address orders to
AAA Publications Department / 1703 New Hampshire Avenue NW / Washington, DC 20009
Please enclose payment, in US funds, with all orders.

The American Anthropological Association, founded in 1902 to advance anthropology in all its aspects, is the world's largest organization of individuals interested in anthropology. Through publications, meetings, and programs, the Association encourages scholarly and professional communication among anthropologists and promotes the public understanding and uses of anthropology. The AAA carries on the tradition of holism. In it you will find members from every subfield and every employment setting. If you have a professional or scholarly interest in anthropology we invite you to join.


Dues ($50) include subscriptions to The American Anthropologist, a quarterly journal devoted to scholarly articles, reviews, reports, and commentary; and the Anthropology Newsletter, published nine times a year, which reports current developments affecting the profession. Discounted dues ($25) are available to students, persons permanently residing outside the United States, and spouses. Members also receive reduced rates for occasional publications, annual meeting registration, placement service, and other programs.

Join today. You'll be in good company. Write to:

American Anthropological Association
1703 New Hampshire Ave NW
Washington, DC 20009
202-232-8800
Anthropology and Archaeology from Illinois

Women and the Ancestors
A Study of Black Carib Kinship and Ritual
Virginia Kerns $19.95

Marriage Practices in Lowland South America
Edited by Kenneth Kensinger $17.50

The Study of Ethnomusicology
Twenty-nine Issues and Concepts
Bruno Nettl Cloth. $35.00; paper. $12.95

The World from Brown’s Lounge
An Ethnography of Black Middle-Class Play
Michael J. Bell $14.95

For the Ancestors
Autobiographical Memories
Bessie Jones; collected and edited by John Stewart $14.95

American Bottom Archaeology
FAI-270 Site Reports
Edited by Charles J. Bareis and James W. Porter
A multi-volume series on one of the most significant archaeological regions in North America. Three volumes are presently available. at $8.95 each.

Loren Eiseley
The Development of a Writer
E. Fred Carlisle $15.95

Forthcoming: Underdeveloping the Amazon: Extraction, Unequal Exchange, and the Failure of State Planning. by Stephen G. Bunker; Directions in Cognitive Anthropology. by Janet Dougherty; Sicuanga Runa: The Other Side of Development in Amazonian Ecuador. by Norman E. Whitten.

Rest your bones at our booth while you check out what’s new and interesting in anthropology. We are offering a convention discount. Booth 16.

UNIVERSITY OF ILLINOIS PRESS
54 E. Gregory Drive / Champaign IL 61820